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ABSTRACT

In the late 1920s and early 1930s D'Arcy McNickle wrote a number of short stories most of which were not published at the time. This collection contains eleven of these unpublished short stories, and in addition, two that have been published previously. D'Arcy McNickle's short fiction deals basically with three topics, thereby providing a convenient way of grouping the short stories into three sections: life on Indian reservations, life in rural Montana, and life in the big cities. The Introduction contains a short analysis of one short story for each section. Each of the three sections is furthermore accompanied by a critical discussion of the short stories' versions and of the editorial decisions. The Introduction to the collection is mainly biographical and serves to establish the short fiction's place in D'Arcy McNickle's literary career.
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

With the publication of N. Scott Momaday's Pulitzer Prize winning novel *House Made of Dawn* in 1968 American interest in "Native Americans" and their writings revived and readers soon began to talk about a Native American Renaissance. Despite their interest in contemporary American Indian fiction, readers however have paid little attention to earlier American Indian writers. One of these early and neglected writers is D'Arcy McNickle. His first novel *The Surrounded* was published in 1936 during the aftermath of the Depression, and therefore, did not receive the recognition it deserved. If the novel was not as successful as he had hoped, D'Arcy McNickle found it virtually impossible to sell any of his short stories, many of them fine examples of Western Realism, since the white American reader preferred to maintain the fiction of the West as untouched by the problems the Depression was causing in the East. D'Arcy McNickle's short fiction, in addition to its literary qualities, is also an important contribution to American Indian studies because it defies the preconception that Indians can only write about Indians. D'Arcy McNickle's friends remember him as a cosmopolitan who participated in a number of different communities successfully and could talk with authority about the world of the white man as well as the world of the Indian. This collection of his short fiction represents his understanding of these diverse worlds in the 1930s, an understanding that was refined throughout his life but remained basically the same.
William D'Arcy McNickle was born on January 18, 1904 at St. Ignatius, Montana, the third child of William McNickle and Philomene Parenteau McNickle. When D'Arcy McNickle applied for a position in the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1934, he described his familial background as follows: "I am a native of the Flathead Reservation in Montana, and I believe that the records there show me as a quarter breed. The Indian blood comes through my mother, who was really of Cree descent but was adopted by the Flathead tribe when her father settled in western Montana, after having been expelled from Canada for having participated in the Riel Rebellion in 1885."

When his parents were divorced and his mother remarried in 1913, D'Arcy McNickle was sent by the Superintendent of the Flathead Reservation to the Indian boarding school Chemawa in Oregon where he was to remain for three years. After he was permitted to return home, he attended public school in Montana as well as in Washington. During that time he bore his stepfather's last name, Dahlberg, in response to his mother's request; he did not return to McNickle until the birth of his first daughter Antoinette in 1933. All his early publication, fiction and poetry, in the Frontier and Midland, the literary journal of the University of Montana where he studied for three and a half years, are under his stepfather's name. The time he spent at the University of Montana and especially the encouragement of Professor Alan P. Merriam were important influences in his determination to become a professional writer. In 1925, on the advice of Professor Merriam who considered him an imaginative and original poet, D'Arcy McNickle decided to continue his studies at Oxford, England, and to obtain the necessary funds he
sold his allotment on the Flathead Reservation. Unfortunately, the time spent at Oxford was not as profitable as he had hoped. Oxford University accepted only part of his credits and his funds did not permit him to stay as long as he would have needed to complete his degree. One thing, however, he did take away from Oxford: an increased awareness of the subtleties of language. He had learned to transform his rural Montana English speech patterns into more proper and correct usage. In 1931 D'Arcy McNickle managed to attend summer school at the University of Grenoble, France.

When D'Arcy McNickle returned from Europe in 1931 he was more determined than ever to make his way in life as a professional writer. The first draft of the "great American novel" he intended to publish was probably in his luggage. He had prospects of establishing a regular income as a writer and editor for the Encyclopedia Brittanica, trade journals, publishing houses and the like. Even though he was aware of the financial hardships and disappointments waiting for an unestablished writer in New York City, he never doubted his ultimate success as a writer.

Back in New York City D'Arcy McNickle immersed himself in the life of that city. His journals of that time are full of political discussions, sport events, and book reviews. No mention is made of his earlier life in Montana and his concerns and interests are those of any educated urban American. D'Arcy McNickle seems to have distanced himself from his rural Indian heritage and the bitter memories of his childhood for years. His mother had encouraged him to do so. She wanted him to lead a successful life in the white non-Reservation world.
rather than what she regarded as the hopeless existence of a breed on the Reservation. Her teachings were enforced during McNickle's years at the Indian boarding school.

The first draft of the The Surrounded, which has strong autobiographical elements, reflects this estrangement from his family and heritage to a much greater degree than the published version. If the manuscript at The Newberry Library is complete, no reconciliation of the half-blood protagonist Archilde and his Indian heritage takes places as in the final published version. Archilde decides to return to the white world at the end of the novel after a short attempt to run his father's ranch. He is unable to accept the existence of waiting that D'Arcy McNickle described as typical for the Indian in the notes for his short story "En roulant ma boule, roulant ...:" "To have been born an Indian on an Indian Reservation is to have been half-born. Rather, it is to have come to live in a world of mist. Always you are waiting, the people around you are waiting."

The revision of the novel's first version in New York City in 1935 and 1936 proved to be a painful but decisive experience for D'Arcy McNickle, since it led him to re-evaluate his sense of self. His growing interest in history might have been responsible for the rethinking of his roots since it created in him an awareness of the abuses the American Indian had suffered, abuses that he could only excuse but not justify. His application for a position in the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1934 contains a statement of his artistic goals: D'Arcy McNickle intends to reject the prevalent romanticism and plans to employ realism to depict the westward movement of "civilization" and the
destruction of indigenous cultures it brought in its wake. D'Arcy McNickle's consciousness had come a long way from that represented in the first version of his novel. His sympathy is clearly on the side of the Indian now, but the point of view is still that of the outsider interested in saving the worthwhile culture of his ancestors rather than that of a participant. In the final version of The Surrounded, however, which was published two years after the application was written, D'Arcy McNickle's protagonist Archilde, after a sojourn in the white world, acknowledges the necessity of returning to his roots. Archilde, after initial reluctance, is re-initiated into the tribal ways. He may be arrested for a murder he did not commit in the end, but he has regained his spiritual balance.

Despite all his prospects D'Arcy McNickle's financial situation grew steadily more precarious after he settled in New York City. The situation became desperate when he married and his daughter Antoinette was born in 1933. Despite his desperation D'Arcy McNickle was not prepared to compromise his artistic integrity and adjust The Surrounded to the popular taste of the Depression. Editors asked him to change the ending of the novel, but he refused to do so. As rejection slips of publishers accumulated and editing work became scarce, he took a temporary job at the Federal Writers’ Project in Washington in 1935 while he waited for a decision on his application to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for a permanent position. His task at the Federal Writers’ Project was probably to edit anthropological materials. D'Arcy McNickle's acceptance of his appointment by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in March 1936 not only solved his financial problem but was a
significant step on his journey back to his roots. His daily involvement with Indian problems required him to admit to himself his own heritage. Still he maintained both a physical and emotional distance from the Flathead Reservation which permitted him to write non-fiction rather than fiction. Fiction to D'Arcy McNickle was a vehicle for the exploration of self while non-fiction provided him with a form to speak about Indians and history in a more general context.

Ironically his novel The Surrounded was accepted for publication shortly after he had joined the Federal Writers' Project and had moved to Washington D.C. in 1935. Despite very good reviews the novel did not sell well. It was to remain D'Arcy McNickle's only long fiction work until 1954 when he published Runner in the Sun, a juvenile novel with a Pueblo setting. His last novel, Wind from an Enemy Sky, was not published until 1978, a year after his death. In the years between these fictions D'Arcy McNickle also wrote a number of non-fiction books - They Came Here First (1949), Indians and Other Americans (1959), and The Indian Tribes of the United States (1962) - and a biography of Oliver La Farge, Indian Man (1971). D'Arcy McNickle also published an impressive number of articles on Indians and Indian-white relationships. There is no indication however that he worked on any short fiction, with the exception of revising an already written piece, after he entered the Indian Service. All the short stories in this collection seem to have been written in the 1920s and early 1930s.

From 1936 to 1952 D'Arcy McNickle worked in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, mainly under Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier. His assignments varied: Field Representative of the Bureau, John Collier's
assistant, Director of Tribal Relations, and so on. His entry into the
Indian Service also coincided with an important development in Indian
policy, the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 which was designed to
provide the tribes with self-determination. The assimilation policy
which had created the setting for a great part of D'Arcy McNickle's
unhappy childhood memories was thereby officially relinquished. Even
though D'Arcy McNickle regarded the Indian Reorganization Act and
Collier's push for tribal government as a positive development, he also
saw the problems it would cause early in his political career. The
necessity to educate the Indian people as to the meaning of self-
determination remained his foremost concern throughout his life. His
non-fiction books set the historical frame for that education.

D'Arcy McNickle resigned from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
because of a change in administration in 1952 and went to work for
American Indian Development, a private company based in Boulder,
Colorado. With the help of a grant from the Carl Schwarzhaupt
Foundation, he later went to Crownpoint, New Mexico, for leadership
training of the Navajos of that community. From 1959 to 1966 he also
conducted summer workshops at Boulder in American Indian Affairs and
leadership for Indian College students. The year D'Arcy McNickle left
Colorado, 1966, to accept the appointment to establish an Anthropology
Department at the University of Saskatchewan, Regina Campus, he received
an honorary degree, Doctor of Sciences, from the University of Colorado.
He remained in Canada until his retirement in 1971 when he moved to
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Despite his retirement, D'Arcy McNickle's life remained an active one. He was so often asked to speak at conventions, to give papers at meetings, to do editing work, to write articles and to read manuscripts that he did not find sufficient time for his own work. When he died unexpectedly at age 73 in 1977, he was involved in the editing of a volume of the *Handbook of North American Indians* and he was the Program Director of the Center for the History of the American Indian at The Newberry Library in Chicago. His work at The Newberry Library must have given him great pleasure since it permitted him to help young Indian scholars in a way that he himself had felt a need for but had never received. He had written to the Director of Employment of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1934: "It is true that I lack technical training of the sort which might have prepared me, say, for one of the professions, and I wonder if that won't be true of most Indians. Even those of us who managed to get some sort of an education have probably followed an erratic course, for the lack of guidance at critical times." His work at The Newberry provided him with an opportunity to give that needed guidance. After his death the Center was named for him.

But no matter how busy D'Arcy McNickle was, he always wrote what he considered good prose regardless of whether it was fiction or non-fiction. Even though he probably never returned to short fiction after 1936, he never lost interest in fiction as such. It is significant that the last work he published was a novel; he must have found it the same congenial medium of communication that he described it as to John Collier in 1934: "I have chosen the medium of fiction, first of all because I understand the storytelling art, and in the second place I
know by rationalization that fiction reaches a wider audience than any other form of writing; and if it is good fiction it should tell a man as much of himself as a text combining something of philosophy and psychology, a little physiology, and some history, and should send him off with the will to make use of his best quality, which is his understanding."7

D'Arcy McNickle had chosen the role of the outsider in 1934, but he took the final step in his journey back to his Indian roots in 1977. He accepted an invitation to speak at the Northwest Indian Education Conference shortly before his death. It was the first time that he had returned to the Flathead Reservation since he had left for Europe. D'Arcy McNickle, who had regarded himself as a member of urban American society in the 1930, acknowledged at the conference that he too had roots which lay deeper than his participation in mainstream "American society." This realization is also reflected in his final publication, Wind from an Enemy Sky. His interest in seeing this Indian novel printed after various academic books on Indians and his biography of Oliver La Farge must be regarded as his final statement. He was an Indian. D'Arcy McNickle had come home.

The short stories in this collection are arranged into three sections: "Reservation," "Montana," and "The City." The arrangement seems to represent D'Arcy McNickle's own physical and spiritual journey from his experiences on the Flathead Reservation in Montana to his life in New York City, Paris, and Washington, D.C. From the wary willingness to evaluate the changes proposed by the white men in the "Reservation" stories he moved to the rejection of ambition and continuous struggle
for material gain as exemplified by the white world in "The City" stories. In the middle section, "Montana," he deals with the question of whether or not an individual can function productively in a community other than the one he was born into. The fact that the protagonists of the Montana stories are from the same ethnic background and nevertheless do not share the same ideas and ideals reinforces the caution voiced in the "Reservation" stories and the sense of spiritual loss in "The City" section. A short discussion of "Hard Riding", "En roulant ma boule, roulant ...", "Six Beautiful in Paris" and "The Hawk is Hungry" will demonstrate D'Arcy McNickle's use of the three places as microcosms, manageable and familiar units representative of more people than D'Arcy McNickle.

Superintendent Brinder's final defeat in "Hard Riding," acknowledged with "Boys, you should of elected me judge to your kangaroo court. I would have made a crackerjack," is as unexpected for him as for the reader. As the official representative of the government he has the legal power to punish the offenders who take cattle without working. He is helpless however in the face of the close-knit community and the Indians' refusal to change the traditional values of their community. Even though they were persuaded to change their means of subsistence to cattle raising, they will not be cajoled into giving up their only means of spiritual survival: the community and its traditional laws. Big Face's speech makes that clear: "To be a judge, you got to be about perfect. You got to know everything, and you got to live up to it. Otherwise you got nothing to say to anybody who does wrong. Anybody who puts himself up to be that good, he's just a liar. And people will
laugh at him. We are friends among ourselves and nobody interferes in another person's business. That's how it is, and nobody wants to set himself up to be a judge. That's what Big Face says." (30)

The very existence of this Indian community in the face of their reservation life and the interference of the whites is a testimony to the Indians' strong sense of community and the effectiveness of its traditions. There is a great sense of continuity among the members of the tribal council that cannot be expected of the new mixed-blood generation. For example, Big Face can depend on his following since he is the official spokesman of the tribal council and, by extension, of the entire community. His role as the representative of the Mountain Indians is reinforced by the fact that he is the only council member to be introduced by name. The other members lose their individuality and become mere parts of the community. This sense of community is not present in the half-blood generation that has been exposed to the white community to a much greater extent. The young mixed-blood interpreter may be nameless like the members of the tribal council, but his warning Brinder of the trap sets him apart from the Indian community. In contrast to the members of the tribal council however, he has no prior knowledge of the plan and does not constitute a serious danger to the Indian community.

Even though Brinder is the representative of the legally more powerful community, he cannot override the Indian community's decision. The Indians comply with his demand to set up an Indian court but choose its members in a way that permits the community to accept as natural their "foolishness" in breaking the tradition; the three men are
literally fools and, as Big Face says, "It is better, we think, that fools should be judges. If people won't listen to them, no one will mind." (33) The values of that particular Indian community are strong enough to resist intrusions by their Superintendent.

In addition to the group Brinder belongs to because of his profession, he himself has chosen a community he wants to be a member of: the group of the white ranchers. From the beginning of "Hard Riding" the reader is aware that Brinder's conscious choice was based on the stereotyped accounts of cattle raising that the Superintendent encountered throughout his early life: "He had a special liking for cattle. It began long before he had ever seen an Indian, back home in New York State. Boyhood reading about hard riding and fast shooting on the cattle trails -- that was what started it. Then in his first job in the Indian Service, he had worked under a hard-minded Scotchman whose record as a stockman was unbeatable. He had learned the gospel from him. He learned to talk the lingo." (24) For Brinder the Indians and his job as their Superintendent are means to accomplish his dream regardless of the people in his charage. His thoughts about cattle and Indians have been shaped by the literature that perpetuates the myth of the cattle stealing Indian, the lazy Indian who proves to be the obstacle to the white rancher's success. It becomes a clearcut issue for Brinder: the good and well meaning rancher who brings civilization to the West pitted against the stubborn and simple Indian who refuses the proffered blessings of the white man. The defeat of the Indians and their old way of life is inevitable in Brinder's Western Literature since nothing can be permitted to stand in the way of progress. Indians
must be civilized. This whole range of stereotyped convictions is what Brinder brings to bear on the Indians in his charge. A reinforcement of his beliefs is that his achievements in making the Indians self-sufficient are duly recognized by white visitors to the Mountain Indian Reservation and by Washington officials. To his utter surprise and the surprise of the reader the "good," civilization, does not win over the "bad," the Indians' simple ways. The Indians manage to defend their community by adhering to tradition.

Brinder's official position as the legal representative of the government gives him the power to enforce his dream. But it remains a dream because he has no roots in the ranching community. He has acquired the trappings of what he calls his "creed;" for example, he wears a cattleman's hat and tips his chair back while talking. The trappings only serve to reinforce the stereotypes in his mind though.

If the Indians do not act according to stereotypes, an example is Brinder's final defeat with words rather than violence, the Superintendent is helpless. There is no precedent in his chosen community he can fall back on and even his official membership in the government community provides no solution. Brinder has to admit defeat.

The companion piece of "Hard Riding", "En roulant ma boule, roulant ...," continues to explore the results of substituting one belief system with another. "En roulant ma boule, roulant..." consists of two distinct parts that have nothing in common but the protagonist Dieudonne Leroux who is exposed to two different concepts of history: the history that has been brought from foreign countries and the history that has grown with the land. The first part of the short story is
taken up with the bickering half-bloods and their often silly questions and meaningless verbal exchanges. They have no firm sense of the law they mean to administer and talk vaguely of "English common law, the Napoleonic Code, Statutory law, Blackstone, Chancellor Kent ..." Clearly the half-blood judges are attempting to replace indigenous laws with those of the white man. The attempt to accept another people's laws that have not grown out of their own history is doomed to failure and leaves the half-blood community with a lack of purpose. Even the spectators of the trial come with one expectation only, to be amused. The outward appearance of the characters participating in this rather meaningless rape trial is comical too. Sam Delorme, who is interested in nothing but food, is described as running over the edges of the chair like dough. The "raped" girl, Pauline Delorme, promiscuous and spiteful, is a natural product of this purposeless half-blood community.

Dieudonne, the representative of the Indian community, however, makes it clear from the beginning that he merely suffers the clumsy attempts of the half-bloods to judge him for the alleged rape by a law foreign to him. "And here was Dieudonne, standing red-faced and angry. He knew the ways better than did the mentally tattered and physically ragged half-bloods who sat on trial on him; and knowing that he knew better than they, they were enjoying putting the spurs to him." (34) Dieudonne is a member of a community that can trace its history four hundred years back, a history that is meaningful to the full-blood community because it has grown with the country and the development of one community.
In "En roulant ma boule, roulant ..." Dieudonné also realizes the importance of Le Premier's "song" and its significance in keeping their history alive and unbroken: "He had a vivid imagery of a song which went back into mistiness, like a living thread of water which you might watch from a grassy hill top inlaying its silvered course in the prairie and disappearing in a final gleam on the horizon's uncertain edge. So it was a song, En roulant ma boule, roulant, rather than a connected narrative, which he knew so intimately. Yet it was a song which gave him a full sense of the narrative."(49) Le Premier, the tribal patriarch, is the tribal memory. However, Dieudonné realizes the danger inherent in Le Premier's death; because he is more than one of the community's respected members, Le Premier's death could mean the community's spiritual death through loss of history.

From the first Dieudonné seems quite divorced from the happenings in the courtroom. While everybody is bickering and arguing, he contemplates what he can see of nature though the window as if the half-bloods' new law cannot touch him. Nature also plays an important role in the second part of the short story where Dieudonné comes to a full understanding of the inter-relationship of nature and history. Certain names and events, important in the shaping of the history he acknowledges, are associated with places he encounters on his ride to Le Premier's deathbed. While the courtroom scene has served to awaken Dieudonné to the importance of his own history, the ride intensified this realization and emphasizes the importance of his role as a favorite and, possibly, spiritual heir of Le Premier. His name "Dieudonné" - God given - indicates that he will assume his responsibilities and keep the
Indian community safe from foreign intrusions by becoming the new custodian of the community's history and tribal memory. Other members of the Indian community, who are hurrying to Le Premier's house, also seem to regard Dieudonne as a vital link between past, present and future and urge him on.

In a way the first part of "En roulant ma boule, roulant ..." is an indication of what might happen in Brinder's Indian court. It is indeed difficult to take a court serious that cannot even force the accused to await the outcome of his trial. D'Arcy McNickle seems to suggest that a community has to protect itself by awakening in its youth a sense of the importance of history to avoid the foolishness and purposelessness of the half-blood community in "En roulant ma boule, roulant ...."

"Six Beautiful in Paris" is an intriguing and ambitious "fragment" wherein D'Arcy McNickle uses two brothers who have both achieved their ultimate goal to discuss the American Dream. The brothers, participants in entirely different communities - one a professor in Paris and the other a rancher in Montana -, meet unexpectedly after a separation of some twenty years in Paris. Waldo Verriman has worked his way into the refined community of Paris' intelligentsia as a Professor of Romance Literature, thereby fulfilling a boyhood dream. His outward appearance also reflects his achievements. His clothes are more than correct and his mannerisms exquisite and calculated. Form has assumed predominance in Waldo's character; the dinner with his brother's family, for example, becomes an opportunity
to display his exquisite taste in choosing a meal rather than an opportunity to become acquainted with the members of his family.

The older brother, Robert and his wife, on the other hand, have achieved financial success relatively early in life, an achievement that they take no pain to hide. They are true representatives of the financially successful American abroad: plenty of money but a lack of refinement. Nevertheless, the Robert Verrimans have something that is utterly lacking in Waldo: humanity. The fulfillment of the American Dream has not deprived them of their human feelings and sympathy, a sympathy that makes artificial racial lines non-existent. Waldo, however, has achieved his dream at great cost; his participation in the community that is reputed to the most liberal, the most progressive in the world has taught him to see artificial boundaries in human relationships. He can condemn his nephew and his girlfriend without being acquainted with either of the parties.

"The Hawk is Hungry" is probably the most carefully constructed short story in the collection. D'Arcy McNickle spent at least two years writing it and experimenting with different narrators and endings. In this version the narrator is a wealthy Easterner who has moved to the West to participate in the American Dream. Because of his personal wealth he can experience what romantic Western Literature promises: a ranch, the open space, the building of his own destiny. He says to his sister: "Nonsense!" After one of the digs I tried to be stern. 'We are really a free people out here. The American spirit is making its last stand here. Every man is his master. He believes in himself. We don't know anything about tenement life, ward politics, the factory system --
all that. "(53-54) But the freedom the protagonist advocates is a freedom that relies on words and abstract language. When Anne, the protagonist's sister, calls the Montana ranchers "farmers," the narrator objects to the term because it suggests a bondage he does not want to acknowledge. His description of his relationship with his servants is also indicative. He says: "I keep a man and wife to cheer me up and do the hard work."(54) The narrator shows a lack of serious reflection on the West and refuses to acknowledge the discrepancy between his contention that everyone is free in the West and the reality of being a master. Even the moving scene at the Brown sisters' farm does not influence him: "Our visit went suddenly from a common-place friendly call to -- well, let's call it ridiculous and let it go at that." (56) Tragedy that does not fit into his stereotyped perception of the West is reduced to ridicule. Indeed, the ideal has killed all sympathy and understanding in him.

The Brown sisters experience the West on a practical level and know the squalor of everyday life and the backbreaking labor. Nevertheless, they also show implicit faith in the ideal. When Matilda speaks the truth in an unguarded moment, it is immediately covered by up her sister. The death of the brown hen, Molly, is an intense emotional experience for both girls, since Molly's struggle for survival in the dusty and bare barnyard represents their own effort to create something worthwhile of the land they own. No matter how much water they provide for it, the land is always thirsty and wants more. Instead of establishing a relationship with the land, the Brown sisters sacrifice themselves to scratch enough out of the land to live. Molly's death
causes Matilda to openly state their relationship with the land: "The hen was an idea. The idea of personal integrity. Standing alone and damn the consequences. Men try to live like that. Few do. Very few. The hen did. Did you see her? And this hawk, he's the witless brute force that insults us all. The best of us! We put ourselves above the beast, but when the hawk is hungry he comes for us. And what are we then?" (65) In this moment Matilda rejects the romantic notions of the West and admits the impossibility of creating their own fate. However, this moment of doubt is not permitted to last and the sisters express their renewed faith in the West soon after the death of the brown hen. They will continue to scratch a scant living out of the earth and starve their minds.

Both the narrator and the Brown sisters do not participate in the ranching community around them. Because they prefer book knowledge to practical advice, the Brown sisters are not initiated into the community. For example, they wash their pigs to the bewilderment of their neighbors because their book on farming tells them so, they plant a flower garden in defiance of lack of water, and they believe the tall tales about side-hill cattle, "the kind with legs shorter on one side to make sidehill grazing more convenient." (56) Because of their background as educated Eastern school teachers, they naturally rely on books for the knowledge for survival. They fail to understand that the community has the practical knowledge they need for survival in the West. The narrator, on the other hand, is independent of the community because he has the wealth to hire people with the needed knowledge. The impression he gives is one of imagined superiority without any real experience.
Anne takes a detached viewpoint which permits her to see her brother's and the Brown sisters' romantic notions about the West for what they are: waste of intellect and self-deception. Furthermore, Anne is not guided by a dream in shaping her life. She is a productive member of an Eastern community and sees no necessity for creating for herself another, imaginary world.

D'Arcy McNickle's final vision of the West seems to be that the "intruder" who comes to fulfill a dream like the Brown sisters and Brinder imposes his value system on an already existing one that has grown with the community. At best the "intruder" experiences material gain but spiritual loss because he has uprooted himself from his natural community, while the displaced person might experience economic hardship but usually maintains his spiritual values. Anne's final words in "The Hawk is Hungry" sum up the "invader's" spiritual loss: "I wonder -- was it worth it -- if that's the way the West was settled?"(66)
Notes


2Two short stories from that time are included in this collection - "Going to School" and "The Silver Locket" - but he wrote mainly poetry then. The poetry was also published in Frontier and Midland.


5D'Arcy McNickle also published two short stories: "Meat for God" (Esquire, September 1935, pp. 86, 120, 122) and "Snowfall" (Common Ground, Vol. 4, No. 4, Summer 1944, pp. 75-82).


8D'Arcy McNickle, "Hard Riding," p. 33. All references to short stories in this collection will be followed by page number in parentheses.

9See Notes on "The Hawk is Hungry" for detailed discussion of D'Arcy McNickle's experiment with endings and narrators.
Riding his gray mare a hard gallop in the summer dust, Brinder Mather labored with thought which couldn't quite come into focus.

The horse labored too, its gait growing heavy as loose sand fouled its footing; but at each attempt to break stride into a trot, there was the prick of spur point, a jerk at the reins. It was a habit with the rider.

"Keep going! Earn your feed, you hammerhead!"

Brinder was always saying that his horses didn't earn their feed, yet he was the hardest rider in the country.

Feeling as he did about horses, he quite naturally had doubts about Indians. And he had to work with Indians. He was their superintendent -- a nurse to their helplessness, was the way he sometimes thought of it.

It was getting toward sundown. The eastward mirror of the sky reflected orange and crimson flame thwarting the prismatic heavens. It was after supper, after a hardy day at the Agency office, and Brinder was anxious to get his task done and be home to rest. The heat of the day had fagged him. His focusing thought came out in words, audibly.

"They've been fooling with the idea for a month, more than a month, and I still can't tell what they'll do. Somehow I've got to pull it over. Either put it over or drop it. I'll tell them that. Take it or leave it ...."
Ahead, another mile, he saw the white school house, the windows ablaze with the evening sun. He wondered if those he had called together would be there, if they would all be there. A full turn-out, he reasoned, would indicate that they were interested. He could be encouraged if he saw them all on hand.

As he drew nearer he observed that a group stood waiting. He tried to estimate the number -- twelve [or] fifteen. Others were still coming. There were riders in the distance coming by other roads. The frown relaxed on his heavy, sun-reddened face. For the moment he was satisfied. He had called the entire Tribal Council of twenty, and evidently they would all be on hand. Good!

He let his horse slow to less than a canter for the first time in the three-mile ride from the Agency.

"Hello, boys. Everybody coming tonight? Let's go inside."

He strode, tall and dignified, through the group.

They smiled to his words, saying nothing. One by one they followed him into the school room. He was always for starting things with a rush; they always hung back. It was a familiar pattern. He walked to the teacher's desk and spread out before him a sheaf of paper which he had brought in a heavy envelope.

In five years one got to know something about Indians. Even in one's first job as superintendent of a Reservation, five years was a good schooling.

The important thing, the first thing to learn, was not to let them stall you. They would do it every time if you let them. They
would say to a new idea, "Let us talk about that," or "Give us time. We'll think about it." One had to know when to cut short. Put it over or drop it. Take it or leave it.

Not realizing that at the start, he had let these crazy Mountain Indians stall on him a long time before he had begun to get results. He had come to them with a simple idea and only now, after five years, was it beginning to work.

Cattle -- that was the idea. Beef cattle. Blooded stock. Good bulls. Fall round-ups. The shipment East. Cash profits. In language as simple as that he had finally got them to see his point. He had a special liking for cattle. It began long before he had ever seen an Indian, back home in New York State. Boyhood reading about hard riding and fast shooting on the cattle trails -- that was what started it. Then, in his first job in the Indian Service, he had worked under a hard-minded Scotchman whose record as a stockman was unbeatable. He had learned the gospel from him. He learned to talk the lingo.

"Indians don't know, more than that don't give a damn, about dragging their feet behind a plow. Don't say as I blame 'em. But Indians'll always ride horses. They're born to that. And if they're going to ride horses they might as well be riding herd on a bunch of steers. It pays money."

He put it that way, following his Scotch preceptor. He put it to the Indians, to Washington officials, and to anybody he could buttonhole for a few minutes. It was a complete gospel. It was appropriations of money from Congress for cattle purchases. It won flattering remarks.
from certain interested visitors who were always around inquiring about Indian welfare. In time, it won over the Indians. It should have won them sooner.

The point was just that, not to let them stall on you. After five years he had learned his lesson. Put it over, or drop it.

He had taken off his broad-brimmed cattleman's hat and laid it on the desk beside his papers. The hat was part of the creed. He surveyed the score of wordless, pensive, buckskin-smelling Indians, some slouched forward, holding their big hats between their knees; others, hats on, silently smoking.

He had to put it across, this thing he wanted them to do. He had to do it now, tonight, or else drop it. That was what he had concluded.

"I think you fellows have learned a lot since I been with you. I appreciate the way you co-operate with me. Sometimes it's kinda hard to make things clear, but once you see what it means to you, you're all for it. I like that." He paused and mopped his brow. The school room was an oven. The meeting should have been held outside -- but never mind.

"In our stock association, we run out cattle together on a common range. We share the costs of riding range, rounding up, branding, and buying breeding bulls. Every time you sell a steer you pay a five-dollar fee into the pot, and that's what pays the bills. That's one of the things I had to tell you about. You didn't understand at first, but once you did, you went ahead. Today, it's paying dividends.

"You never had as much cash profit in your life before. Your steers are better beef animals, because the breeding is better. We got
the class in bulls. And you get better prices because you can dicker with the buyers. But you all know that. I'm just reminding you."

Someone coughed in the back of the room and Brinder, always on guard, like the cowboys contending with rustlers and sheepmen he used to read about straightened his back and looked sharply. But it was only a cough, repeated several time -- an irritating, ineffective kind of cigarette cough. No one else in the audience made a sound. All were held in the spell of Brinder's words, or at any rate were waiting for him to finish what he had to say.

"We have one bad defect yet. You know what I mean, but I'll mention it just the same. In other words, fellows, we all of us know that every year a certain number of cattle disappear. The wolves don't get them and they don't die of natural causes. They are always strong, fat, two or three-year old steers that disappear, the kind that wolves don't monkey with and that don't die naturally. I ain't pointing my finger at anybody, but you know as well's I do that there's a certain element on the Reservation that don't deserve fresh meat, but always has it. They're too lazy or too ornery or they just don't know what it's all about. But they get fresh meat just the same.

"I want you fellows to get this. Let it sink in deep. Every time a fat steer goes to feed some Slick Steve too lazy to earn his keep, some of you are out around seventy-five, eighty dollars. You lose that much. Ponder that, you fellows."
He rustled papers on the desk, looking for a row of figures: number of beef animals lost in five years (estimated), their money value, in round numbers. He hurled his figures at them, cudgeling.

"Some of you don't mind the loss. Because it's poor people getting the meat. It keeps somebody from starving. That's what you say. What I say is -- that ain't a proper way to look at it. First of all, because it's stealing and we can't go to countenancing stealing, putting up with it, I mean. Nobody has to starve, remember that. If you want to do something on your own hook for the old people who can't work, you can. You can do what you like with your money. But lazy people, these Slick Steves who wouldn't work on a bet, nobody should give it easy to them, that's what I'm saying."

He waited a moment, letting the words find their way home. "There's a solution, as I told you last month. We want to set up a court, a court of Indian judges, and you will deal with these fellows in your own way. Give a few of them six months in jail to think it over, and times will begin to change around here ...."

That was the very point he had reached the last time he talked to the Council, a month before. He had gone no further, then, because they had begun to ask questions, and from their questions he had discovered that they hadn't the least idea what he was driving at. Or so they made it appear. "If we have a tribal court, " somebody would ask, "do we have to put somebody in jail?" That, obviously, was intentionally naive. It was intended to stall him off. Or some old man would say: "If somebody has to go to jail, let the Superintendent do it. Why
should we have to start putting our own people in jail?" Such nonsense as that had been talked.

Finally, the perennial question of money came up. Would the Government pay for the court? A treacherous question, and he had answered without flinching.

"That's another thing," he had said brightly. "We're going to get away from the idea of the Government paying for everything. Having your own business this way, making a profit from it, you can pay for this yourselves. That will make you independent. It will be your own court, not the Government's court, not the Superintendent's court. No. The court will be supported by the fee money you pay when you sell a steer.

That speech broke up the meeting. It was greeted by a confusion of talk in the native tongue which gradually subsided in form of one speaker, one of the ancients, who obviously was a respected leader. Afterwards, a young, English-speaking tribesman translated.

"The old man here, Looking Glass, says the Government don't give us nothing for nothing. The money it spends on us, that's our own money, he says. It belongs to us and they keep it there at Washington, and nobody can say how much it is or how much has been lost. He says, where is all that money that they can't afford to pay for this court? That's what he says."

There was the snare which tripped up most Agency plans, scratch an old Indian, and the reaction was always the same. "Where's the money the Government owes us? Where's our land? Where's our treaty?" They were like a whistle with only one stop, those old fellows. Their tune
was invariable, relentless and shrill. That was why one dreaded holding a meeting when the old men were present. Now the young fellows, who understood Agency plans....

Anyhow, here he was trying it again, going over the plan with great care and patience. Much of the misunderstanding had been ironed out in the meantime. So he had been led to believe.

"This court will put an end to all this trouble," he was going on, trying to gauge the effect of his words, watching for a reaction. At last it came. One of the old men was getting to his feet.

He was a small man, emaciated by age and thin living, yet neat looking. His old wife, obviously, took good care of his clothes, sewed buckskin patches on his overalls and kept him in new moccasins. He talked firmly, yet softly, and not for very long. He sat down as soon as he had finished and let the interpreter translate for him.

"The old man here, Big Face, says the court, may be, is all right. They have talked it over among themselves, and maybe it's all right. Our agent, he says, is a good man. He rides too fast. He talks too fast. But he has a good heart, so maybe the court is all right. That's what Big Face say."

The words were good, and Brinder caught himself smiling, which was bad practice when dealing with the old fellows. They were masters at laying traps for the unwary — that, too, he had learned in five years. Their own expressions never changed, once they got going, and you could never tell what might be in their minds.
Just the same, he felt easier. Big Face, the most argumentative of the lot, had come around to accept this new idea, and that was something gained. The month had not been lost.

He had something more to say. He was getting to his feet again, giving a tug to his belt and looking around, as if to make sure of his following. He had been appointed spokesman. That much was clear.

He made a somewhat longer speech, in which he seemed to express agitation, perhaps uncertainty. One could never be sure of tone values. Sometimes the most excitable sounding passages of this strange tongue were very tame in English. Brinder had stopped smiling and waited for the translation.

"Big Face, here says there's only one thing they can't decide about. That's about judges. Nobody wants to be a judge. That's what they don't like. Maybe the court is all right, but nobody wants to be judge."

Brinder was rather stumped by that. He rose to his feet, quickly, giving everyone a sharp glance. Was this a trap?

"Tell the old man I don't understand that. It is an honor, being a judge. People pay to be a judge in some places. Tell Big Face I don't understand his objection."

The old man was on his feet as soon as the words had been translated for him.

"It's like this. To be a judge, you got to be about perfect. You got to know everything, and you got to live up to it. Otherwise, you got nothing to say to anybody who does wrong. Anybody who puts himself up to be that good, he's just a liar. And people will laugh at
him. We are friends among ourselves and nobody interferes in another person's business. That's how it is, and nobody wants to set himself up to be a judge. That's what Big Face says."

There it was — as neatly contrived a little pitfall as he had ever seen. He had to admire it — all the time letting himself get furious. Not that he let them see it. No, in five years, he had learned that much. Keep your head, and when in doubt, talk your head off. He drew a deep breath and plunged into an explanation of all the things he had already explained, reminding them of the money they lost each year, of the worthless fellows who were making an easy living from their efforts, of the proper way to deal with the problem. He repeated all the arguments and threw in as many more as he could think of.

"You have decided all this. You agree the court is a good thing. But how can you have a court without judges? It's the judges that make a court."

He couldn't tell whether he was getting anywhere or not — in all likelihood, not. They were talking all together once more and it didn't look as if they were paying much attention to him. He waited.

"What's it all about?" he finally asked the interpreter, a young mixed-blood, who was usually pretty good about telling Brinder which way the wind of thought blew among the old people.

"I can't make out," the interpreter murmured, drawing closer to Brinder. "They are saying lots of things. But I think they're going to decide on the judges — they've got some kind of plan — watch out for it — now, one of the old men will speak."
It was Big Face raising to his feet once more. Looking smaller, more wizened than ever. The blurring twilight of the room absorbed some of his substance and made Brinder feel that he was losing his grip on the situation. A shadow is a difficult adversary and Big Face was rapidly turning into one.

"The Agent wants this court. He thinks its a good thing. So we have talked some more -- and we agree. We will have this court." He paused briefly, allowing Brinder only a moment's bewilderment.

"Only we couldn't decide who would be judge. Some said this, some said that one. It was hard ...."

Brinder coughed. "Have you decided on any one, Big Face?" He no longer knew which way things were drifting but only hoped for the best.

The old fellow's eyes, misted by age, actually twinkled. In the body of councillors somebody laughed and coughed in the same breath. Feet stirred and bodies shifted. Something was in the air. Haltingly, Big Face named the men -- the most amazing trio the Reservation had to offer.

"Walks-in-the-Ground -- Jacob Gopher -- Twisted Horn ...."

In the silence that followed, Brinder tried hard to believe he had heard the wrong names. A mistake had been made. It was impossible to take it seriously. These three men -- no, it was impossible! The first, an aged imbecile dripping saliva -- ready to die! The second, stone deaf and blind! The third, an utter fool, a half-witted clown, to whom no one listened.
"You mean this?" Brinder still could not see the full situation, but was afraid that the strategy was deliberate and final.

"These will be the judges of this court," Big Face replied, smiling in his usual friendly way.

"But these men can't be judges! They are too old, or else too foolish. No one will listen to them..." Brinder broke off short. He saw that he had stated the strategy of the old men especially as they had intended it. His friendliness withered away.

Big Face did not hesitate, did not break off smiling. "It is better, we think, that fools should be judges. If people won't listen to them, no one will mind."

Brinder had nothing to say, not just then. He let the front legs of his chair drop to the floor, picked up his hat. His face had paled. After five years -- still to let his happen .... Using great effort, he turned it off as a joke. "Boys, you should of elected me judge to your kangaroo court. I would have made a crackerjack."

The Indians just laughed and didn't know what he meant, not exactly. But maybe he was right.
En roulant ma boule, roulant ...

It was four hundred years emerging in a piddle. So you might say. And Dieudonne Leroux, eighteen years old, could whiff it and taste it.

Four hundred years or more, beginning on the Newfoundland cod banks, and now it was 1925, and Dieudonne was undergoing a major operation performed by untaught backwoodsmen using pieces of broken glass, pitchforks and canthooks as instruments.

And between the codfishing to feed a pious Europe and the miserable little joke played on a boy who was liked by the girls, there lay forest and water trails leading into an empire of fur and lumber and minerals, trails laid by cruciferrant priests, trails built by trade and by a race's apologists. Forest and river and naked savages all passed under the steamroller. And here was Dieudonne, standing red-faced and angry. He knew the ways of the world better than did the mentally tattered and physically ragged half-bloods who sat on trial on him; and knowing that he knew better than they, they were enjoying putting the spurs to him.

Roll along, my ball! Roll on . . .

Sam Delorme, French and Cree, and fat, stood up and bellowed his complaint. He was coatless, since it was a hot June day, and his soft stomach bulged over the faded sash which girded his shabby trousers about. Oily moisture shone on his dark skin. His shirt opened on a tangled gray mat of hairiness. He was hatless and breathless.
"— so I'm saying this good-fonething Kid here, he ruined my little Pauline."

Sam slumped into a chair, his wide quarters hanging like overrunning dough around the seat's edge.

Pauline did not look up at the conclusion of her father's words. But her face flushed. She was sentient.

There was a small square of cleared space near the front of the large room, with Pauline at one side and Dieudonne at the other. They faced a long table, and behind the table were the three "judges," in coatless indignity. Everywhere else in the room, sitting, standing, leaning and squatting, was the tightly packed audience, out of which came whispered comments and side bets. "How much that he did it?" The June heated room was smelly. Flies buzzed from face to face.

The judges stalled for time. Embarrassment and unconfessed ignorance snuffed out their wits. Four hundred years lay barren in them. So far they had spent most of their time arguing with the tribal policeman and among themselves, none quite daring to put the questions necessary to bring out the facts.

Steve Lame Boy, self-styled chief judge, strove with faint determination to lead the way through the maze, while his associates lent encouragement by poking him in the ribs. "Go it, Steve. You got to ask something, now." And he would try to shake them off. "Never mind. I'll ask something. Just shut up so I can get this straight."

He tried to browbeat the boy. "You, Dieudonne Leroux. Is that your name?"
The boy stood up in front of his chair — a boy not yet full grown. But he was all right. Yes, he would be all right, those near him were thinking. They studied him, as if he were a bull calf they were thinking of buying. Heavy shoulders, a good neck — it would fill out more; thick arms, too; hands rather long and thin, but strong perhaps; such was the scheme of him. An inch or two more of growth and he would be a man for anybody's measure. The men smiled, the women giggled, slyly. Un homme, ca. Let him fill out just a bit more, and he would be good meat. Nice face, too. Strong jaw, strong teeth, no doubt. Red lips, full. He would do.

"Is that your name, Dieudonne Leroux?" Steve Lame Boy repeated, his voice rising.

"Yes." The boy had gone from red to pale under the pressure of rising to meet the impact of eyes, but his voice was stout with anger.

At that point the policeman, Henry Twist, who was thin and gawky and watery-eyed, objected. He never agreed with Steve, the judge, and why should he, since Steve was his brother-in-law and was always running for office against him.

"This ain't the way you should do. First you should make the girl stand up and say is it true what her old man claims. Then the boy can say whether he did it."

At that a four-cornered argument broke out between the three judges and the policeman in mixed French and Cree. In the twilight of their talk appeared [...], unaccountable star shells put of English common law, the Napoleonic code, Statutory law, Blackstone, Chancellor Kent ....
Dieudonne, wearying, sat down. He had not looked at the girl Pauline since she had come in half-an-hour before. Evidently he had no intention of looking at her. Evidently she meant nothing to him. He stared angrily beyond the judges at the leafy tree showing through the window. The June sky beyond was placidly inviting.

Finally, Steve Lame Boy was saying: "All right. All right. Have it your way, you fellows. We'll ask the girl to stand up. But first we should make the boy say whether he's guilty or not. That's the way it goes in a court. You fellows are so dumb in the head you don't know about such things. It don't make no difference to me."

The listeners were amused by the outcome of the quarrel. They liked to see Steve taken down, since he had been putting on too many airs in his job as chief judge. They gave him the job just a year ago, and already he was getting too good for his own family. "Steve bought a pair of specs at the ten-cent store so he can read the law books." "Him! He don't know the hind side from the front of a book. He uses a book in the backhouse, that's all." He ignored the crowd and stuck to business.

"You, Pauline Delorme. Stand up. Is that your name, Pauline Delorme?"

Everybody saw then what a piece of filled-out, aggravating female flesh she was. Less than sixteen but ready for plucking. Men's heads lifted on the necks, their women stared, unsmiling.

"You know my name. You don't have to ask." She sulked, eyes down, flaming.

It was another score against Steve, the judge.
"This is a court, now. And you answer my questions. You tell us now if it's true."

The room turned silent quickly. Steve was coming to the meat of the matter at last.

"If what's true?"

"Why, what your father says, foul! Did this boy do something to you?"

Her breath caught so heavily that everyone heard it. It was like the sigh a woman makes. Men turned cold and hot. Steve should not be so hard on her, so suddenly.

Did he do what?" Stubborn. Spiteful wench.

The crowd felt let down. Why did the slut put them off, when she knew what too [...].

"Did he do it against your will?"

She sulked, said nothing.

Steve looking lost, turned partially to his fellow judges. Let them ask something. But they ignored his eyes, looked the other way.

"You have to answer me now. This is a court and you have to answer.

"Oh, I do! How can a girl talk about herself with all these people here?"

Henry Twist saved Steve from further embarrassment. "See here, now. I am the policeman. You answer the questions or you go to jail until you do."
"Well ...," Steve coughed and looked away from his brother-in-law. "How many times? When was it, I mean. Tell us when it was, the first time, I mean."

"I don't know."

"Was it last winter or last spring or when?"

"It's none of your business!" Her head shot up stubbornly, her face scowling. She was not pretty, only rounded, filled out, thick limbed, warm breathed. And in her heart she was mean, too mean and stubborn to be able to play the innocent for very long.

Dieudonne, without looking at her, saw that she was ugly. At heart, really ugly.

Steve had to pound on his desk before he could subdue the laughter. The girl had fire.

"Everybody shut up! And you, Pauline, answer, or I'll throw this case out of here." That was directed at the brother-in-law, to show him that he could take care of these things himself.

Sam Delorme, the man of dough, heaved at his daughter.

"I dis te! I'll take my whip to you! Tell what he asks, now!"

"Well, was it more than once?"

"Yes, it was. He caught me in the brush, two-three times. I had to do it. The pig!"

"Well, you were in the brush! What were you doing in the brush? Why did you go there so many times?"

A woman just back of Dieudonne whispered: "Cal! You old stupid! Why did she go to the brush indeed!"

Pauline sulked again. She would not answer.
Steve turned to his associates. "Why don't you fellows ask something now? You see how she is. I say we ought to throw this case out."

Cyril Blodgett, sitting at Steve's right, stood by the law. "You can't throw out a rape case, Steve. That's serious business. Now you got to have the girl tell you the place exactly, and the date. You always get to know the spot where a crime is committed. Marks the spot."

Down the room a voice guffawed. "We all know the spot this time, Cyril! Ask her something hard." Laughter came up in a rush of wind which the judges, wisely, did not try to stem.

Steve waited until dignity won over confusion, then he resumed. "You, Pauline Delorme, tell us now when this happened."

She stamped her audacious high heels. "In March then."

"Oh, in March, then. Before the snow was gone?"

"He made me go to the hayshed."

"The hayshed on your father's ranch?"

"Yes."

"He made you walk to the hayshed every time?"

Her temper broke there. She stamped and shrieked and fell wailing into her chair.

"Well, old stupid! You don't have to be like a bear," the woman back of Dieudonne shouted.

It was some time before the room became quiet again. Then Cyril Blodgett began to advice Steve once more.

"She's no good now. Better call the boy. Find out if he admits it."
Steve shook his head in grudging agreement.

"Dieudonne Leroux. Stand up!"

The boy, redfaced once more, straightened his shoulders as he stood up. He glared at the fumbling judges. Their combined idiocy made him, who had already traveled in the world, feel pained.

"Did you do something to this girl last March?"

"Do what?" He snapped the question out.

Steve fumbled, got angry. "What she says. You know what I mean. Did you carry her to the hayshed?"

For the first time he [ ... ] to the girl, his lips parting mockingly. She was hunched forward, weeping to relieve her petulance.

"I never had to carry her anywhere. Paying for it was enough, without handling her around."

At that the court was thrown into an uproar. Fat Sam Delorme was waving his arms. "Tu, chien! Sacre ...." He wanted to murder the boy.

"Just as I said! Comme je dit! Comme je dit!" The women crackled, tongues dipping.

Pauline cried out in rage. "Shut your dirty mouth! My brother will black your eye. Just wait till he comes home!"

And in the midst of the noise and confusion, Dieudonne stood smiling and dreaming.

Something out of the four hundred years echoed in his skull. Men singing, perhaps. The room of ruins sluiced between the rock ways. Winds topping a spruce forest. The chanting and clamoring of a world coming to life in the hands of its workers. It was in Dieudonne's head, in his eyes. He saw it in the composition of tree tops and fleckless
June sky showing in the frame of the window. It was that that made him look so calm. He waited.

Steve Lame Boy was gradually making himself heard. "I just want to ask this girl -- I just want to ask the girl -- How old are you?"

"Sixteen, if it's any of your business!"

"You! I ought to throw you out! Instead, I'm helping you. Because if you was only sixteen you couldn't consent any how. That's rape. You, Dieudonne Leroux, do you understand that? It's rape just the same. Stop looking through the window and listen! I say it's rape just the same."

The woman in back of Dieudonne started a commotion. She was getting to her feet. She wore a hat like an inverted pot that came down over the upper part of her face. A corset strapped tightly to the billowing figure pressed her breath out in gasps.

"You, Steve Lame Dog, you got to listen to me!"

"Watch your tongue, Mrs. Belvoir. This is a courtroom and you got to wait till your asked."

"You listen to me! You don't know so much! If that little snip don't know how to consent then I never saw one that did."

Fat Sam Delorme bellowed and heaved himself at the inverted pot. A chair got in his way, luckily, and he made a muddle of three spectators. He got no nearer. Pauline screeched. Dieudonne smiled more mockingly.

Mrs. Belvoir shouted above the commotion and made herself heard.

"I ought to know about her, I guess, and the whole family. You, Fat Sam, just shut up and let me tell the truth once. This boy wasn't
the first one, neither. What else could you expect with no mother in
the family and these three girls growing up like weeds and Sam too fat
to see beyond his belly. I was his housekeeper until I quit and so I
ought to know. As for that Pauline, there was always somebody waiting
down there in that brush. I tried to stop it, but what could I do? I
could hear the boys calling "Are you coming?" and first thing I knew she
would be smoothing that bushy head of hers and wandering off down there.
I tried to whip her once and she hit me. Wonder I wasn't poisont."

Henry Twist, chief of police, with urging, was asserting his
authority on Mrs. Belvoir. But he could not stop her last shot.

"You fools, men! I said what I had to say, and now maybe you'll
have some sense about that boy. That girl can't consent! My eye!" She
sat down so forcefully that the inverted pot bobbed over one eye. She
won applause from all the women.

Disregarding the turmoil as well as he could, the judge leaned
forward to ask the girl. "Can you swear that you did not give your
consent?".

Pauline screeched, "Sure I can swear it! I never consented to
nothing with that cheapskate!"

Henry Twist confused the matter and made Steve's face turn sour
by remarking .... "A person can't swear to anything that's under age, can
he, Steve?"

"I'm gonna throw this case out in a minute. Who's judge here, I
want to know?" Steve turned his sour gaze on the crowd, and finally
singeled out the girl's father.
"What do you mean letting your girls grow up this way? It's your job to look after them, not this court. Why don't you see to them, then they wouldn't be dragged in here. Is your girl going to have a baby?"

Fat Sam stared stupidly for a moment. It did not sink through his corpulence at once that he was being scolded. When he did get the sense of it his wrath began to beat. His feelings were wounded. He rose up with the awkward [labor] of an infant and cut loose on his daughter, exploding French-Cree epithets in her ears.

"Just see now how you have them laughing at papa! Why don't you behave. How am I to see after you every minute? And why didn't you tell me you are going to have a baby? Little stupid! Well, what now, are you having a kid, or not?"

Pauline shrugged impatiently, "Of course, I am having a kid! What's so new about that!"

"Ay -- yay -- yay!" Sam rocked his head in his hands and turned upon Steve.

"Somebody's got to marry her! That's up to you now. What's the good of sending this boy to the Reformed school if the girl's that way? You got to make him marry her. I can't take care of another one."

Steve nodded in scant sympathy. "Let's just ask the girl -- let's ask her .... You, Pauline, stand up. Do you want to marry this boy?"

The girl tossed her head in Dieudone's direction in time to catch his [working] look. She made a face at him, darting out her tongue.
"Him? Not on your life! Put him in the jug. He did it to me and he's got it coming."

"There, you see." Steve gestured to fat Sam. "Your girl won't marry him. As for him doing that to her -- I ain't convinced he did. I'm going to throw this case out of here. What do you fellows say? Shall we throw it out?"

Mrs. Belvoir bobbed up once more, the inverted pot pushed back from her brow. "Are you getting some sense at last, you fool men? Of course she won't marry him! And it would be better for the boy to go to jail than marry her kind. You got to turn that boy loose. You'll have it on your souls until Judgement Day if you don't."

"Mrs. Belvoir!" Steve's bellowing voice, after several failures, broke into her harangue. "You ain't the court. You ain't a witness even. We'll settle this matter right. I'm going to just talk to this boy -- I'm going ...."

The boy was gone!

Commotion. Laughter near the entrance where the crowd seemed to have lost interest in the front of the room and was pushing and scrambling to get outdoors.

Horse galloping away.

Shouts. "He's beat it! Hurrah for Doney!"

Steve Lame Boy, arguing with Henry Twist, the policeman.

"You got to get him back. It's your job. So after him!"

"Hell! You was going to turn him loose. What's the use?"

"But that's the law! He's run away from the law, and you got to bring him back."
"An ...." Henry made an obscure sound.

Gallop ing down the street, Dieudonne heard news which stopped him short.

"Le Premier is dying! I've come to tell everybody."

Now that was such incredible news that Dieudonne felt a complete shift of interest. The contents of his [...] mind emptied itself and an entirely new set of thoughts and feelings rushed in. It was as dramatic as walking from sunlight into midnight blackness. Le Premier, dying, was one of the things that would never happen. It had not been ordained. Le Premier had been a pillar of the world, one of the four corner parts that held up the sky. He could not crumble away.

Quite forgetting that people were rushing out of the schoolhouse in search of him, he held his horse still and listened to what Tom Shortman, the newsbearer, was saying.

"The priest is coming already. The doc's there now. They say he's singing in his bed."

Tom, who was Dieudonne's distant cousin, was pulling his horse's bridle once more, ready to dash away.

"Le Premier's dying!" he shouted to some one approaching down the street.

Le Premier, his uncle of the snowwhite head, dying!

At any rate, it decided his next move. Dashing out of the schoolhouse, where that stupid trial had labored, he had wondered which way to run for it. He had to get out, of course. Not that he minded. It was time. Only he hated to be driven out.
But all this was swept out of mind. Le Premier, dying, was four hundred years gasping its end. There would be no continuity after him. It was because of Le Premier, indeed, that Dieudonne had some sense, slight as it was, of the four hundred years.

*En roulant ma boule, roulant ...*

That was Le Premier.

Basques and Bretons on the cod banks, Normans coming ashore up the St. Lawrence; Poutrincourt, Pontgran, Champlains -- those old names; Radisson and Groseillers; later Cheratien de Troyes, Pierre Le Moyne d'Iberville -- all these lived in Le Premier's long tales and endless songs. Not the names, for Le Premier was no book [...], but the story, rather the long song of ruin and dark and a world of silence came to life.

Le Premier carried the whole, pregnant sense of it in the [...], his snowwhite hair, in his windy laughter. With Le Premier dying, a world was dying. Dieudonne sensed it, wonderingly.

He turned his horse northward out of St. [Larin], touched his heels to the responsive flanks, and as he raced away from the last straggling buildings a disturbed dog ran out in momentary pursuit.

"*Va t'en!*" He shouted back, bending close to the horse's neck.

On his right were the mountains, still snowcapped in June, their perfumed canyons [...] by shafts of sunlight piercing a [...] mist. Riding in the open prairies, he looked toward the mountains and had a sense of the stillness which lived there. Stillness and peace and eternity -- what Le Premier was approaching.
He was running too fast. There were ten miles to travel. He pulled the sorrel horse down to a trot, after noticing that he had begun to darken with sweat.

He began to overtake people traveling the same road -- whole families in wagons or buggies, [...] riding horseback or walking. And as he rode past, they shouted "Tell le vieux we're coming! Tell him to wait for us!"

That spurred him on again. The thought of Le Premier trapped in bed and waiting for a spasm to carry him off reminded him that the old man had been asking to see him for weeks past and Dieudonné with a young man's acceptance of immortality had not gone. He raced on, as if he could make up by hurrying for his long delay.

June dust rose lazily, a sweeter dust than would rise in midsummer heat.

Dieudonné had been a favorite with the white [bearded] half-giant. Perhaps that accounted for the strong attachment the boy felt for him. Out of God only knew how many children and grand-children, Dieudonné, last-born of Le Premier's infant sister, had always been the old man's pet, the one who was given knee rides, who drank from the old man's cup, whether it contained coffee or whiskey, and who had learned to [love] the booming of the old man's voice in the spinning of a story.

The boy's mind was hazy as to the details of the Le Premier's life, of the significance of his living. As Dieudonné put it together, the snowy hero was a kind of Adam, a kind of first man on the earth. In an earlier year, it would have been impossible to conceive of the old fellow as having had father and mother, as having once been a heavy-
headed baby sucking up mother's milk. Even to think so would have
disgusted the boy. Now he knew he should know better, since he was
turning man, but he still preferred not to contemplate such unheroic
thoughts.

He did know that Le Premier had come down from the fur trade,
from Red River, from Fort des Prairies, the riverways of the North,
le pays d'en haut. He knew this because it was in every word the old
man spoke, every song he sang. And to those men of the North there had
been no world before they came along and set the bounds [...] to it, and
there had been no [men worthy of the name] until they set the pattern.
And of course, Red River was the mother of them all. Red River of the
North - la rivière rouge. Ave Maria.

He had a vivid imagery of a song which went back and back into
mistiness, like a living thread of water which you might watch from a
grassy hilltop inlaying its silvered course in the prairie and
disappearing in a final gleam on the horizon's uncertain edge. So it
was song, En roulant ma boule, roulant, rather than a connected
narrative, which he knew so intimately. Yet it was a song which gave
him a full of sense of the narrative. Words would never fill out any
more vividly the passages which he knew by knowing images alone.
En roulant ma boule, roulant, was four hundred years of history
captured in a phrase as no book would ever catch it, and Dieudonne was
but a stripling with all of life before him in which to give [verbiage
to sensory gropings].

Le Premier stood as a terminal to that phrase. Dieudonne knew
that, but he had never known that some day the phrase would close
forever. That was where he was still a child, still enamored of his hero. And that was why, now, he clamped his unspurred heels hard against the sorrel horse's flanks. He should have been visiting the old man continually in recent weeks, and instead he had been running rather wildly with a pack of boys who did not interest him in the least, except as an outlet for the exuberance which flew grew naturally out of his system. He was remorseful, and a little frightened.

Le Premier, dying. The song [...]
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MONTANA
The Hawk is Hungry

My sister had come to spend the summer at my Montana ranch. It was a long ten years since I had seen her, I was fond of her, and I was hoping to keep her in the West. I wasn't subtle about it. I was bragging shamelessly about our advantages, I was ready to lie if need be.

My sister is an attractive person. She is young, she will always be young, she is pleasing to look at, and she enjoys herself. Her name is Anne Elizabeth, after a great-grandmother, whom she resembles, if the painting which hung in the library of our Connecticut home is to be trusted.

As I say, I wasn't being subtle in my campaign of persuasion. Every day I thought up something for the purpose.

"You laugh when you hear mention of the 'great open spaces,' but that fact remains, this is the place to live." I would make such a remark during our morning's ride -- she likes horses and I had done everything to cultivate this interest.

"I know -- splendid air -- open-hearted people."

My fondness for Anne runs to such foolish lengths that she may take any sort of liberty with me -- she always ends by regretting it and treating me with tender regard.

"Nonsense!" After one of her digs I tried to be stern. "We are really a free people out here. The American spirit is making its last stand here. Every man is his master. He believes in himself. We don't
know anything about tenement life, ward politics, the factory system -- all that ...."

Then she would smile, and I would know that she was ready to quash me once more. "Yes, you know so little about these things that you've let Easterners get control of your power sites, your mines, and your politics. As for tenement life, look at your farmers ...."

"Ranchers, Annel!

She gave me her broadest smile, in which, I suspected, was hidden a good bit of amused tolerance. We had reached home after the ride and we were hungry. We smelled our breakfast coffee as we came near the ranch house. If I have not already given myself away, I will make it clear that I am a bachelor, and that I keep a man and wife to cheer me up and do the hard work. And after smelling the coffee, who could continue the argument? For once she did not wind up by calling me a romancer, a hopeless romancer, her pet term for me.

On that day I had promised to take Anne to visit the Brown sisters, Matilda and Beth. I had counted on the Browns to help me persuade Anne about the freedom of the West.

They, like Anne, had been teaching school in one of those New York beehives; they had wearied of it, as her letters had told she had; and they had struck for freedom, coming here and taking up a homestead. They had talked to me about that. "We needed a change," they had said during one of our first conversations. "The city was stifling us and we needed a little free movement -- needed to get our hands in the dirt." I had remembered their words. It wasn't any of my romancing. I had admired their courage. My coming to the West had been forced upon me by
a physical and nervous system which had collapsed without much warning. The Browns had come by choice. That was what mattered.

The homestead is high on a hillside. Some people have been unkind enough to speak of this as a piece of stupidity. "Who in hell would try to farm a hilltop, if he was in his right mind!" I've heard people say it. That wasn't fair. There wasn't much homestead land left when the girls came and their choice was not the worst they might have made.

Their only water is a sluggish spring, and the soil up there is coarse and thirsty. In a dry summer -- most of our summers are dry -- they have the tedious task of carrying water to their garden. But what prejudiced people was the fact that the Browns had planted, and watered, a flower garden as well as the indispensable vegetable plot.

I told Anne about this and was surprised by my own vehemence in defending them against the harsh comments I had heard. These I put down as ignorance laughing at what it could not understand. High art in low company is nonsense. "You can see why they were misunderstood," I appealed to Anne.

I don't know what I had expected of her. A nod of the head, if it had been sympathetic, would have sufficed. All she said was, "You must take me to see them sometime."

That cooled me. I believe I changed the subject. At least I didn't tell her any more stories about the Browns, and there were more. There was one about the time Matilda washed the two pigs they had just bought, because "pigs are naturally clean" if given a chance, as their books on agricultural science informed them. And there was the time
they were taken in by a rustic wag and on his advice had tried to buy "side-hill cattle," the kind with legs shorter on one side to make side-hill grazing more convenient. Without investigating these stories, I had dismissed them as fabrications; but the fact that I withheld them from Anne would indicate, I suppose, that I wasn't sure.

Still, I had introduced the subject of the visit and I wasn't permitted to let it drop. I suspect that Anne thought she might have some fun out of me. She had said, "I would like to see that flower garden built in defiance of the laws of nature, to say nothing of realistic neighbors."

Laughter and skepticism lay behind those words, and I shied. "All right, Anne. But I warn you, you may not enjoy them."

At that she did laugh. "I believe you're afraid to show them off!" I protested that I was nothing of the sort.

We drove the ten miles behind my fast bay team, setting out right after breakfast. On the way we talked about our childhood Connecticut, always a safe topic.

I am now coming to the part of this record which decidedly I do not like to recall. Our visit went so suddenly from a commonplace friendly call to — well, let's call it ridiculous and let it go at that.

The Brown place looked especially forlorn that morning. I had been there before, but I must admit that I had not noticed details. I suppose I was always full of thoughts about their independence of spirit and their making their own fate.
Their home was built of slab siding, refuse which most mills either burn up or throw away, and the roof of a single slope was covered with tar paper. Besides the house there was a shed for the chickens, which but for being smaller was equal to their own living quarters. The chicken house was shaded by a growth of wild elderberry bushes, around the roots of which the hens dusted themselves in holes worn by their bodies. There was a shed for the cow, a plain cow, no fantastic "side-hill" beast. Then there was a berry patch, with many dead bushes, the vegetable garden which gave them sustenance, and finally the flowers — against the walls of the house, in a rounded bed in the center of the yard, and a perfect nest of hollyhocks against the hothouse.

The eye took all this in in a single glance. I saw Anne look, and then look at me. I looked dead ahead. "This," she was saying silently (in my mind, of course), "you call superior to tenement conditions? It's true there is an abundance of fresh air! What a lot of fresh air!"

I had managed to get word to the sisters by calling their nearest neighbor on the telephone. So they were expecting us that Saturday morning. When they came out of the house a minute or two after we drew up, they had tidy aprons over their freshly-ironed gingham dresses.

Anne slides very easily into any situation, and I should have known that there would be no difficulty in getting acquainted and settling ourselves. But I had become so apprehensive about Anne and the impression she would get of my prize exhibits that I did nothing but fidget.
"You've been here three years now, if I remember rightly," I observed at the first opportunity. I don't know what I expected them to say. I suppose Anne knew. I suppose it was written all over my face and in my manner, my eagerness to hear the Brown girls get rapturous over their manner of life. The words would not matter.

That was when things began to get ridiculous.

Matilda, the younger and the more quick-spoken, snapped me up. "Three of the dreariest years mortals ever endured. If you called it half a century it wouldn't seem wrong."

Her voice was absolutely flat. For a moment we all only stared at her, Anne and I -- more especially I -- trying to get at her meaning. How seriously did she intend her words?

"Really," I said, trying to ignore that flatness in her voice, "it hasn't been that bad! Whenever I've seen you, you've both looked cheery -- I would say happy. Always some new thing happening ...."

"Mr. Buck, you've seen very little of us, and you've never seen us after a broiling day when we've come in broken-backed from carrying water to our garden. You've never seen me get raving mad when that murderous chicken-hawk carries off one of our precious few hens ...."

I was ready to drop the subject. It was the elder sister, Beth, who made the shift and got us back on safe ground.

I had noticed before that if at any time Matilda failed to make herself understood, or if one questioned her reasoning in a discussion, Beth came to her aid, perhaps not consciously. Matilda of course resented intrusions of that sort, and I had seen her contradict herself, apparently simply to embarrass her sister. Beth was mild and warm and
devoted; Matilda was lean-faced, impetuous, argumentative, caustic, demanding.

"Everybody tells us we arrived in the driest years this country has ever seen. This hill, they tell us, used to be green all summer through. Maybe they're right. We only know what we've seen." She let it go at that and got Anne to talking about Connecticut, which was their homeland as well as ours. They came from Meriden, we from Hartford. Since they had been teaching in New York City not so many years before, it soon turned out that Anne and they had common acquaintances. After that, things went along pleasantly, almost gaily, for a while.

Matilda shook off the gloom which had resulted from our first exchange and was most eager in her questioning about life "back there."

"You've no idea what a treat it is to hear you talk," she said suddenly, her eyes shining.

The simple luncheon they served was made an occasion for bringing out their linen (they had a few pieces buried into a trunk) and silver, nice old-fashioned flatware. While the sisters worked at setting things in place and getting the food served, Anne and I tossed words at them, never looking at each other. I saw her examine the surroundings in quick, shielded glances. I looked about too and felt depressed. The house inside lacked the shabbiness of the yard and garden, and it was scrubbed clean, but it was depressing.

The room in which we sat was hardly more than ten feet square and it was full of evidence of that rejected world (I could see now, realistically, that what had been left behind was more real, better
understood, and better loved, than what they had come to) -- an album of photographs, framed etchings and prints, a plaster cast of the Apollo Belvedere, Breton earthenware on a plate rail, and of course books, shelved against every vacant wall. I also saw a bookcase in the small room adjoining, the bedroom, and no doubt there were books stored away in boxes.

We looked at these things, Anne and I, and tried to make conversation. She avoided my eyes. She smiled gently when she caught the glances of the sisters. She was moved to tenderness. In fact, her reactions were what mine should have been, since I am supposed to be the more feeling person and she the more rational. And there I was, glum and depressed.

The table was set in the doorway, but it might as well have been on top of the stove. There was no shade outside but there even the noon sun was sufferable. As for that cabin, with its thin walls, low roof and small square windows, it was a perfect heat trap. We sat about the table and perspired, eating making it worse, and only slavish obedience to social custom kept us fully clothed and amiable.

Matilda took command of the conversation at the table. It seemed that we had all been in Brittany, at different times, and the talk turned first to the Quimper plates on the rack.

"We did get about," Matilda was saying. "Our two salaries combined meant an occasional summer in Europe, Christmas with our Connecticut folks, Easter in Bermuda. It wasn't bad, teaching."

I squirmed, not looking at Anne.
"There was that time we made an excursion in the Hautes Alpes. Motorbus trip. Remember, Beth? Like today, there were heat waves, layer on layer, and the peasants were on the mountainside above us, scything hay. We were in the last seat of the autobus, watching them. It was intolerable when we stopped, heat and dust, and burnt petrol. We wondered if the peasants did not hate us for carrying that smell into their mountains. Remember? We watched them, like brown moles on the mountainside, swinging their scythes. We said something like 'How patient and enduring ....' I often think of that when we're blistering on our hillside. Not very enduring, I'd say."

We laughed a little, without gaiety.

As we sat there I noticed a hen, a grouchy-looking bird of a dirty brown color, walk or rather stroll across the yard, obviously intent on looking us over. Coming near, she cocked her head at us and stood with one foot raised.

Beth saw me look. "That's Molly, the boss of the hencoop. She heard strange voices and has come round to investigate. None of the others, not even Tom the rooster, would stir about in this heat."

When Beth tossed out a crumb, Molly the hen showed some of her quality. If she had run excitedly for the tidbit, she would have attracted attention in the hencoop. Instead, she walked quietly toward the crumb, looked back once to make sure she was unobserved, then deftly clipped it with her beak and turned once more toward the humankind.

We all commented.

"A creature of sense."

"You should call it insight."
"Oh, Molly," Beth exclaimed. "She never makes a false move!"

It was left for Matilda to make the wry comment. "You see what we've come to. The neighbors think us fantastic, so they avoid us. Result, we're reduced to making conversation with the barnyard folk. You should hear us carry on. Some days you'd think we were a family of ten, the way we call out names. 'Tom, get out of the garden this minute! Susiebell --- that's the guinea-hen -- stop that racket!'"

Beth looked a little stung. "But they are like people! We've known people just like Molly. Bossy, fussy, always wanting her way, and getting it. Even Tom the old rooster has a way of giving in. The young rooster positively avoids her. He has his younger set. But that Molly --- she'll even fight off the chicken hawk! The others, with old Tom in the lead, the silly thing, run at the first sight of his shadow."

That left us wondering what to say next. A kind of embarrassment had come upon me and I supposed that Anne shared it. I felt that under the surface of this neighborly visit were many quirky currents of meaning, hidden eddies of the subject which somehow one must avoid, deep pools of resentment and frustration. I began to wish we could be on our way -- and we hadn't yet reached the dessert course.

Now it was Touraine, the Chateau at Loches, and the little blue room with fleur-de-lys on the walls where Anne of Brittany had sat looking out upon the Loire flowing toward the sea -- as the guide told it.

"At Chenancoux we stood in the room of that Medici woman. It was so different from Anne's little blue room ...." Matilda chanted, remembering more of her guide book. "When we got bored by French
chatter, we had tea at Thomas Cook's, upstairs. The English make those snug upstairs tea shops all over France."

If we could have kept to France and Bermuda and teaching in New York, all would have been well, and at the proper moment Anne and I would have started for home. Instead, we were swept suddenly into the full current of their hidden, complex lives.

It began when a shadow drifted across the yard. But before that, the rooster, with some of his hens in tow, had wandered out to share whatever entertainment Molly had found. They were together in a group, midway across the parched yard. Their beaks hung open. It was wretchedly hot just then. The sun blast withered every living thing, blinding animal eyes and giving a droop to green leaves. The utter quiet of the willows at the spring showed how breathless was the air. The faint piping whistle of a threshing machine in the valley announced the end of the noon rest. There was work to do. We at the table were wilted.

Molly, the hen, suddenly jerked her head erect. She looked toward the cabin, then off to the spring. Then a quick step of alarm. A moment later all the chickens had caught her awareness. Heads poked high. The rooster gave a throaty warning.

From my position at the table I had the best view of the yard and had seen that first stir of alarm. Matilda must have seen it almost as soon as I, for she reacted before the others. Her breath caught on a half-uttered sound.
"The shadow streaked across the yard, was lost, then drifted back again from a different angle. It came to a pause. The hawk was directly overhead, descending."

Matilda reared up, on the point of screaming, but no sound coming. Her face, when I glanced up, was intense with pain. It chilled me.

The outcry of the chickens was shrill and wild. Wings fluttered, feathered bodies hurtled through the air, stirring small whirls of dust. The noontime stillness was suddenly loud with terror.

Molly gave ground slowly, backing away, wings spread and head lowered, scolding loudly. And then the bolt of death struck her, sprawling in the dust. A shower of feathers and scattering pebbles marked her last fight. Great wings flapped again. The sky raider was struggling upward. The hapless Molly screeched despairingly, her scolding tone beaten out of her. She rasped weakly. The sound rose higher and higher, and before any of us moved, it had stopped altogether. A few feathers floated earthward.

Matilda in this moment of stress was incoherent. She was the first to reach the yard, where she grabbed up a few stray brown feathers. The hawk was already out of sight.

"The beast! The -- the beast!" It was as much as she could pronounce.

Beth had reached her by then, stretched out a hand to her floundering sister, thought better of it. For a moment she stood there empty-handed. Then her trick of explaining her sister asserted itself. She turned to us.
"It is hard to make you understand, I suppose, how terrible this is. Molly was so much -- almost a person. We've been so alone here. And so this, well ...."

That effort of Beth's to explain the situation finally aroused Matilda. She came at us fiercely, fairly shouting. She was oblivious of us, of course. Her quarrel was with that miserable hillside shack, with the years of dreariness. But she explained it better.

"Damnation! It was more than that! You make us seem like two old maids talking to ourselves. I say no to that and damn the notion! That hen was an idea. The idea of personal integrity. Standing alone and damn the consequences. Men try to live like that. Few do. Very few. The hen did. Did you see her? And this hawk, he's the witless brute force that insults us all. The best of us! We put ourselves above the beast, but when the hawk is hungry he comes for us. And what are we then?

"We liked Molly because we fancied ourselves her kind of a person. That's the truth of the matter. Birds of her feather! How do you like that?"

With an expression of disgust, she stopped short and snapped her hand earthward, letting fall the few feathers which old Molly had lost in her fatal encounter.

I heard Anne's soft voice and when I looked up from a study of the ground at my feet, I saw that she had approached Matilda, put her hand out to her.

"Why don't you come home, to Connecticut? That's what you want to do, isn't it? Come home with me."
The sisters seemed to fold up at that. Perhaps it had been in their minds for a long time and they had never spoken of it aloud. Perhaps. I don't know. They seemed to get limp, Matilda and Beth together, and they slumped into chairs at the table. Neither spoke until they had sat reflecting for moments. Brittany, peasants on the mountainside, the Bermuda sands, winter in the Connecticut hills -- it must all have been in their minds. Perspiration poured down their faces without distracting their thought.

"But we couldn't," Matilda spoke her thought aloud. "We couldn't -- any more than Molly could run from the hawk."

She spoke a great deal more, beginning slowly and reflectively. A little unsure of herself, it seemed, but gradually warming to the idea and adding intensity to her words. Soon she was glowing, her eyes looking at us brightly. Beth began to catch some of her conviction.

"Oh, we haven't given up. Only the other day we were talking of renting a place down in the valley where the soil is better. We saw a place we could get at a small rental."

Hours later, as the afternoon was cooling, we started home, Anne and I. The girls, by then, seemed cheerful and full of prospects.

Anne stirred one skeptic thought, however, which has stayed in my mind ever since. She said, "I wonder -- was it worth it -- if that's the way the West was settled?"

I don't like to carry that question mark around with me, but I confess it had lodged in my mind and I can't get rid of it.
Debt of Gratitude

The town of Bear Paw was at the mouth of a canyon where the transcontinental railroad plunged into one of the many upheavals of the Rocky Mountains. It was proud of its situation and the slogan had been coined, "The Gateway City — Where Life Begins."

The town was spread upon both banks of a fast mountain river, and it had rich houses and poor houses and churches, like any town. It was new, as age is reckoned among cities -- a middle-aged man's life spanned its existence -- but it had managed up to now to give birth to people and bury them and make misery for them in the interval.

Albert Smiley was one of the persons, just now, who was having his misery. It wasn't that he had any particular reason for living, but he was about to die, it seemed, and he wasn't ready to die.

His heart wouldn't go much further. It had practically stopped on him in the store and he had collapsed, while stepping across from the hardware department to the dry good section. That was on Tuesday and today was Sunday — almost a week had passed.

The worst thing about dying was that he couldn't go to work at the store any more. It was thinking of that that braced him up; if he managed to live, in spite of the doctor shaking his head, it would be because of that. Anyhow, a man not yet sixty wasn't old.

The store was part of his digestion, and his sleep depended on it -- a man can't do the same thing for thirty-five years and not wear a trail from going back and forth.
From this it should not be imagined that he owned the store. Nothing of the sort. It belonged to Bear Paw's outstanding citizen. To be the outstanding citizen one had to know the part, and play it. Albert Smiley couldn't have done that, not in the way Ross Curzon knew how to do it. People recognized that. To them Smiley was a kind of grouch, a dried up old man, a fellow who asked you what you wanted when you came to the store.

But Mr. Curzon set people to nodding their heads, almost to lifting their hats, when he passed in the street. A smile from him was as good as finding money. Everybody knew his big white house, set back among trees, with its columns across the front. On summer evenings the townspeople walked down that way and listened to the music and the voices coming through open windows. Those were just a few of the things that went to make an outstanding citizen.

Albert Smiley lacked the qualifications, but people thought he acted as if he owned the store just the same. His position there was ambiguous, not even his fellow employees knew exactly what his duties were. They knew that at one time he had managed the hardware department, but a younger man was there now. He seemed to have a kind of roving commission to poke his nose into any department. Young clerks who defied him and asked where he got the idea he could give orders, got fired somehow. So the idea spread that the old man was to be left alone.

It was Sunday morning, with death near, and Albert Smiley was thinking of the store and Mr. Curzon.

He had become peevish after all these days in bed — he never had
been sick a day in his life. He would call his wife to his room every few minutes and ask if she had sent for their son, why hadn't he come, and wouldn't she call him again.

"Dear! Dear! Yes, yes! I'll call again."

Mrs. Smiley couldn't be impatient, knowing that Albert was at death's door, as her mind phrased it, but she was getting terribly upset. She was frightened every time he called and tried to get to him before he should call a second time, for the extra effort might without warning carry him off — another phrase she had in mind.

She stood in the parlor and waited for their married son. "Hurry! Hurry!" she breathed.

Smiley's house was ordinary, more elaborate than young people were building now-a-days, but ordinary. Beyond the verandah, with its pillars and railing, stretched a short lawn, and there were soft maples for shade. The kind of house no one looked at nowadays, but it had cost something in planning and effort and worry.

When Terence came he left his wife downstairs, hung his spring overcoat on the stair rail, and sprang for the stairs. He made it in three leaps. He had light hair and a pleasant face, and he smiled in the way young men smile when they have a good job, when they're just married when nothing has gone wrong yet.

Terence's wife was young, too. He heard her telling his mother -- "I'm sorry we took so long. We were just getting up when you called. Isn't it shameful!"

Smiley heard the young voice downstairs, heard his son's quick step at the door, then watched him approach the bed. The smile was
fading as Terence went forward, giving way to a look of concern. Smiley's grey eyes missed none of it, but his lips remained still.

"How are you feeling, dad? We got here soon's we could."

Smiley waved to the chair.

His mouth was always pulled down at one corner in a harsh expression. People had called him dried-up and bad-tempered, sharp, nagging, and obstinate, but what they meant really was that he had an ugly mouth.

"Shall I tell Lois to come up now?"

Smiley shook his head. He had something to say to him alone.

It was April outside. The sound and smell and feeling of it were unmistakable. When you were waiting to die it didn't matter. You looked back over a long stretch, and you saw that of all the springs that had been, none had made any difference.

"I want you to get out of Curzon's store." Smiley began to talk only after he had seen the last of his son's smile fade out.

"I know you've got a good job there -- better job already than me. Boys get a better start now-a-days. They go to college and take things easy at first, then when they start they get ahead of the old man in no time. That's all right. If I was starting I'd want to do it that way.

"You want to know why you're to quit Ross Curzon ...."

Terence knew what was to come -- who that knew old Smiley didn't know his old grudge.

"People say I act like I own Ross Curzon's store. Well, I do ...."
It was a familiar beginning. Terence let himself slide lower in his chair and prepared himself for a full half hour of rewording an old story. There was a time, he could remember, when he had believed every word, and even now he didn't doubt but that the old man had some ground for grievance. But it wasn't as one-sided as his father made out. Mr. Curzon was really a fine fellow, one who had never failed in an obligation, as everybody knew, whose word was as good as his bond. Terence had learned these things for himself, but he never mentioned it. While his father talked he kept his eyes on the April scene through the window. He stretched his legs out and relaxed in that good young feeling of having a sure job and of being just married.

It seemed, according to the story, that Smiley had joined Ross Curzon right at the beginning, when the store had only one counter running lengthwise of the building and stuff piled up in every inch of space -- nail kegs, buggy whips, bolted goods, flour, everything. Smiley was the first helper and when things went poorly, as they did most of the time at first, he drew no wages for months on end. But that was the least of the trouble.

Ross was drinking in those days and running around with women. His mind wasn't on business for five minutes together in any one day and he could have lost everything a hundred times over, if a different man had been in Smiley's place. He took care of Ross, hid the money when any came in and made sure it was used to pay the bills. He clerked and kept the books and swept the place out and stocked the shelves. And he nursed Ross, sobered him up whenever he could get hold of him, and sent the women about their business when they were trying to get their hands
in Ross's pants pockets. He couldn't be around all the time, of course, and they got away with plenty. There were times when he wouldn't have given a nickel for the whole lay-out, it was that close to going on the rocks. No matter what happened later, it was Smiley who kept the business going right when it mattered. Ross had a lot of helpers later, but they weren't of any use to him then, because he didn't have them. That was what he wanted the world to realize.

The country grew up -- nothing could stop that -- and Ross's store grew right along with it. When mining played out, there was lumbering, and then farming came into its own. They began planting orchards and alfalfa in the Bitter Root Valley, and people began to have solid, regular incomes. The store went right along, new buildings were put up one after another, and instead of trading post out from nowhere it became a regular plate glass museum spread over a city block.

Ross had left off drinking rather suddenly, about the time he got married, and he changed in other ways. He started going with a different crowd -- no more dancing women and card players. His wife was the daughter of one of the first state senators and she brought along a string of politicians and their wives, people who lived a lot in Washington and Boston, and Ross got to going back East himself and even to Europe, and he stocked the store with fancy groceries and all manner of finery which his friends bought as part of their daily living. His wife got him to dressing in that fine way he had and she built that mansion down there -- no one had ever seen a house as big as that around here -- it was copied exactly from one of the New Orleans plantation places.
Smiley didn't realize right at first how Ross was changing. Nothing was ever said straight out that he wasn't to go on managing as always, but one day a slick-haired fellow from Boston showed up in the office and for a week Ross was showing him around and having private talks with him. Then Ross went off to Europe and didn't show up for several months. In that time the Boston fellow had turned everything upside down; he threw out stuff and had it sold at a fire sale; he ripped out partitions and tore down shelves; he had carpenters and painters and paper hangers running everybody crazy — and every time Smiley went rushing in to demand what the hell, the Boston fellow showed him a slip of paper, and sure enough it was Ross's orders.

After that Smiley was at sea for a long time. He tried to talk to Ross, but he couldn't pin him down to anything, couldn't even get in to him most of the time. Ross had learned tricks from that new crowd, and surrounded himself with girl secretaries and office boys and somebody was always stepping in front of you when you tried to get in to the office.

"Mr. Curzon is busy just now," or "Did you wish an appointment with Mr. Curzon? He will be occupied until tomorrow at 10:15." The damnest nuisance you could imagine.

And Ross wouldn't say just what was in his mind. "You're all right, Smiley, old fellow. There's a whale of a lot for you to do. Just dig in."

Like hell!

For a while he managed the hardware department. It had come to that. Instead of having the run of the whole store, he wound up with a
single department. Of course one department did as much business in a month as the whole store used to do in a year, but it did seem like a come-down.

As it turned out, the hardware job didn't last, and that was what broke Smiley's heart. In less than a year he was out of it, not fired, he had never been told that he wasn't wanted. Ross sent in another man, another slick-haired fellow, "to help" in supervising the department and "perhaps make suggestions." The suggestions he made came so fast and were so upsetting to a man trying to keep a business running without changing things every day, that one or the other had to get out. Smiley went to Ross to speak his mind, but it was the same thing over again. The secretaries or the office boys popped up in his path and Mr. Curzon wasn't in.

Smiley went on. A secretary to the assistant manager could come to him with instructions to supervise a job in one of the warehouses, then after he'd been there for a few weeks an assistant secretary would come with further instructions.

So it came about that he had the run of the place, as a stray dog has the run of town. Nobody claimed him, nobody wanted him, but he wasn't allowed to starve and so it was all right. And the peculiar thing was that throughout his decline in influence, his interest in the success of the store never faltered. He couldn't even lie down to die, because he couldn't get his mind off what he had helped to create.

Smiley didn't relate all the details that Sunday morning. They were known. But he said enough to make his meaning clear.
"Well, Ross cuts a fine figure in the world, now. I know he's got more to do than come to see me when I'm layin' here. But where would his fine business be, where would he be, if I had let them chippies and tinhorn sports walk off with everything? And they were hungry enough to have done it, too.

"You see, son, it ain't no idle boast when I say I own Ross Curzon's store. I can't show no papers for it, but papers wouldn't make it any surer."

Then he came to a painful halt. He had just realized that his son wasn't listening, that he was gazing out the window and was a million miles away. Smiley felt himself tighten up inside. It had never occurred to him that his own family would come to act like other people when he told his story. He roused himself, tried to get rid of his frozen feeling.

"Terence!" He did get the boy to look at him.

"Terence. You see now why I don't want you to stay at Curzon's, don't you? It's been in my mind right along. You'll be smart if you go somewhere else, where they'll set more value by you in time to come."

Terence knew the answer to his father but he hadn't the heart to say it. He sat up straight in his chair, pulled his legs in, then crossed them. That feeling of being young and having a good job, of being just married, made it difficult to talk to any one worn out and dying and who had lost his place because he hadn't grown with the times.

"I'll go the minute I find something better, dad. Don't worry about me."

Smiley held the silence.
"I don't just mean that. It ain't the bettering of yourself I mean. You'll do that easy enough. What I mean is to quit that man because of what he is. But I guess it's asking too much." He saw that it was and so he said it.

"Good jobs don't come every day, dad."

"That's right, son."

"Well -- Shall I tell Lois to come up now?"

Smiley felt himself freeze again, his heart paused painfully. The women folks might as well come.

It seemed that Mrs. Smiley and Lois had no sooner entered the room than the front door bell sounded its rusty clatter.

Mrs. Smiley straightened nervously. Sudden noises set her to fluttering these days. She patted the collar of her dress into place and went downstairs.

Upstairs they heard her exclaim .... "Why, Mr. Curzon! Why .... How do you do! Come in!"

Terence's glance went from his father to Lois, and Lois looked from father to son. Smiley flushed. His gaze held straight ahead.

Curzon had learned the part. He came in freshly ironed and pressed, with suede gloves, flower in his lapel, and bowler hat in hand. No one not playing the part of the outstanding citizen would dare appear in such dress in Bear Paw.

As he walked through Smiley's house he involuntarily lowered his head, as if he were going through a low-ceilinged cabin. He climbed the shrieking stairs without displaying any discomfort.
He paused in Smiley's bedroom door. Terence and Lois, as one, rose to their feet, and Curzon gave them an acknowledging glance. Then his face returned to the expression of concern which had gathered there as he mounted the stairway.

"I'm grieved, Albert. Terribly grieved."

Smiley watched him advance, as through a cloud. But it was not really a cloud. It was a dimly lit interior - a long room, with a counter running down one side - odors came next - kerosene, bacon, greased harness.

"Morning, Ross. See you made it."

"Yes, Albert, I made it fine!" Ross Curzon laughed a little at words which were vaguely familiar. Then he brushed them away. "Well! I've got something for you here, Albert. But let me tell you something first."

He held the small package in his open hand and had every one gazing fixedly at it as he talked.

"I called our directors together on Thursday, Albert, and had a heart-to-talk about you. I know what you were worth to me, to the store, during those early years. I haven't forgotten. They were rough times, and we took the bumps together. Just the two of us in those days and it kept us hustling. But we were bound to get ahead and we did. And today the Curzon Store owes you a debt of gratitude.

"I spoke of these things to the directors and we agreed to acknowledge our indebtedness in fitting form. Something to express what you can't get into words."
"Mrs. Smiley, won't you do me the honor of undoing the package, and we'll see what they've sent Albert."

The fingers fumbled at the ribbon.

"Oh, dear! A watch! A beautiful watch! Look, Albert!"

"Yes, Albert. It is a rare Swiss movement. There is nothing better made. And the case itself is a beautiful thing. Our most valuable employee, and we honor ourselves in honoring him. You'll find that sentiment engraved inside the case."

Then, before leaving, after every one had examined the trophy, Mr. Curzon spoke his final word.

"You've earned your rest, Albert. Hereafter, your salary will be continued as in the past, but you're to take it easy. Rest and enjoy yourself, perhaps travel a bit, it will do you good. But no more work, I'll ask Mrs. Smiley to see to that."

He looked kindly upon Mrs. Smiley, gave a paternal blessing to Terence and his wife, and withdrew.

Every one felt it, so it couldn't have been pure imagination -- but it did seem as if the room had been changed by Mr. Curzon's visit; it seemed brighter, a pleasant odor lingered, something was different.

Or perhaps Smiley didn't think so. He handled the watch, studied it, but his attention was not all together on it. He looked at it, and beyond it. The others checked the words they would have uttered. They waited.

They wanted to say something in praise of Mr. Curzon, of his coming in person, of his friendliness, of his doing the right thing.
Smiley looked at each one, looking for something he could not find. When he was satisfied of that, he spoke, tiredly.

"I don't begrudge him his getting ahead. I guess he deserves it as much as another. He's a good man for you to stay with, Terence. Probably as good a man as you'll find, all things considered."
The Wedding Night

There was a gay dance at Francis du Montier's ranch in the foothills. It was the wedding night and the wedding dance of du Montier's daughter Angelique, called Babe, who had taken as husband a certain Forrest Stevens, a stranger in the country.

First snow had fallen just a week before and the hills and valley sparkled under a clear moon.

The du Montier house was famous for its dances. It was a large house, built of hewn logs, and the dance floor ran across the entire front. The du Montiers, those of the family who were still able-bodied, were a volatile, noisy, impulsive lot, with inexhaustible energy for carousing gay-living -- as those words were understood in that corner of Montana jack-pine hills.

Old Francis himself looked on at the dance. His bed was shoved off into one corner of the dance floor. There he sat, or lay, with a chair and pillow under his back. He watched everything that went on in his house, without making a gesture. When he spoke no one listened. He was paralyzed.

Francis had been a big man, but the gnawing of the time had made away with most of what his frame contained and left him hollow. His voice resembled a dribble of water sounding in a cave.

It was a gay dance. The revelry had begun at sundown and would continue until daybreak at least. The dancers, gay devils, had already eaten one meal; soon they would have another.
Hector Marengeau, a du Montier relative, called the dances. There was no one who could equal him in the art of making people gay. He shouted and clapped his hands and jigged and even danced on his hands, without missing a beat. He left no blanks in his calling. As each figure was being carried through he filled in the interval with droll expressions.

"... swing that girl, the pretty little girl, the girl you left behind you! She's slim around the waist and pretty in the face and just the girl to mind you...."

So the dance went. A man would shout as he swung the "pretty little girl" until her feet left the floor, and the "pretty little girl" would scream with ecstasy. The fiddles played shrill and fast.

The bride was the gayest of all, as could be expected. The men clamored for one wild dance with Babe du Montier. They filled the room with their shouts and laughter. They clapped their hands and stamped their feet until at times the fiddles sounded quite weak and plaintive.

She was a girl of spirit, a true du Montier. There was bursting energy in every gesture of her small body. She had grey eyes and black hair and the combination seemed to stir men. Everything about her seemed to stir men, so that she was never alone wherever she might be. Some fellow was always with her, stumbling over things as he walked at her side and laughing loudly.

"I don't ask them to follow me. I don't even look at them." That was what she used to say to the Sister Superior at the convent school. Her stay there was not long. The school was too near her home for the peace of mind of the Sister Superior. It had become impossible
to take the girls out for walks on Sunday afternoons. Boys would come riding on the wildest horses they could find and dash back and forth until the girls were frightened out of their wits. All but Babe. She would seem to understand what was happening and of course it amused her.

So it was when she returned from school. Men always acted as if they were riding wild horses when they were around her. She looked at them and laughed, but denied that she had anything to do with their behavior.

It was a gay dance, all right. The fiddler couldn't go fast enough. The old ladies sitting on chairs and benches around the room were in hilarious mood; children scooted between the feet of the dancers. The kerosene lamps flared up and down as a skirt swished through the air. The big stove in one corner had been filled with pine knots and the heat seared one's face.

Old Francis, propped up in bed, watched all this. Sometimes he dozed, but he would soon be awake and watching, as before, with expressionless face. Dancers who jarred his bed said not a word to him.

There was one other who did nothing but look on — this was the bridegroom, Forrest Stevens. He stood in the doorway leading into the kitchen, a strange figure at such a gathering. None of the St. Xavier people knew how to take him. Many a look and grin was sent in his direction, especially from those men who made a nest around Babe; some laughed right out.

"What d'you make of him?" the question went round. "He's kind of a boob, ain't he?"
"All I know's the old lady's took a fancy to him. They say it's 'cause he tipped his hat first time he saw her."

"Ha! Ha! He tipped his hat to her! Ha! Ha!"

Forrest was a handsome boy -- tall, slender, with blue eyes and a wave in his hair, like a picture boy; but it was easy to see that he had never enjoyed himself much. He stood near the doorway watching the dancers, a strange look of confusion in his eyes.

"Look at him gawk!"

"Just stands there like a -- like a ...."

"It beats me. It's a puzzler. Where did she find him?"

The bride herself was none too easy on him. She would leave a man's arms as she danced by and go up to Forrest. She had a bold, mocking smile which he could not meet without looking uneasy.

"My darling! You must learn to dance. Tomorrow, I'll show you how it goes. Why don't you talk to mama in the kitchen? Darling, don't stare at me that way! I'll think you don't love me. Run along, mon brave."

The onlookers listened closely, then glanced at each other. It was incredible. How that Babe could twist a man around her little finger!

"It's a shame! And him such a nice boy!" The women shook their heads. It was too much for them.

The bridegroom disappeared.

"What I don't see," one fiddler remarked over his partner's shrill scraping, "is why the hell she married such a -- such a ...."
His partner winked. "They say he tips his hat to the old girl. It starches her tail feathers."

... 

How had it happened? He had asked himself the question suddenly, for the first time, in church that morning. It was as he approached the altar railing with his bride, Angelique du Montier. She had looked up at him, in that bold way she had, and he had to look away. How had it happened?

At that moment, he remembered, he should have been at the Wesleyan College completing his theological course. He should have been preparing for service under the Board of Foreign Missions. In India, China, where his father had been. His classmates were going their usual ways; they had already forgotten him. He had fallen by the way. Unaccountably. The routine which a year ago had seemed tedious and inevitable, now struck him as being out of his reason, lost to him.

How had it happened? The moment of confusion endured until he had been made one with his bride. The Angelique who then looked up shyly, with a suggestion of tear film in her eyes, she brought ease to his heart. It was this girl who had hung softly in his arms a week ago, avoiding his eyes, murmuring: "You're a fine boy, Forrest. You're too good for my kind. Why don't you go away and forget me?" It was to her (not to the bold smile) that he could swear: "My beloved! You will make me good! You will purify me!" It was in full faith.

He remembered that, as she turned from the railing and looked softly upon him. And the question which had come so rudely upon him a short while before was dissolved in the smoke of the acolyte's censer.
In the kitchen Babe's mother, Agnes, had her own circle -- women whose tongues wagged in bitter mouths. They sat by the stove on which coffee and pots of food were sending up clouds of steam. The women mumbled on tirelessly, and no one joined the group. Once during the evening a young half-breed, quite drunk, staggered up to Agnes.

"What d'you mean marrying Babe to this -- this .... Ain't the valley boys good enough? Maybe they was too good ...."

Without a word, Agnes advanced with a piece of stove wood in her hand, and the impudent fellow retreated.

"Get out of here!" she said, and that was enough. She was a good du Montier, too.

The old ladies at the stove exchanged glances during the scene. When Agnes returned to her seat, Martha Dowd, a bleary-eyed woman with a black shawl over her shoulders, leaned forward.

"Your Babe thinks a lot of this fellow, don't she?" The others waited expectantly.

Agnes sneered at the question. "You think Babe ain't straight with the young fellow. You think she's played him a trick, maybe. We'll see."

Forrest was entering the kitchen as Agnes rose to go for him. He had just been turned out of the dance room by Babe. Agnes looked proud of her possession as she guided him to her companions at the stove. She drew up a chair for him and brought whiskey and glasses from a cupboard.

"Drink to my son!" she taunted her companions. "Such a quiet boy, smart too, and clean you can be sure. I said my girl would never
marry a breed, I been saying it ever since I borne her, and there you are. Was I as good as my word? This good looking fellow comes along last fall .... He was selling us a book, Martha Dowd. It's in there on the center table now. What was the name of that book, son?"

"It was The Family Book of Familiar Quotation from the Classic and Modern Authors I was selling it to pay my last year in college." As Forrest spoke he watched Agnes' sharp eyes for the sign that should tell him whether his words were agreeable or not. He had been doing this ever since he had known her.

"Wasn't that nice! He was going to college. How would you like that for your girl, Martha?" The question was not meant to be answered and Agnes hurried on. "But the very next week he came back with a buggy-load of books and wanted to stay with us while he peduled them. The first time he came he only had one book and he showed it to people and they bought it. So the next time he had to have books for everybody. Well, he and Babe took to each other, which was something new for Babe. Usually she don't take to strangers. When his books was gone he just stayed."

Forrest's staring eyes raised slowly to Agnes' face and his mouth opened.

"You invited me, Mrs. du Montier." He spoke hurriedly, correcting a false impression.

"I did? Well, s'pose I did! I could see you wanted it though you was afraid to say so. I know how it is with you quiet boys. But tell us what you think of my girl. We was just saying what a bu-u-tiful couple you make. Here, take your whiskey."
Forrest took the whiskey in a single throw, and for a moment his face burned crimson as he fought against strangulation. He managed not to cough.

"Don't be so bashful," she teased.

"I guess I never loved a girl before. When you told me Angelique would like to marry me, I couldn't understand it. I didn't know what it was -- I mean to be in love ...."

"Son, what are you talking about?" Agnes scowled, then smiled. "You love my girl, don't you? Because if you don't it's time I was finding out ...."

Forrest was like a talking machine with a set piece to play and he went on without answering Agnes' imperative questioning.

"I went home to tell Father. I wanted him to know that a girl was in love with me and wanted me to marry her. We live alone, you know, since Mother died, and I have always told him my plans. It was too much for him. I was afraid it might be. He has had a weak heart since he returned from field work in India. It was evening when I told him, and he said he couldn't discuss it. He just went off to bed. In the morning he complained of his heart. I called the doctor and came away. I had promised Angelique to be back the next day."

There was a stirring among the old women, elbows were pressed against neighboring sides. Heads half turned. Agnes ignored these sly movements.

"Well, you ran away for my girl! I guess that shows what he thinks of her, eh Martha? Babe will be a good wife to you. I could tell you like her pretty well."
Agnes' friends had listened complacently, smiling their company smile. But curiosity ate at their inwards and caused them to squirm under Agnes' skillful maneuvering. Martha Dowd finally could not endure it and asked a question on her own account.

"They say you was to be a preacher. Is that so?" Her mouth was so puckered with smiling that she had difficulty in speaking.

The acrid atmosphere of battle which filled the room, was not lost even upon him. He must be careful of what he said, if he meant to be on friendly terms with Agnes.

"Father's plans were not always my own." His polite smile baffled Martha Dowd. She did not try another question.

Agnes looked pleased. "Come along. I ought to talk to you." She led Forrest out of the kitchen and sat down with him at the foot of the stairway, which rose out of the hall in the middle of the house. There they could see the dancers whirling by.

"Those old women want to stick their nose in. Don't mind 'em, son."

There was a pause, then a moment of sweet smiling. "Son, there's one thing I want to say first off -- don't never tell nobody I asked you to marry my girl. It sounds bad. Folks will think you got no gumption of your own. See?"

Hector Marengeau was calling a dance... "She's got a big upper lip like the rudder of a ship, and her nose has the whistle of a steamboat too..."

Agnes continued, "Tell me, why ain't you been dancing, like the rest? Can't you dance?"
"No. My folks didn't believe in dancing, so I never learned."

In the darkness he found it easier to talk. His attention was not so firmly held, to the confusion of his thought, by her bright eyes. His life had been modeled on repose, soft speech, quiet ways, and his understanding depended on them.

"That's all right for them that think that way. A quiet man's a fine thing in this world. I haven't had any trouble with my Francis since he had his stroke. But don't be too quiet, not with that Babe of mine. You want to learn to dance, step around. She expects it."

After a long pause she leaned forward and asked in a heavy whisper:

"Have you been out with girls? Do you know how to come round them?"

"Come round them?" he echoed. The note of absurd innocence enraged Agnes, though she did not show it.

"Just listen to me, son. Mind what I say. A girl's no lily flower, don't forget it. D'you know what I mean? I mean that for all their doll faces and innocent airs -- it's all seeming. We say the men are hot after the girls, but it's the girls are hot for men, only they make it show up the other way about. Did you learn that in school?"

He shook a wondering head, his lips opening to an unvoiced "No."

"You didn't learn it in books and you didn't learn it from the little girls you was brought up with! It must a been a dead place where you lived. What was the use going to college and being a preacher if you didn't learn that much before you got there? It's a wonder!"
"You follow my advice and you'll be a better man for it. My Babe, now, is like all the girls who've got fellows on the brain. They want straightenin' out, and a mother can't do it, not if she used a horsewhip. There's just an amount of hot feelings in them that's got to be put up with until you get them settled. I'm talking straight out to you because you wouldn't know what I meant otherwise. Your pa, instead of fainting when you told him you was getting married, might a talked sense to you."

Forrest was blinking and looking upon Agnes with fascinated gaze. He could not account for the chills which her blunt words send through his blood.

"I'm not saying Babe is any better or any worse than the others. But people have got it in their heads that she's a good for nothing. Those old hens around the store are taking her to pieces this minute. I don't want you to believe a word of it. They're trouble makers. Well, I'm sick and tired of it and from now on I'm leaving it up to you."

"What do you want me to do, Mrs. du Montier?" he asked, with a front of determination.

"Why, just this -- take her to bed and be a man with her." The words were not without a smile.

His front collapsed. "I -- I'm. I see."

"You shouldn't leave her alone in there. Ain't you got no feelings for her?"

He protested hurriedly that he did have feelings, but that he didn't dance and he doubted if she'd be willing to leave off dancing.
After all, she was free to enjoy herself. He did not mind. He would do
anything for her. It made Agnes snort.

"This is what you got to do. When the next dance stops, go in
there, shove those fellows off and make her go with you. Talk to her.
Show her you got feelings."

"But ...."

"There's no buts in this business. You got to show her how it
is. She'll be with other men if you don't stop her. She's just a girl
and you got to take care of her."

"I see. I've got to take care of her," he repeated vacuously.

"What should I say when I go up to her?"

"Take her by the waist and say, 'Come on, dearie, the dance is
over.' You ought to be able to figure out that much."

"I'll say, 'Come along. I have something to tell you'."

"Put it to her strong."

Agnes took his arm and walked him to the door of the dance room.

There was only one fiddler playing; the other had gone outside to
look at the stars. The lamps flared up and down more quietly. The
dancers were tiring, a few were dozing in their chairs. But not Babe.
One would have thought she was just beginning.

"Now!" Agnes whispered. "Let's see you do something." She
pushed him into the room. He blinked and bumped into an approaching
couple.

There was no denying that he was a charming boy, though that was
not the way Agnes thought of him. The word she used was "Clean." She
told everyone "He's a clean boy," and by that she meant, for one thing,
that he had blond hair, a rare sight in that country of French-Canadians and Indians.

Old Francis lay awake, his eyes staring at the ceiling from sheer exhaustion of watching the dancers. Forrest walked carefully around the dancers toward the bed. People shouted to him and slapped him on the back as he passed.

"You oughta wear your hat and tip it to the ladies!" Someone was saying.

"Agnes hid his hat so he can't, except to her."

Francis rolled his head and watched Forrest. Perhaps he understood that this was his son-in-law. There was no expression on his face. His eyes were grey, like Babe's.

Forrest was not looking at Francis. He stood watching the dancers and chewing his lip. Then he started forward.

Approaching Babe, he looked anxiously for that softness in her eyes which he had seen that morning at the church, and on one other occasion. He was hoping desperately that she would not give him instead that look of boldness and mocking which he could not face. His eyes besought this, but she, whether she understood or not, was in no soft mood. She called out:

"Hello, old man! Coming for a dance? My feet are tired."

There was an implication in her words which Forrest did not sense.

The dancers paused, curious.

"I want to tell you something. The dance is over, dearie. I want to tell you something. You look tired."
"Me tired? That's a good one! Is that all?"

"No. I want to tell you something. Let's go upstairs."

Someone snickered. Babe blushed.

"What do you mean? If you want to go to bed, go on up. I'll be around tomorrow sometime."

He would have let it go at that, but it was too late to stop. He stepped up close to Babe and slipped his arm part way round her waist. He was not recalling Agnes' suggestion of using force. The action was involuntary, part of the impulse to go on.

"Come on. You've had enough dancing. We'll go upstairs."

Babe looked amazed and drew back for a moment. He reached out to take hold of her again.

"You damned fool!" she blazed at him. She slapped his face. "Insult me, before everybody!"

The crowd drew back in amazement. The room fell silent. Those who had been drowsing came to life and blinked their eyes. Then, from the doorway, Agnes laughed. Her face, visible a moment before, disappeared. Babe turned and walked to the other end of the room.

The boy was startled by what he saw, seemingly for the first time. The crowd appalled him, and from long habit he held himself motionless, thinking in that way to attract less attention. It was the only way he knew of conducting himself before others.

In the silence of the moment, old Francis coughed gently, but it sounded as loud as a stamping foot. Forrest turned, relieved that something had occurred to divert attention from himself. Francis was
watching his son-in-law, and when he spoke his voice sounded like water dripping in a cave.

"Better go 'way, stranger. Don' you know ... you're a blind for the wild ones .. you're a tame duck .. set out for the high-flyers .... It's all lies .... "

The redness was ebbing from Forrest's face. People looked at him, grinned, and then turned away. They pressed forward to enter the kitchen, where Babe had gone to join her mother. No one wanted to be around the bridegroom. They had become uncomfortable in his presence. Soon he was alone in the room. Francis was asleep, at least feigning sleep.

In those first moments, Forrest Stevens might have laughed, or wept, but what he did was to stare at the wall lamps. The flames were quiescent now, burning steadily, and in their repose was some quality that appealed to his understanding.
Newcomers

A newcomer sets people to talking and acting queerly. If they want to learn the stranger's name, they ask him how he liked the weather up their way. If they've heard that he's been married and divorced three times and want to find out about it, they say "It's sure hell how we don't get enough rain in summer to wash a man's back."

The newcomer usually is a queer one, too. When a question is put to him, he looks as if he had been hit on the head. He mumbles as if talking in his sleep.

At least, it used to be that way in Montana.

Frank Barnes and his family, when they came into the country, upset everybody because they had a different way of doing things. They were Easterners, of course, and college people too, and that seemed to explain some of their ways.

"We're practical people," Frank Barnes would say, in explanation of why he imported six registered Jersey milch cows instead of buying out of a local herd of mixed breeds -- but the explanation explained nothing. Expensive, imported cattle always took sick; you couldn't count on such animals. Local people all knew that.

They talked a lot about "practical" things. They hadn't been in the country three days when Mrs. Barnes was heard to say that something "practical" ought to be done about the Indians. By that she meant that somebody ought see to it that Indian children got milk to drink. They

had never lived next door to an Indian Reservation before, and so they
couldn't have known that Indian children never drank milk.

But these things happened later. The Barneses had been doing
surprising things from the beginning.

There had been a section of land lying idle for several years in
the Crow Creek district — that was dryland farming country, where men
plowed and sowed and in the fall of the year charged it all up to the
storekeeper and the bank; and the storekeeper and the bank people, being
tender-hearted, didn't mind. This section of land had been idle for
several years, until one day a motortruck with canvas-covered trailer, a
kind of deluxe covered wagon, pulled out of the road and drew up
alongside the squat, unpainted farm buildings which had become almost
lost in a jungle of weeds.

There was a ranch house across the road, and a second one a half-
mile farther along. The house across the way — it was Jim Davis' place
— was the first to act.

The truck arrived just after noon and for a while nothing much
happened. One could guess that the newcomers were eating a cold lunch,
stretching cramped legs and saying, "Well, we're here!" An hour later
everybody in the family was tugging and lifting and carrying. They
could be counted then: man; woman; thirteen-year old girl, judged by her
long, thin legs; ten-eleven-year old boy; a five-year old, at first
taken for a girl in overalls but later discovered to be a boy with
yellow hair; and a baby that got lost and got hurt all through the
afternoon.
In midafternoon Mrs. Jim Davis sent over her girl Daisy -- a pugnosed, saucy adolescent, who came looking very solemn. Her face had been washed and she had put on a freshly starched dress for just this errand, one could tell.

"Ma says," her message said, "if you'll wait till Pa comes from the field, he'll help you with the stove." She gasped there and had to swallow fast to get out the rest of her message before she was interrupted. "If you want to cook something hot before the stove gets set you can come to our house and welcome...."

The newcomer's wife had waited, smiling. "We're the Barneses. We've come to take the Blodgett place." She was surprisingly calm and forthright about saying who they were. "Tell your mother thank you so much. We haven't any really heavy stuff. We use an oil stove for summer cooking, so you see...."

They were all friendly. Indeed, Daisy took back the information that they were very nice people. They didn't look like farmers, but they were nice. She had been introduced to all of them, including a girl her own age named Sadie. And no, they didn't need any help. They hadn't brought any heavy stuff. They cooked on an oil stove in summer -- and didn't that make the food taste? And what did they mean, they hadn't brought any heavy stuff? It sounded like camping out.

... 

When the newcomers, that is the Barneses, had been settled a few weeks, they were asked over to Sunday dinner by the Cramers, who had the ranch half a mile down the road. The Davises would be there, too; a neighborly gathering.
It was in fact a community gathering by the time everybody arrived. The spring seeding was about completed and men were feeling that they could stand to have a Sunday off, having been going steadily at plowing and one thing after another for a month. An hour before the early afternoon dinner Carlson and his family arrived; old man Wheatley and his wife were there; and there was another family of newcomers, the young Hoggetts and their infant, who were so far from any neighbors that they had been slighted by the community and were now being made up to.

No one cared much about the Hoggetts, the other newcomers. They were the kind of people about whom you could learn all you wanted to know by just looking at them. Both were tall and thin; both looked sour and acted as if they felt like they looked; both whined in their noses, and they were always in bad luck. People are careful how they act around their sort, for fear of inviting familiarity.

But Frank and Mamie Barnes were a different sort. Whatever peculiarities they might have, at least they were substantial. It had become known by then that they had just come from ten years of managing the grain crop on the biggest ranch in the state -- one of those show-off places owned by a grossly rich Easterner who didn't know a badger hole from the Grand Teton. It was reasoned that Barnes must have made good money on a job like that. He might even be a relative by marriage of the rich Easterner. Rich people kept things in the family, it was said.

Farm management on a place like that was reported to be all scientific. They weighed what went into a cow and what came out of her; they planted oats and alfalfa together, and after a few years they
plowed up the alfalfa (seed costing what it did, too) and planted wheat. It was a wonder they ever knew what was going to sprout when spring came. Frank Barnes was that kind of a farmer, then. He had learned it in a college back East.

When the Barneses arrived just before one o'clock, with their thirteen-year old Sadie, eleven-year old Buck, five-year old Morton (the one who had been taken for a girl the first day), and Baby Frank, a great flurry resulted. The women were all starched up and their hair pinned tightly; the men perspired in wool serge suits.

Mrs. Ben Cramer, the hostess, big and jolly and breathing in a heavy, masculine sort of way, rushed from the kitchen wiping her hands on the front of her over-all apron. "You just sit down, Mrs. Barnes, and we'll have a snack to eat in a minute. Kathleen!" she shouted for the girl standing at her elbow. "See what you can find for the player piano. I'm sure Miss Sadie would like to hear some music. The young folks do like to have music going. Well, Mrs. Barnes, it's really nice to have you — just sit down now!"

"Not at all!" Mrs. Barnes had been meeting the ladies with a nod and making them feel at home. "I won't have you doing all the work and me sitting by. We're practical people, Mrs. Cramer. I'm more used to an apron than party dresses!

Her talking about practical people brought smiles, but she won the good will of all the ladies. Mamie Barnes was all right. Nothing standoffish about her. They liked the fact that her hands showed that they had peeled vegetables and hung clothes out in windy weather. They liked her matter-of-factness. There was nothing helpless about her.
While such notions were being conceived in the house, the men outdoors were proceeding with a game of their own. It consisted first in sitting, standing and leaning in various angles on the front porch, then in going off to look around the lot: at the hogs, the calves (a man never showed off the chickens unless he had a lot of fancy hens and fancy trap nests), the tool shed, and the barn.

They were solemn about it. They held gates open for each other. They walked rather stiff-legged. Ben Cramer was in a sweat trying to keep the talk going; it was like running to get a kite up when there wasn't any wind. Ben usually had a lot to say about hogs and calves and growing crops, but then he wasn't usually talking to a man who was accustomed to planting twenty thousand acres of wheat every year (that was what they had heard). What would Barnes care about a forty-acre patch of fall wheating coming up spotty? Out of habit he might say, "Plow her under!" and it was a man's money crop for the year.

Jim Davis sensed his neighbor's troubled thoughts and tried to help him out. Davis was a long, rail-splitter kind of man with a reputation for the stories he told. He tried a few. He had one in particular that never failed. It was supposed to get funnier the more you thought about it. He tried it.

"It seems there was a man with a cork leg and he got married and didn't want the wife to know about it. So he says to her they'd have to sleep with a sheet between them. And the wife says well she didn't mind straining some things, but she wasn't going to start with having strained relations."
Ben Cramer laughed like a good neighbor; old man Wheatley guffawed; Carlson looked stunned for a moment, then made a sound like a whinnying horse; Hoggett, who didn't matter at any rate, grunted. But Frank Barnes just looked kind of sick. He must have heard it before, or maybe it was too strong for him. They couldn't tell.

At the hog pen Barnes stood with hands in pocket and failed to say that the hogs were fat or good looking or what were they fed. He didn't give Ben a chance. At the calf pasture he leaned against a fence post and seemed to get dreamy. There wasn't the least indication of what he was thinking.

By the time the barn had been gone over the conductors of the tour began to look foolish. They would have to join the women folks with everybody solemn and staring off into space. And they would have to explain to the wives afterward. They were passing through the feeding alley and were about to leave by the rear door where the manure was carried out. As Ben Cramer came to the last stall he reached into the manger, pushed aside the hay that lay there, and came up with a gallon jug. It was his last strategem. The way things were going, he would probably discover that the newcomer taught temperence in a Sunday school.

"I hope none of you boys object to taking a nip on a Sunday?" He knew his neighbors' principles. Only one person needed to answer.

Barnes looked at the gallon jug, then at Cramer. Whatever had been weighing upon his mind must have been jolted. His eyes flickered.

"Where did that come from?"
Cramer pointed to the stall and was ready to carry it back. His look was of one caught in mischief.

"Man! And you've been wasting time taking us to see the hogs?"

Everybody had to sit down and just laugh. Davis said it was the funniest thing he'd ever heard; and Cramer said well the joke was on him and they would have to drink on it.

Barnes had become a different person to all of them. He had a sense of humor, that was what. When he sat down and took off his hat they could see him better. He was sun and windburned like the rest of them. Even if he had learned farming in a college, his hands had raspy surfaces when he rubbed them together, which showed that he had taken hold of things and knew how to work.

When they had about three drinks around and were beginning to feel the kinks disappear from their backbones somebody discovered the Barnes' boy, the one they called Buck, was with them. The men fell silent. They did not want to encourage the boy, in case his father wanted to get rid of him. They waited for Frank to act. They thought, of course, that he would get a serious tone in his voice and ask the boy if they were ready to eat, or where were the other kids. Barnes surprised them.

"Hello, Buck! How would you like a drink of Ben's corn whiskey?"

The boy was not abashed, and that surprised the men as much as Frank's unexpected way of greeting him. The father might be slightly drunk and that would account for him, but the boy seemed to be used to such familiarities. He wasn't more than twelve, but from his manner, he might have been going around with a moustache.
Ben Cramer made a motion toward the boy. "You mean to let him have a drink, Frank?" By then they had become Frank and Ben and Jim; old man Wheatley was Dad; the cotton-headed Carlson was Swede and Hoggett turned out to be Ned.

"Why not? Will you get silly if we give you a drink, Buck?" He seemed to think it unnecessary to ask his son such a question.

"I guess not. That drink you gave me at Christmas didn't make me silly, did it?"

Cramer was still worried. "You know how the women are. They got their own notions. I keep this jug out in the barn just so there won't be no questions asked. You don't suppose the boy will tell, do you?"

Barnes resented that. He had a better opinion of his son. "Hell, no! When you know Buck you'll appreciate him better. We know lots of things between us that the women folks never hear about. The men stick together in our family."

The men laughed, not knowing exactly what to make of it. From the first they had suspected that Frank Barnes was a rich man. Now they were beginning to feel sure of it. Only rich men and their sons could be so free and easy. That's the way it was with rich people, they understood. It made them a little uneasy.

Up at the house, after much discussion, the women had set a separate table for the children in one corner of the room, rather than make them wait until their elders had eaten. It was kind of mean, Mamie Barnes said and the others agreed, to make them wait, because generally the kids were hungrier than the grown-ups. They feel it stronger, they said. Cramer's Kathleen, Davis' Daisy, and Sadie Barnes, who had become
as thick as molasses, were making a lark out of setting the children's table and waiting on it. The three of them were in high color over the prospect of their new friendship. Each time their eyes met they looked kind of nervous and pent-up. They seemed to have long stories they wanted to tell each other.

The men came in like a March wind, scattering hats and coats around and blowing with good fellowship. They had washed their hands and faces long ago and since they hadn't been doing anything they were ready to eat. They had got started on the prices of wheat just before entering the house and were trying to draw out Barnes. There was a subject he ought to know like a book. But Barnes switched the talk when they entered the room where the women stood waiting.

"Mrs. Cramer," he said in that sober way which they now recognized to be witty, "you can always tell the opinion a woman has of her men folk by the table she sets for them. We ought to feel flattered. You've got enough here to feed an army."

It was true. There was hardly a piece of white tablecloth showing, so thickly were the dishes and bowls massed together. It needed a strong appetite to face the battery.

"It's all good, plain food, Mr. Barnes. I like a man eat hearty." Mrs. Cramer was slightly agitated. There was something funny intended by the way he said that, but she couldn't stop to figure it out.

Mrs. Barnes soothed her. "Frank isn't delicate, Mrs. Cramer. I've seen him outsit a table full of threshers. And he's never serious, except about wheat growing."
Husbands and wives became aware at the same moment that the Barneses were looking at each other. The women were waiting for that flash of steel or that sugared warning to tread with care which they always expected to see when married people looked at each other in company; and the men, still not knowing what to make of Frank Barnes, looked for that tamed expression which would signify that he shared the common lot where wives were concerned. But neither wives nor husbands saw what they were looking for. The Barneses, exchanging glances, gave an intimate glimpse of each other which was as surprising as anything they had yet said or done. Their eyes hid no monsters. The men were the first to look away.

Then there was the meal to eat. Dishes passed and were scooped of their contents; heaped loads on fork or knife made the quick trip to gaping mouths; deep draughts of milk or coffee washed it away.

The talk finally got around to Frank Barnes' job on Cornelius Ryan's show-place ranch across the mountains -- Cornelius Ryan being the grossly rich Easterner who, it was said, kept the place so he would have room enough for his summer guests. The stories they had heard of its bigness were true, after a fashion. It wasn't twenty thousand acres of wheat they planted; it wasn't ten trainloads of cattle they shipped each year; it wasn't a hundred miles from the front gate to the ranch house -- Frank Barnes smiled at the questions. It was a big ranch just the same. Yes. He had been manager of the grain-crop, and was damned glad to be out of it. Barnes said this strongly.

"It's all very well to work with good tools and have a free hand -- but rich men have a way of thinking they buy you body and soul when
they hire you. You're either one of them, or you're a flunkey. Mamie and I are too good democrats for that, aren't we?"

Again there was an exchange of friendly glances between the Barneses, and those at table almost stopped eating. What did being a democrat have to do with giving up a job like that? A lifetime job! Wait until Frank Barnes had to pay his own bills for seed wheat and threshing! He might decide, then, that it wasn't so bad, being next to a rich man.

Until then, the grown-ups had paid no attention to the children. The older girls were seeing to the filling of plates and to cautioning against hoggish manners. Only when talk got drowned out at the grown-up table were the young ones hushed by their mothers.

There had been that lull after Frank Barnes expressed himself about working for rich men, and he made it more confusing by adding a moment later: "This country was meant for the common folks. We wanted to get away from lords and landed proprietors, but it seems we have them with us just the same. I don't care for the breed myself." The men cracked their heads trying to figure it out. A while ago they had been thinking that Barnes must be rich because of the easy way he had with his family. Now, they were stumped. If it wasn't money made people that way, what was it? The women were thinking about incomes too. They were wondering how much the Barneses were accustomed to spend in a year and how they could stretch their incomes in order to buy a few extras. There had been that thought-taking silence, and then they heard what made every one sit stiff with expectancy.
The twelve-year old Buck, with whiskey fuming in his head, had turned argumentative. His sister Sadie had tried to squelch him, unsuccessfully. When she or Daisy or Kathleen came by to serve him, he pinched their legs. The devil was in him. Then that silence fell, and his voice suddenly rose up in argument. He was answering something that had been said.

"Cat's sake! That ain't nothing! My dad and me know lots of things we don't tell the women! The men folks stick together in our family."

The silence continued for a second longer, then there was a gasp. All the air in the room seemed to be drawn into lungs at once. Everyone turned to the Barneses. Now, how would they act? The boy, of course, ought to be jerked up. But what would the parents say to each other? How would they slide past it?

The answer was laughter. Frank Barnes threw back his head and roared. Young Buck was embarrassed by the attention he had drawn, but his face showed no fear. He would not be humiliated. He frowned and looked at his plate.

Mamie Barnes was the most astonishing of all. She waited for her husband to catch his breath, then she said in the same tone of laughter: "Frank, I don't know what's up, but you've been bragging again!"

The women felt terribly let down. It was inconceivable that the matter should end there, but that was just where it was going to end, it seemed. They each looked long and hard at Mamie Barnes and could not make up their minds whether to forgive her or not. The men felt, well, Frank Barnes had a way with his woman. It certainly was neat.
When the visit ended, nobody had learned much about the newcomers. It was a disappointment.
Young Charles, who had finished his first year in high school, was aware of the contest waging between his grandmother and his father. They had started right after school closed. It was like all family disputes -- fought mostly under cover, with hint and innuendo the principle weapons, and the significant silence used both for attack and for defence.

On this afternoon of a June Sunday, Young Charles lay in the stifling orchard where he had gone to read IVANHOE after the midday meal. He was not reading, however, for his reading mind had been smothered by his listening mind. His father and his grandmother were at each other again.

"Are you going to town, Charles?" his grandmother asked.

Even the boy in the orchard knew that the question was not asked innocently. The tone was not quite bitter, but it was hard; it was a challenge. "Just you dare pretend you don't know what I mean!" his grandmother was warning his father.

The group on the front porch, sequestered in a narrow ribbon of north side shade from a sun that always burned hotter on Sundays (there was time then to take note of it), acted as if the boy in the orchard were at the end of the world. After all, though they struggled for his possession, it was a principle which was involved and which dignified their stubborn refusal to admit the reality of unadmired facts. Principle was what Young Charles balked at; words, he understood, and
facts could be mastered, school required it; but principle was an invention of grown-ups designed to magnify trifles.

Of the three persons in the porch group, only two counted.

The boy's father Big Charles (as he was called) sat apart, with a farm magazine spread out on his lap. If he was pressed too hard he would return to his reading. It was an old trick with him. He was a brawny man, his heavy hands having the color and the lumpiness of the clay of his fields. He was exacting of the horses he worked, of the tools he used, of the newspapers he read, but those who worked with him said he was a fair sort.

The father's mother sat with arms folded over her flat breast, her shoulders unbowed, her eyes unwearyed. At an age when most people leave their chairs in the sun less and less frequently, she had taken the burden of a new household within the last six years and was still carrying it, at her own insistence. She was a fighter who would do justice to any cause. She made a pulse of her devotion, and it was also her breath, her pillow in slumber and her crowing cock; she chewed it with her food, and it was a sovereign digestant, nothing distracted her.

The third person of the group was Young Charles' mother. A helpless invalid (she suffered from an ailment which could not be discussed in his presence), she had yielded her place at the head of the household to the older woman. She took no interest in what went on around her. If she interposed her thin voice at all it was to make some mild observation on the appearance of the neglected flower beds in front of the house, or a comparison of the number of flies, this year and last.
The question "Are you going to town?" was a threat and a challenge, but Big Charles made no effort to meet it. "I don't see what I'd go for."

The grandmother frowned, irritated because she had to waste words explaining what was perfectly understood.

"Humph! You know your mind as well's another. If you're not going it's because you've decided to put Young Charles in the hayfield tomorrow."

Big Charles smiled lazily, satisfied that he could not be touched.

"Well, I had thought of getting him to help me. And he's willing, told me so the other day. It won't hurt him none. What did you think I'd pay a hired man with? If it was a horse I was borring I could give him hay. But a man wants money, and I ain't seen any money in a long while."

"You always borrow for harvest times. I ain't heard you say you can't get money when you want it."

Young Charles had heard his father complain before this that the women folks didn't understand about money; they would not believe him when he said he was tired of borrowing every year to the limit of his crop and casting up his accounts a little behind or at best on even terms, with nothing to show for twelve months of effort. Today he avoided the issue.

"I never heard yet that work was hurtful to a boy. It's what they need. It's what makes 'em grow. We've all got to learn to work, and the longer you put off breakin' a boy in to it the more chances you
take with him. I don't know how many I've seen with my own eyes take it into their heads they was too good for the lot of ordinary folks. First they take to wearin' their good clothes for every day, then before long they want to spend their evenings in town and have a little pocket money besides. By that time they ain't worth a nickel a dozen, not to themselves nor anyone else. A boy doesn't like to work by nature, but if you give in to him you're doin' him a real wrong, that you are. So I say it's best to get him used to it, and before long he's got enough spunk to get along by himself.

"Young Charles won't be workin' real hard. With these hay boats we use nowadays, that slide along like bob-sleds, it's no trick to load 'em -- not like it was when I began hayin', when you had to pitch up to a rack settin' on wheels. That put a kink in your back. I recollect that I didn't get much fun out of it, but I guess it didn't hurt me none."

The words were spoken without heat, but in a tone that expressed the speaker's faith in the truthfulness of his utterance and his complete disbelief in anything that might be said against him.

"There might be two ways of looking at that." The old lady was more than visibly annoyed. "It ain't helped your looks none -- you're bowed in the middle as if you was picking things of the ground all the time. It ain't helped your character none either, and you're determined to make folks, including your son, do everything you had to do. Well, you've had your way. No one's had an easy time around you and never will."

The thrust was one that should have struck home, but Big Charles
sat immobile and his bronzed face was deceptive. The old lady regretted her words, words which she had rarely uttered, and while she went on talking with scarcely a pause, she was for a time distracted. Meantime, Big Charles' wife, the living proof of the charge that no one lived an easy life around him, sat impassively by. She was not listening.

"I've heard enough in my time of men boasting that hail nor snow nor high water could keep 'em from doing what they had a mind to do --- but I don't know as I admire 'em for it any more. If other women folks stopped admiring and told 'em it wasn't necessary, which it isn't, we'd probably all live different. I've heard your arguments about how a man has to work into outlandish hours of the night to make a decent living, but I tell you this, Charles, your back profits from what your belly doesn't get. And if folks would just stop listening to your bragging you wouldn't be long finding you didn't have to work owl's hours.

"Least of all, there's no need to start a boy off before he's properly into his first long pants. You're like them priests I despise so, ketching youngsters before they know any better and giving 'em the whole gospel. Boys have years when they'll sop up anything like sponges, and I'd a lot rather see them take in some just plain foolishness than make plow horses out of 'em right from the start. They'll learn how to work all right, when they find their eating depends on it."

Big Charles laughed his lazy laugh, jarring the somnolent air no more than would the low drone of a passing bumble bee.

"Well, I wish you'd felt that way when I was a boy."

"I didn't know enough," the answer came back briskly. "Besides,
your father was as blind as most men. His notion about character was that a man had none unless he was ornery and willing to abuse himself and others too."

A period of silence followed which left a void in the stifling Sunday afternoon as unsettling as the cessation of some natural phenomenon. An unexpected halt in the dripping from eaves after a summer storm will produce a similar sensation of waiting, a kind of impalpable itching which no scratching can appease.

Young Charles lay in the heat soaked orchard, waiting for the resumption of the word patter. If it ever did continue he never knew, for he fell asleep, his unclenched hand fallen short of the Scott romance.

"Wake up, boy!"

Looking up through a subdued light which he first took for the haze of drowsiness, but soon discovered to be due to the fading intensity of the setting sun, Young Charles saw his father standing above him.

"Wake up, boy! Cows won't come without a man goes after them. They won't milk themselves neither. No, nor crops won't get planted and post holes get dug, for all the women folks say."

Father and son grinned, the one showing that he prized willingness, the other because he lived on the tone of a voice.

Walking down to the meadow, his sunburned blond head bobbing against the green of a fenced-in wheatfield, he tried to decide to which, his father or his grandmother, he felt closest. He could not tell. He might be the cause of the struggle, but he never knew for a
whole day together on which side his interest lay. If his father asked him to help with the haying, as he had, the answer was that work must be a good thing, since his father expected him to share in it. On the other hand, when his grandmother looked at him with one of her sharp looks (she had sharp eyes for a granny, everybody remarked on it), and said "Boy, you don't look well. Your father shouldn't keep you in the sun so much," he felt that she must know what she was talking about and wondered if he were being treated badly. Not that he really minded. "What's the difference?" The problem ceased to interest him.

On Monday morning he asked his grandmother to go down to the haymeadow after breakfast and watch him start off, but she only glared at Big Charles and said nothing.

When he came from the field for the midday meal an air of resignation had settled over the house, and his grandmother made no further gesture than to look at him critically, apparently to assure herself that he had had no arm or leg clipped off by the mowing sickle.

"Humpf!" she croaked when Big Charles, thinking to calm any troubled out-of-sight waters, remarked:

"It beats me what a cracker-jack Charlie is on the mower. He did not miss a spear of grass all morning."

Young Charles felt that he had entered a really new domain when, after lunch, his father led the way to the shady north side of the house. During haying and harvesting, from his earliest recollections, the hired men had always congregated there after the noon meal to smoke and swap stories and lie stretched out until one o'clock.
"Let's rest ourselves, Charlie," his father said, in the same neighborly tone he used with Elm Higgins when Elm came over to help for a few days. There were no peremptory commands of "Run in and fetch my tobacco!" or "Go down to the barn and see what the horses are fighting about!" as in former days. He had done half-a-day's work and was entitled to a man's rest.

Indoors, Maria, the forty-year old orphan, who had spent her entire life keeping house and cooking for about every family in the valley, was clattering the dishes about and shouting to the grandmother in the next room. She was saying:

"Men folks make it easy for themselves. Just don't you worry about Young Charles, Mrs. Durand. He'll get on to the tricks quick as the next one."

The house yielded no more than an uncertain internal rumble for answer.

Young Charles smiled through his drowsiness. His grandmother's words seemed unreasonable, alien. After all, did she know what a boy wanted, what was good for him?

Any dislike of work which he might have felt, induced by his grandmother's arguments, had been dissipated by the morning's experience, when he had discovered that riding a mowing machine and cutting a full swath was both simple and pleasant. As he lay, relaxed, he was thinking that on the next occasion of a family dispute he would intervene and give his own view: "Work's nothing. A fellow does it and thinks nothing of it. It's like anything else. You just do it, and
that's all." That would be his contribution, and then they would realize that all these weeks of bickering has been unnecessary.

The afternoon was not in every respect as pleasant as the morning had been. The sun was merciless, fifteen degrees hotter, he thought, and the nap in the shade after lunch had been seductive to one so recently arrived at man's estate. He had watched his father and the hired men get up after a leisurely half-hour, stretch themselves, and submit their necks to the yoke of their necessity as placidly as the horses being put into the traces; but when it came his turn he could not relish the part.

Early in the afternoon he overtook his father, who had stopped to tinker with his machine.

"I hit a stick of wood back there and bent a sickle guard." His father spoke without lifting his head.

When the repair was made, Big Charles straightened himself, smiled reflectively, as if the sight of his son recalled some pleasant thought.

"Well, it's not so bad, hey, Charlie!" his father exclaimed, as he patted the flanks of the near horse.

"Oh, I like it!" Young Charles responded, and his voice was neither perfunctory, nor resigned, nor sad.

Big Charles chuckled and went back to his machine.

....

Towards three-thirty in the afternoon, at a time when Charles was wholly absorbed in his man's vocation, his grandmother donned her huge sunbonnet and accompanied Maria to the field with a bucket of iced
lemonade and a cloth covered plate of oatmeal cookies. Whether she had bowed to the inevitable and was coming with good will, or whether she was bent on carrying the battle to her adversary, she very likely did not know herself: opportunity would tell. Outwardly, she was complying with a tradition of the women folks in bringing to the men this reminder of rest that should come after labor, or community of thought and effort.

She had not advanced far down the field with the chattering Maria when a light rumble of flying hooves caused both women to glance to the rear. In dismay, they beheld a sorrel colt, his coat spangling in the sun, come dashing up, crash to a halt when fifty paces away, then toss his head and go off with a rush in a skiriting movement. His curly tail dipped a salute, and in a moment he was out of gunshot.

"Maria!" Mrs. Durand cried. "We forgot to close the gate!"

A later thought caused her to look aghast towards the flying colt.

"Give me that lemonade. And Maria, run as fast as your legs will carry you to Young Charles. He's driving the colt's mother. Hurry! Run! Stop those machines!"

Maria was off with "Oh, dear me!" her chubby legs jarring her breath out in gasps.

... Young Charles never knew how it had happened. He might have been wandering through interplanetary space, attuned to the clicking of the sickle of infinity.
The disaster was heralded. In its flight toward him it halted at
the crest of a rise, some distance away, like a sun spangle caught for a
moment on a crest of water. He might have watched it race towards him,
again like a sun spangle, hurled from a mirror across space. And the
sudden, shrill whinny of Susan, the strapping sorrel mare on the off
side, next to the sickle bar, should have sounded as a trumpet in his
ears.

The concluding action was swift and direct.

Charles looked up, after the second whinny of the mare, and at
the same instant he saw the colt dash into the uncut alfalfa meadow some
yards ahead of the team. The mowing machine at that time was still
going forward, of its own volition, it might have seemed, since no one
was willing its motion.

The picture of Bucky, the colt, prancing forward with erect head
and elastic movement, was not complete in Charles' mind. When he tried
to see it "as it was," he found that instead of unfolding the steps in
sequence his memory went backward to recreate over and over his first
impression of the colt advancing, his golden coat gleaming, his hooves
stamping at the earth.

The reason for this uncertainty was that at the critical moment
Charles ceased to look. His eyes blinked, as if a splinter had come
flying past his head. Perhaps his mind blinked. He did not faint,
though that was what was thought afterward; he simply fell from the
machine, and in falling gave that slight tug upon the reins which was
all that was necessary to halt the team.
Then he heard floundering, and knew that Bucky was trying to stand upright. But he did not look. He knew what was happening, and that he should do something, but movement was impossible. He lay where he had fallen.

"Wake up, boy!"

The call, as familiar as the dawn, was sounded now with an accent of scorn he thought.

His father stood miles above him, the moving muscles of his strained face only dimly discernible. In a moment so chaotic Young Charles still remembered everything that had been in his mind these past few days, but he felt that a mistake had been made. It was only now that he understood what his father and grandmother had been arguing about — it was about work. Now he understood that word. And now, though he recognized his father well enough, and knew what a response was expected of him, he did not smile his willingness.

"Wake up! Why didn't you stop the team?" His father must have shouted a dozen times, perhaps with an infuriating realization of the senselessness of the question.

"I didn't see him in time," Young Charles answered weakly, and suddenly caught a glimpse of blood spurting and turning black on green alfalfa leaves.

At that point his mind really did go blank. An instant later, or so it seemed, his grandmother was holding his hand and clucking in her comforting way.

As soon as he felt her presence, he surprised even himself by drawing away. It was most unexpected, but it could not have been
otherwise. This clucking, this hand patting was not what he wanted. No. The way it was at that moment, father and grandmother were equally strange to him.

Young Charles left the farm after that, not for the sake of spending his evenings in town and dressing in his best clothes, but to go to work in a drug store. After all that talk, all that argumentation, he was answering the question himself and he didn't care whether his answer pleased anybody or not. But he didn't say that. There was no violent quarrel, although there was unspoken bitterness of which everyone tasted.

Big Charles let his son go his own way, because after what had happened he did not care to keep him. "He may straighten up in a few years. But if he don't, he's a no-account right now." That was the conclusion of Big Charles who was an exacting man.

The grandmother was perhaps the most worried of all. She considered herself responsible for the boy's decision, and she wasn't sure that she ought to have encouraged him to take a different view about work than his father held. She was saddened by the break.

"Folks ought to be careful of speaking," she said to Maria, the cook. "It ain't enough to mean what you say -- you want to be sure you can bear to see your words acted on."
Dawn had come but it was still dark. The lights from the houses shone almost as brightly as they would have in the middle of night. A stiff wind came up at intervals and the sky over the eastern mountains was unmistakably growing lighter every minute. Roosters were crowing and occasionally a door opened and a man came out to spit and look at the sky.

A young boy stood by the dirt road and peered toward the fringe of timber that lay a quarter of a mile eastward from the town. He could see or hear nothing and was munching an apple. In one hand he carried a lunch basket.

Suddenly he heard horses snorting and blowing in the cold air. And then he could hear buggy wheels rattling over the frozen ground. He finished his apple in several large bites and tossed the core aside. He wiped his mouth with the sleeve of his coat and put his mitten on the hand that had held the apple. A moment later a team of horses and a buggy materialized out of the mist and gloom and a voice called out sharply:

"Whoa, there, cayuses!"

A girl's voice followed immediately after: "Good morning, Joey! Are we late?"

"Naw, you're not late. I just came from the house." He put his lunch pail in the back of the rig and climbed onto the seat.
"Put these blankets around you good. It's terribly cold." The girl helped to wrap the blankets around his legs.

"That's good enough," he said before she had finished.

The scraggy team of mares was put at a trot and the buggy was on its way again. It was precarious footing, however, and though they picked their feet up quickly and made a motion of trotting they couldn't manage anything better than a fast walk.

The sky had turned a shade lighter and the town could be made out more distinctly: It was a forlorn place clinging to the edge of the timber. Not a house was painted; they were all shanties.

On the left the mountains were still black and heavy mist hid their wide bases. High up among the peaks a ray of light gleamed now and then on a snow bank. Off to the right was the rolling prairie land and clumps of trees could be seen along some creek bank. There was a mist over the prairie, too, and it seemed dull and dead out that way. A chill breeze cut into the faces of the three travelers in the buggy and made them keep their heads pulled low on their shoulders.

Gene, the driver, was a thin-faced youth whose eyes watered constantly in the cold wind. His jaws stood out rigidly and his skin was smooth, for he hadn't yet put a razor to his face. He didn't talk as much as the others; he sat and brooded and wore a long face.

Ada sat in the middle and her blue eyes were always twinkling. She had a clear, healthy complexion and the stinging wind made her cheeks glow warmly. She was eighteen at most, yet she too looked older.

Joe, who had waited at the roadside, knew of nothing better in the world than to be sitting where he was, beside Ada. The buggy seat
was narrow and he was pressed closely against her; he could feel her warmth up and down the right side. Joe was younger than the others, four years younger than Ada, but he never thought of that.

When they came to the bridge at the end of the first mile the team slowed down and looked cautiously from one side to the other as they went up the approach. The bridge planks were white with frost and after the buggy had passed over two neat tracks were left behind. When the bridge was crossed the horses picked up their shambling trot again. The breath came out of their nostrils in white clouds and formed a coating of frost on the hair of their necks. They were an unkempt team of little mares with their long winter's hair; bits of straw and their night's bedding still clung to their sides. Gene forgot to curry them most of the time.

A serious conversation was being carried on in the buggy. Joe had said: "My folks had a fight last night and we may be moving away one of these days."

"No! You don't mean right away -- before school's out?" Ada asked.

"Well, no, not that soon."

"What was they fighting about?" Gene asked.

"Why, ma thinks that we made a bad move when we bought lots during the boom. She says we might as well have thrown the money in the river. But pa laughs about it. 'Money's no good if you don't use it,' he says. 'You just as well take a gambling chance once in a while; all you have is a gambling chance; and even then you're bound to lose,' he says."
"Were they angry?" Ada wanted to know.

"Oh yes, I supposse all the neighbors heard them."

"Well," Gene said, "your ma's right. Nobody's going to make any money out of that town!"

"You don't know anything about it! You've heard dad say that," his sister reminded him.

"We could have made a little money last fall. We were offered three hundred dollars more for the shop than it cost us. But ma said it wasn't enough. She got mad last night when we reminded her of it."

Gene went off on a tangent.

"Your folks don't fight any more than ours," he said. "There's a wrangle at home every day.

"We have dad to thank for that. If it was mother alone it would be different."

But Gene couldn't agree with that.

"It takes two to make a quarrel and she nags as much as he does. She doesn't do it outright, that's the difference. She goes around complaining until somebody has to get mad."

"She has something to complain about, I think! Not one of you kids ever helps her and she's had ten of us to take care of."

"Well," said Gene, "I'll tell you one thing, Joe, don't get married! A poor man's got to work his fingers to the bone as it is, but if he gets married, he's sunk!"

But Joe disagreed. No. It wasn't that bad! It depended on yourself -- and, of course, on whom you married.
"Do you think married people are never happy? Sure, lots of them are! But you've got to be in love. I don't think my folks were ever in love; they don't act like it, and that's why they row."

"You talk like a calf! What's love? I ain't seen any yet," Gene said.

What, no love! And Joe sat there burning with it! He knew no unhappiness. It was true that his father and mother made things unpleasant with their misunderstandings and uncharitable accusations. His sister was half an idiot and sat at home laughing and crying by turns and trying to draw pictures on the windowpane with her pencil. There was no money in the home most of the time though his father ran a butcher's shop.

Joe lived in the midst of many things that might have been thought unpleasant, yet he went through them unscathed. When he sat beside Ada he was content. He thought of finer things; it might even be imagined that he saw them dancing by like the fence posts on either side that went flying past in an endless chain. For seven months, ever since school opened in September, he had been riding with the Silverthorns, and ever since Christmas when Ada kissed him at the School Entertainment he had been engulfed in a great world of mist and warm dew.

The sun had burst over the mountains and the gloom that had lurked in the hollows and over against the timber all disappeared. The few scattered banks of snow that lay in the nearby fields sparkled and looked whiter. The frost disappeared from the horses' necks and they got over the road with a freer gait.
On and on the road led in a straight line down the valley. The mountains were always parallel and as one travelled along one could see ever new angles to the peaks and canyons.

Gene sat on the driver's side in his peculiar hunched over fashion and he held the lines with listless hands. He hissed at the horses and cursed them soundly when they slowed to catch a breath or when one of them slipped on a patch of ice. He seemed to dream, perhaps of the dreary round of chores that awaited him when he returned at night, perhaps of his father with his savage temper, or perhaps he dreamed of freedom from these things.

Ada, as she sat there, wore a half smile and an eager expression as if she expected every moment to come upon some marvellous discovery. No one would think of calling her a girl, exactly; she held her head with the studied grace of a woman; in a few years she would be a little too fleshy and then she would be a woman indeed.

For Joe there was no accounting for her charm. He never relaxed in the seat beside her; he was in a continual flux of emotions. Something happened almost every day that brought him more deeply under her spell. It wasn't much, a mere nothing, but he came to regard each new day with wistful expectation. Anything might happen! In these past months he had suddenly begun to feel like a matured young man. He looked backward from the pinnacle of his fourteen years and saw his childhood lying somewhere in the indeterminate past.

The conversation had gone to other things.

"I've made up my mind to study law when I get to college," Joe said.
"Do you really plan to go to college, then?" Ada asked him.

"Yes. Ma always wanted me to be a lawyer. When she got her divorce they made her say a lot of things that weren't true but she couldn't help herself. So she's always wanted me to study law and make up for it, though I don't see what can be done now."

"That will be fine! When I come to get my divorce I'll see you the first thing. I'll say: 'Joey, my husband's mean to me. Please get me a divorce right away!' And then what will you do?"

Joe's tongue failed him and he couldn't think of a witty reply. He said: "I'll go and kick the seat of his pants up between his shoulders!"

Ada was surprised and didn't know whether to laugh or not, but Gene roared aloud and the horses threw up their heads and trotted faster.

Now they were approaching town. The seven mile ride was ending. The sun was an hour above the mountains and the frostiness had almost gone from the air. The sky was completely free from cloud and mist and a golden effulgence poured down upon the land.

The school was the first building on the left as they entered town. It stood by itself in the center of a large yard. There were tall poles standing upright with cross bars over the top, these were the swings where the children played.

The school building was long and narrow and built in two stories. The lower half was covered with shingles and painted brown; white clapboards covered the upper half. From all directions one could see pupils coming towards the school in vehicles of all descriptions -- some
were on horseback, some had single horse rigs, while others drove a team; and now a green and white school-wagon came lumbering down the lane.

When Gene stopped his team of brown mares before the entrance gate there were fully a half-hundred youngsters jumping around; they laughed and shouted and banged one another with their dinner pails. Something as fluid as electricity and as startling took possession of the three in the buggy. They looked at each other, at the crowd of pupils, and began to laugh. This was school! There was nothing else like it!

Joe got down and helped Ada from the buggy; then he drove with Gene to the stable to unhitch the horses.

It was a strange business, this going to school. Out at home things went their humdrum way; the father would be stamping around the fields to see how near the frost was to leaving the ground or he would be in the granary fanning his seed wheat; the mother would be in the kitchen mixing her bread or else out in the yard feeding the chickens. But in school it was different; they read about the capital of one State and the area of another; they learned about Nigeria and Liberia and Abyssinia and Lake Titicaca high in the mountains; they used words like "Hypotenuse" and "congruent" in geometry; they found out that there had been a French Revolution and a War of the Spanish Succession and that Shakespeare had written many plays and was no doubt the greatest man in the world. But when they went home they kept their discoveries under their hats. It would never do to let the old folks feel that they
didn't know everything; they would have only one way to answer such a charge, and that was with the stick.

Joe knew well enough how it was. He sat in his classroom and swallowed everything greedily. His head was full of things that had happened thousands of miles away and hundreds of years ago. But he knew better than to talk about them when he got home. There was no sense in being laughed at.

"Wipe your nose!" His father would say if Joe should tell him that Rome had been a great Empire ruled over by Julius Caesar who talked Latin.

The morning's ride had been a pleasant event in its way, and the school hours were themselves filled with moments of ecstasy; but the pleasantest time of all was when they drove home at night.

The air was warm then, so warm that coats were left unbottoned and one could crane one's neck around and have a look at the scenery; and there were heavy shadows lying across the land. At the big cattle ranch along the foothills it was feeding time and the steers could be heard blowing and bellowing. The feeding wouldn't last much longer; soon there would be a coating of green over the hills and prairie and the stockman could leave off measuring his haystacks with his eye.

But there was no green grass yet. Indeed, the frost had by no means left the ground. The first few inches were free and soft with mud but down below there was something hard. And when morning came around everything would be stiff with frost again.

Everyone felt the glory of those first spring afternoons. Even Gene's shabby mares held their heads with a certain pride and they took
to the long road with renewed energy as they swung around the corner and
left the school house behind. And Gene himself was not the same.
Whatever sparkle of humor his system could muster then came to the
surface and played about for a moment like a faint blue lightning on the
horizon. But he wasn't at home when it came to playing with wit; he
would stumble around for a while and before long take to cursing
something or other as a more effective way of getting over what he
wanted to say. No, Gene didn't fit in this world of youthful thoughts
and feelings. He had shrivelled already. He had been broken to the
plow when he was too young a colt and now he could never enjoy running
wild.

Ada was touched by the same searching process. If she escaped
at all it was something to marvel at. She was the eldest in the family
of ten and she had borne the brunt of it all; she had mothered nine of
the ten children; but it had proved too heavy a task for her. She was
charming and sprightly for an elderly woman of eighteen!

The family of ten was gradually becoming valuable as time went
on. Over half of them were working now and if the first ones had been
put at it a little too early it was easier for the late comers.

Ada had kissed Joe at Christmas time and here it was March and he
hadn't awakened from the spell yet! He hadn't enjoyed it at the time,
it is true. He had been too ashamed and confused to know just what had
happened. Besides, the room had been full of people. Since then the
event had revealed its proper significance. He would know how to act
the next time.
His father and mother spent all their time making life unpleasant for each other. Every night when Joe came home they were at it. He lived his life on the road to school; the night was only spent in waiting for another day. Sometimes he couldn't avoid being drawn into a family melee; he went about looking so dreamy and absent-minded that his parents must turn and attack him occasionally. And then he became more pointedly aware of the two worlds he was attempting to straddle. But on the road to school much was left behind and he dreamed astounding dreams. In fact, it would be hard to say which of Joe's thoughts were real and which were but the froth and mist of some dream pot bubbling over. And on this very day one dream, at least, was to put on a cloak of reality and meet Joe face to face.

For over seven months the two brown mares had performed their task in the most irreproachable manner possible. They had trotted mile after mile without complaint, -- though it is true that a fast-legged man could have kept abreast of them at any time; and as they went they looked neither on one side nor the other but with bowed heads kept the middle of the road. Viewing them critically, they were commonplace and shabby and a whip lash falling on their scrawny backs brought no protest. Yet on this day they did a most unexpected and unreasonable thing.

They had been trotting along with their eyes glued to the road and the three young people in the buggy behind them had been engaged in a methodical discussion of the day's events. The mares were shedding heavily and it was difficult to talk as one had to stop at every other
word and spit out a horse hair. Gene sat with the lines held loosely in his hands and he seemed to be pondering things in his uninspired way.

And then three pigs appeared suddenly.

They had escaped their pen and were in the lane, looking for the feast of green grass they had scented on the wind, no doubt. They had been hidden from view behind a pile of last year’s dead tumble weeds and just as the buggy came abreast of them they ran into the road to sniff the air and decide which way to run. They grunted and squealed and one old sow grew confused and tried to run between the legs of Tricksey, the mare on the near side.

Tricksey was patient enough but she couldn’t be expected to allow a pig to run between her legs. She sat back on her haunches for just a second and then she shot ahead like a cannon ball and it was a wonder that the tug straps didn’t snap like cotton twine. Tricksey’s mate caught the panic too and it took only a moment to get their legs and harness untangled and then they were off!

The buggy swayed from side to side; it dashed into the gutter and balanced for a moment on two wheels, then it straightened itself and lurched to the other side of the road. All the loose bolts and rods and wheel spokes were rattling as they never had rattled before.

It was strange to see what happened inside the buggy. At the first unexpected move Gene straightened himself in the seat. When the horses took the bits into their teeth and began their mad gallop straight for destruction — he lost no time in contemplation. With one movement he thrust the lines into Ada’s hands and with a second motion
he had vaulted out of the buggy and clear of the wheels. He landed in a
lump on the roadside.

Joe sat there in a daze. If he had tried to talk he would have
stuttered. The buggy swayed perilously, the slightest obstruction sent
the wheels bounding into the air. He probably would have continued to
sit in a trance until they had smashed against a fence or telephone post
if he hadn't thrown his hand out involuntarily to balance himself. In
doing so he grasped the lines. The next moment he had braced his feet
against the dashboard and was pulling for all he was worth. He was
thoroughly frightened by now and he had the strength of desperation.

Joe stopped the mares by running them into a sand bank at a
corner of the lane where the road had been cut through a low hill. The
moment they stopped he scrambled out and took them by the bridles. He
was trembling. He led them around into the road again before they tried
to climb the hill. He kept saying over and over:

"You damn mutts! You damn mutts! Hold up now!"

Gene didn't overtake them for half an hour. He came up the road
with a limp in one leg.

Ada looked at him with amazement and contempt. "Why on earth did
you jump?" she asked.

He didn't answer until he had examined the buggy and harness to
see that nothing was broken. He climbed wearily onto the seat and he
looked like quite an old man.

"Why did I jump? Why do you suppose! Am I going to risk my neck
for a team of scrub cayuses? Not much! I'll die soon enough as it is!"
Ada scorned such premature wisdom. "Look at little Joe!" she said. "He isn't thinking of himself all the time! He acts like a little man! -- Why Joe! She turned to him ecstatically. "You're so brave!"

With a swift movement she grasped his coat and pulled him close and kissed him, once on the cheek and once on the mouth. Then she laughed gently and let him go.

Joe had anticipated her action. He had braced himself to meet it -- to no avail. His courage gave way and he turned red; after the second kiss he actually put up his hands to protect himself! And immediately afterwards he felt miserable. He pushed his shoulders up and drew in his head to hide his confusion.

"You girls make me sick!" Gene said, "always kissing people!"

"We don't kiss everybody, do we, Joe?"

What could Joe say?

They started down the road again. The mares had spent themselves and were content to go at an ordinary pace though they threw their heads from side to side and blew through their nostrils with the pride of their deed.

Darkness was coming now and there was coolness in the air. After the buggy had disappeared in the shadows and mist that arose from the cooling earth the wheels could still be heard rattling over the gravelled road.

One more day of school was ending.
Notes

There are at least three distinct versions of "The Hawk is Hungry" in the D'Arcy McNickle Collection but, unfortunately, very few of the drafts and versions are complete. A number of pages are missing in most of them. D'Arcy McNickle must have worked on this short story for at least two years; two versions are dated 1934 and the version included in this collection, which incorporates all previous changes, shows a Washington D.C. address to which he moved in 1936. The subject of the short story had proved a difficult one and D'Arcy McNickle attempted to deal with the Brown sisters and their hopeless situation in various ways by employing different points of view. In fact, he used three different narrators to talk about the Browns in Montana.

One version uses Elisabeth Brown's point of view; it is she who describes their hopeless attempt to water the plants, their wasted effort, and their bone-breaking drudgery. And it is Elisabeth who records her impulsive and depressed sister's words:

Matilda's fits of depression were getting more difficult.

Her resistance was wearing thin.

"We're mad old maids to be here, let's admit it," she went on. "When we quit school teaching, we talked about it as an emancipation. What damn fools! We saw we weren't going to get married if we went on teaching. We were getting too deadly in our precision of living. That was what we ran away from. To have the juice of life sucked out of us in a Bronx high school,
we thought, was the worst thing possible. We chose this hillside homestead because it would make us free! As if it was freedom we wanted!"

The D'Arcy McNickle Collection only contains a few pages - handwritten and typed - of this version. D'Arcy McNickle probably found the point of view unsatisfactory; how could he maintain tension in the short story without an outsider's reaction to the decisive event, the death of the brown hen, Molly.

Another version - it is not dated but the New York City address indicates that it was typed in 1934 or 1935 - uses the Miller's point of view, a Montana family settled below the hillside farm of the Brown sisters. All three members of the Miller family - mother, father, and son - contribute to the reader's understanding of the situation on the hillside farm. Mr. Miller is the one who cannot take the sisters and their endeavor seriously; Beth and Matilda's behavior and helplessness merely become material for his stories. Even after Matilda commits suicide - which occurs in all but the last version included here - Mrs. Miller thinks: "That was one story about the school ma'ams she never enjoyed telling, and in Mr. Miller's presence she never dared tell it. It wasn't his kind of a story." The Millers' son not only takes the sisters seriously, but he also admires their knowledge and is part of the general movement away from the hard life on the farm. But it is Mrs. Miller's reaction - the short story uses her point of view predominantly - which exposes the romantic conception of the American West. She finds it impossible to share the girls' grief at the death of
their brown hen, Molly, even though Matilda attempts to explain Molly's symbolic significance to her.

She couldn't get her breath or her presence of mind for a long time afterward and sat in the shade of her vine decked porch and fanned herself.

Such talk! What did it mean? At one moment she felt a rush of motherly kindliness for those poor helpless creatures up there. Then she got confused, couldn't tell whether they deserved sympathy or not. Maybe they were just -- well, crazy.

After a long time of rocking and fanning herself she got quieter inside. It must have been the heat. It had got on the girls' nerves. Tomorrow they would be all right and no doubt they would laugh at how they had carried on. And she was really sorry for them. Her heart prompted that. They were good girls, soft hearted about an old hen, that was all. And all that talk -- was just an educated person's way of getting touched by the heat. That was it.

Admittedly Mrs. Miller has sympathy, but she cannot share and understand their ideas. As seen above, Matilda's suicide is merely another story, a tragic one but nevertheless a story, whose place is among the ones that people already tell about the Brown sisters.

D'Arcy McNickle must have realized at that point that Mrs. Miller's lack of education and her inability to understand the Easterners' reasons for coming West obscured the major concern of "The Hawk Is Hungry" because there is no evidence that he continued work on this version. Both his penultimate third version and the final fourth
version use the point of view of a fellow Easterner, a first person narrator, to reveal a more complex meaning of the Brown sisters' failure. He too is an advocate of the American Dream of a new life in the West and all it implies, but his "dreams" have come true. In fact, Mr. Buck refuses to see anything beyond the expected. The tragedy of Matilda's suicide assumes a different dimension, but the structure of the short story proves to be a weak point. The frame of "The Hawk Is Hungry" is the same as the one in the final version: an Easterner tries to convince his sister to stay in Montana with him. This passage is already in its final form. The first meeting with the Brown sisters however proves to be the weak point in this penultimate third version. When brother and sister arrive at the hillside farm, Molly, the brown hen, has just been killed by the chicken hawk. The reader first encounters the sisters in a moment of agitation that results in Matilda's attack on Beth:

Why am I [Matilda] a spectacle to you? And why are we such friends? Don't you see that I hate you, all of you! Hypocrites! And you my lovely sister are the basest of all! These others may be excused but you are contemptible. You never approved of our coming here, it outraged your essentially cow-like nature to disturb a placid existence and make your own fate. But did you ever object? Oh, no! A cow doesn't object. You came along all right but you hated it from the first and acted the martyr. You made up your mind to put up with me. And you have poisoned everything.

...
Why have you been such a spineless creature, such a dishrag? Why haven't you declared yourself? I would have welcomed it, because I tell you this everlasting complacency of yours has made me frantic. What is back of it? I'll tell you. You're one of these creatures with an enormous opinion of yourself which you disguise under a superficial modesty. For years now you have pretended to defer to me in everything, you let my decisions rule, you depended on my judgment, but you haven't fooled me. Haven't I seen you gloating when things have gone wrong? Haven't you smiled to yourself? Yes, my lovely sister, I've seen that. And you have been sitting with these people revelling in your chance to show up the miserable state in which we are living. To my face you are telling them that once we lived decently, traveled in Brittany, all that stuff. And of course it's all my fault that we can't do that now. Well, I'm through with that, do you understand? I want never to see your face on this earth!

And by the Christ that died, I shan't!
The concern with the romantic possibilities of the West has sunk to the level of personal abuse here. The only way out of this dilemma, the destruction of the sisters' relationship, is for Matilda to take her own life in the chicken shed as she had already done in the preceding version. The narrator's only comment can be a speculation on her mental health.

The files for "The Hawk Is Hungry" includes a letter from Professor Alan P. Merriam, University of Montana, to D'Arcy McNickle. Presumably D'Arcy McNickle had sent him the above version for evaluation.
and possible publication; the details that Professor Merriam mentions in his letter can only refer to that version. He points out the short story's two major problems to his former student: there is a "confusion of themes" and the characters of "The Hawk Is Hungry" remain types. This letter may have provoked the version included in this collection. The point of view of the penultimate third version is maintained in this final one: the Easterner's reluctance to acknowledge the romantic notions of West to be a dream emphasizes Beth's and Matilda's struggle for survival. The relationship of the sisters is mentioned but does not become a separate theme as in the preceding version and the characters come to life; the reader learns details about their lives and sees them in their home environment. Because of this groundwork the suicide becomes superfluous and Elisabeth and Matilda can resume their "dreams," even though the reader is well aware that they are doomed to failure once more.

Two earlier versions of "Debt of Gratitude" - unfortunately neither version is complete and a number of pages are missing - use the funeral oration as a form for the short story. They do so in different ways though. In one version the first person narrator tells about his relationship with his late friend and boss, The Hon. John Strange. In the other version a detached first person narrator creates a frame for a third person narrator, Albert Smiley. The idea to handle the frame for the short story that way is an interesting one because an outsider, the detached first person narrator, whose involvement with the rest of the funeral guests is minimal, conveys an impression of Albert Smiley,
his audience, and an idea of the setting. The frame's very complexity creates some unnecessary confusion however and it is likely that D'Arcy McNickle simplified the structure of the short story for that reason.

This third version is the only complete version, but D'Arcy McNickle did not regard this as a final version either since he made editorial adjustments. Again he did not date his short story, but the New York City address on this third version indicates that he must have worked on it in 1934.

The following are rather extensive quotations from versions one and two using the funeral oration frame. They should provide the reader with some comparative perspectives for the third version which is the one included in this collection.

How can that be? I hear you ask. How can it be that a man of wealth and of position, whose influence spread beyond our town and even beyond our state, should be on such familiar terms with a person who was in no sense his equal, who was in fact one of his employees? And did he ever acknowledge this unusual bond to any one? This last question I'll answer first by saying that he acknowledged the friendship to me and that's all I care about.

It is true I wasn't his equal, I own it; and it's true I worked for him. There was a time when I managed one of the departments in his store. In fact there was a time when I ran the whole store for him. But in later years I became just one of his employees. Others were brought in to do the managing. But the store, you realize, had grown up with the town, whilst I wasn't become just one of the employees.
The following fragment of the second version could almost be regarded as the sequel to version I have included in this collection of D'Arcy McNickle's short stories.

Remember that his tone was even bitterer than his words, that he was belligerent and yet despairing. He did not expect to be believed and perhaps he doubted whether he would be allowed to finish what he was saying. Naturally he spoke in a tone to intimidate us and keep us off until he had had his say. As a matter of fact, no one thought (stifling) him. He held us on the edge of his scorn and we were helpless.

"I was kicked out ten years ago and this is how it happened. I had took sick and was laid up at home. The doctor said I wouldn't live. It was my heart. I had worn it out and by now you know how. Ten years ago mind you, the Strange Mercantile business was the biggest in the State. It was all plate glass, a regular gallery of a place. And ten years ago before they bribed me out, they'd already made me into a kind of watch dog. They'd let me bark but they wouldn't let me say anything. First they took the general management away, gave it to a slick-haired fellow from Boston. It was just temporary I was told, while Mr. Strange was in Europe. But when John came back the slick-haired fellow stayed and I was made manager of the hardware department. Then another slick-haired fellow was brought in for the hardware department. I became a watchdog. It went on that way for some time, until ten years ago when I took sick and lay waiting to die. Maybe you can understand that I didn't want to die. I'd
been going for John Strange for close to thirty years. I'd married and my family was growing up. I didn't have much for those thirty years. My home, a little garden, some pennies in the bank. Not enough to keep my old wife after I passed on. So you can see I didn't want to die. Even if I was only a watchdog now, they paid me for that and what I was paid bought food for the family. And then as I lay dying John Strange came to see me. Yes, he came to my house. He was a Senator then.

"Albert," he says, 'you've been our most valuable employee. I don't know what the store would of done without you. You were with us from the beginning and we owe you a debt of gratitude —'

"Imagine him telling me that. He owed me a 'debt of gratitude.' And then he kicked me out. That's to say he told me he was putting me on a pension. That's to say he told me he wasn't have to work in the store at all any more, and I wouldn't have to starve either. And then he gave me a gold watch from the Board of Directors. It's here on my chain. In the back it says 'To Albert Smiley: Our Most Valued Employee.'

"I took his pension and I took his watch, and I says to him: 'Senator Strange, it's been a long time since the day we met, and who do you s'pose is richer for it?' And I said more to him.

"I said: 'It ain't that I feel cheated out of money or that I might of had a share in the Strange Mercantile company which I didn't get, all that don't worry me. What I was to you in them hard times is something just you and me knows about. It won't
never be known to nobody else, because why? Because you won’t never tell a soul like you should if you was square. And I got sense enough to see that if I told anybody I wouldn’t be believed. That’s what I got agin you, Senator Strange.’ (I called him Senator hard, like that, and I saw him twitch.) ‘It’s because you can make a liar out of me, any time I open my mouth about this thing.’

“It must of stunned him, maybe he’d never thought I’d talk to him that way. He didn’t say anything for a while, didn’t even look at me. But he was thinking all right. Bye-an’-bye he answered to what I’d been saying.

’Albert,’ he says ‘maybe some mistakes been made. You take me by surprise.’ (Think of that, he says I took him by surprise! As if he didn’t know when he come to see me what was between us!) ‘I’ll think it over, I promise you, and if I can do anything that ought to be done, I’ll do it.’

…”

It had been raining steadily for some time and the water finally soaked through Albert Smiley’s faded black suit. He looked heavenward, resentfully I think. The elements seemed to be urging him to finish what he had to say. It was the only opportunity he had ever had for a hearing and he had to cut it short.

“That was ten years ago. I got better. They let me get out of bed. Bye-an’-bye I was walking around again. I never got to see the Senator again. He had left the watch and the paper
telling about the pension behind. I didn't throw them back at him since he had promised to make things square. I didn't go back to the store. I'd been kicked out, like I said, and they sent me money every month the way it was written on the paper. I wound up the watch and carried it in my pocket. It kept good time, the best I'd ever had. So I waited to hear from the Senator. Well, the first word I've had came yesterday. They told me I was to come and speak at his burial. That was his wish."

He took a step toward the open grave. He had been fumbling with the watch. In a moment we could see that he had unsnapped it from the chain. His voice had lost its belligerency and even its bitterness. It sounded flat, as if he was not relishing his moment of vindication after having waited so long. His last words were addressed to the open grave.

D'Arcy McNickle must have found the inspiration for "Debt of Gratitude" in an article by W.T. Anderson called "Passing of Judge Miller" (The Macom Telegraph: Tuesday Morning, 13 March 1934); the clipped article is still among his notes and versions for this short story. The article is an appreciation of the deeds and honored life of Judge Miller who could die with the conviction that he had achieved his destiny.

3 There seems to be only one copy of "The Wedding Night" among the D'Arcy McNickle papers. This version is dated March 2, 1935.

4 The D'Arcy McNickle Collection files contain three typed versions of the short story "Newcomers," but no holograph seems to be in
existence. A sequence can be established among the three versions. Version one shows handwritten corrections in its typed text that are incorporated in version two while version two deals with problems that are smoothed out in the final version. The third version, which has been used for this collection, shows no editorial comments by D'Arcy McNickle. Handwritten changes in versions one and two deal with stylistic and syntactical problems rather than structure and organization.

However, there is a slight change in content from version one to version two. Version one deals with the Barneses as an individual family; D'Arcy McNickle is concerned with their fate when they become independent small farmers in Montana. Version two and, therefore, version three, the clean copy, show the Barneses as a type: Easterners with a College education in agriculture. They are not considered the newcomers but merely newcomers, one family among others which comply with the same pattern. For example, the first version gives details about Frank and Mamie Barnes:

A man, a smallish jack-rabbit kind of man, climbed down. After he had looked about and taken a trip through the jungle and returned to the wagon a woman moved over the side, put her foot on the top arc of the wheel, and lashed about with the other foot trying to locate the hub for her next step. She also was smallish, but there was no hop to her. She went about things quietly, and one suspected that she could outwork and outlast any six foot man going. On top of the load a nest had been made for
some children and these came down later. Two cows were tied on behind.

Later in the first version, the Montana families sum up the newcomers. The women accept Mamie Barnes:

Mamie Barnes was all right. Nothing stand-offish about her. They liked the fact that her hands showed that they had scrubbed in lye water and hung clothes out in windy weather. They liked her matter-of-factness. They guessed that she knew how to get the most out of her husband, as provider and as a man to push himself forward. And there was no foolishness about other women's husbands in her. They were safe with her; they could like her.

The men find it more difficult to understand Frank Barnes:

This Barnes was a funny fellow, the men were beginning to think. He talked to his boy as he would to a grown-up; he looked soft at his wife; and he seemed pleased to have jumped that lifetime job. They couldn't make it out.

Two worlds meet in "Newcomers" - the Eastern College farmer and his wife and the Montana farmers and their wives - and D'Arcy McNickle chose marriage as one point of comparison in the first version. The Barneses' intimate relationship is compared to the utility of the Montana marriages where a woman has to rule her family to assure survival. Mamie Barnes is thought to be capable of ruling her husband by the Montana woman; Frank Barnes, however, is not ruled by her. Their relationship is one of equality. This situation is still evident in the final version, but the main concern of the short story in not
necessarily the marital relationship anymore. Marriage has become only one aspect of the whole issue: the Easterners bring ideas and ideals to the West, in this case equality, freedom and democracy, that cannot survive the struggle for survival. At least the Montana couples encountered in "Newcomers" show little evidence of these ideas and ideals. The Barneses' dream of the unlimited possibilities of the West has no meaning to the people who should have experienced it. D'Arcy McNickle thereby moves from a specific incident in the first available version to a universal statement in the final version of "Newcomers," a statement that is illustrated by a specific example.

Unfortunately only this version of "Man's Work" can be found among the D'Arcy McNickle papers, but there are two typed copies of this version. D'Arcy McNickle wrote on the carbon copy of the original that pages 12, 15 and 16 were missing; otherwise no corrections can be found on the carbon copy. The original, on the other hand, shows thorough editing; entire paragraphs are crossed out, sentences are added and attention was given to style and syntax. The version of "Man's Work" in this collection is the edited second one.

The short story gained by the deletion of the paragraphs since most of them spell out Young Charles' thoughts and ideas about the father's and grandmother's struggle. This thoughtfulness and understanding of Young Charles, however, contradict the reader's perception of his character. The death of Bucky, after all, is due to his unthinking acceptance of manhood in his desire to please the father. The deletions not only make the structure of the short story consistent
with one of its messages but also create tension in "Man's Work." Below are some examples of the deleted paragraphs. The first passage follows his nap in the orchard and his short talk with his father who sends him to do his evening chores:

As he walked through the barnyard to the meadow the haziness of his awakening lingered in his mind and served further to confuse the argument which, though he might understand it, he could not take sides in. He could not make up his mind, and he wasn't sure he took the matter seriously. His father and his grandmother considered his future subject to logic, a thing that might be influenced for good or for bad, and they were intent, each according to a different principle, upon making the best of his life. This was what he could not decide about, for whenever he considered himself, the core of their concern, he felt no doubt and knew that no scheming or fussing was necessary. He had not to decide what he was to be, but he would be that, whatever it was, and they could not decide it by their dogged arguing, neither could they prevent it. That was his conviction.

Another paragraph where he has no firm sense of self is the one that describes his imitation of his father's movements in the hayfield. Young Charles still lacks a real understanding of adulthood and merely accepts the trappings of manhood.

He had no thought of revolt, however much the occasion galled him. He watched the swaying figure of his father ahead of him, took note of the casual grace with which he swung his team about at a square corner, and sought to emulate his motions. A
chew of tobacco would have added to his sense of accomplishment, but that could not be; his grandmother was on the wrong side of that question, too.

When the repair was made, Big Charles straightened himself, smiled reflectively, as if the sight of his son recalled some pleasant thought, and offered to see how his rig was standing up.

The action of his father in going to examine his machine was a casual enough matter, but to Young Charles it connoted a kind of schoolboy intimacy, a partnership in adventure, which warmed him with pride. His grandmother had never made him feel anything of the sort, though she may have created more evanescent moods.

The next passage from the edited first version is a sensitive description of Young Charles' relationship with nature. The boy becomes slowly aware that the initiation into manhood entails more than physical work, but he finds it impossible to accept the responsibility of a grown man yet.

The pleasant monotony of circling the field, now riding high over a ridge, now dipping out of sight into a lush swale, threw Young Charles into a revery. His eyes were fastened on the sickle bar creeping through the grass, fascinated by the shuttle movement of the gleaming Knives which dropped stout alfalfa stalks flat on the ground — but only a fragment of consciousness remained at hand to attend to the warning his father had issued against rocks and pieces of wood and earth piles thrown up by
burrowing gophers. Such obstructions could produce havoc in the teeth of a flying sickle.

His father's team had forged ahead and was often out of sight for several minutes at a time, reappearing when it mounted a slope at the opposite end of the field. At such times as his father was invisible, plunged into a hollow, Charles was as much alone as if he had wandered off among the planets. Nothing moved upon the landscape, and when he stopped for a moment, he heard no other sound than the whirring of a grasshopper. Silence, void, melancholy rushed in upon him with such violence that he hurried to slap his team into motion once more. Calmness lay in the roar of the machine and stability of the senses in movement. This was not reason; it was kinetics.

D'Arcy McNickle contributed the short story "Going to School" to The Frontier, (Vol. 9, Nov. 1928 to May 1929, pp. 339 -346), a journal of the English Department at the University of Montana, under Dahlberg. No drafts, handwritten or typed, exist to my knowledge and the text of the short story is taken directly from the journal.
THE CITY
Manhattan Wedlock

Felix and Margot weren't living together at the moment. Their friends, knowing about it, were getting what laughs they could out of the situation -- a privilege of friends.

"They won't get over this for a while. In fact, it may break them up."

Margot's tender hearted brother, Ted, was telling me the story in a forty-Second Street cafe, which, if it wasn't the world's noisiest enclosure between four walls, was at least no place to hear a fire engine siren.

Ted was one of those vultures, one of those forty-year old bachelors who smell disaster in every marriage, who get their claws into the situation early, and who have a special cackle to celebrate the final rending apart.

He was a lawyer, partly bald, moderately successful in real estate practice, and always full of gossip and at least half-full of rye and soda. His practice was a mystery, since a large part of his time was spent in meeting places of one sort or another. The answer to the mystery, one learned in time, was a grinding, tireless partner who did all the paper work while Ted legged it about and bagged the clients.

On this day, mid-week, a sudden downpour of summer rain had driven me to cover in that clang-bang Forty-Second Street beer shop, and the first person I recognized was Ted, half-drenched, looking for a table, and brushing water drops from his clothes with something of the
angry disdain of a wet cat. Seeing me, his face brightened, as it did every time he met me of late. He knew, you see, that I was seriously in love and it gave him devilish pleasure to insinuate asinity in my behavior. As it happened, we knew a lot of people in common and there wasn't much I could do to avoid him. I was forever meeting him and listening to one of his tiresome stories about plundered wedlock. He collected them especially for my benefit. I alternated between ignoring him and threatening him with murder.

I didn't like Ted, as perhaps I have suggested. I was really in love.

I knew Felix and Margot very well — in fact, admired them. Felix, tall and blond and full of laughter; Margot, quick, darkly beautiful, impulsive and racy. They fought with a kind of merry earnestness which made their scraps community fun. Usually there was a love feast, to which the friends were invited and given all the details. And sometimes the fighting started on a new cycle right there, because they couldn't agree on how the fight started, how it reached its climax, or who gave in first.

"By the way .... " Ted gave me a searching look out of his greenish eyes, his pointed moustache stiffening as his lips tightened — "have you noticed that their quarrels get sharper all the time, and take longer to patch up? You haven't noticed it? Perhaps you wouldn't. It's a gift, noticing people."

His dapper insolence ruffled me a bit. "In your case, I often wonder how much is observation and how much dyspepsia. Do you take bicarbonate?"
He smiled it away. One couldn't get him angry. That was the hell of it. Sometimes he would look hurt if you pressed him, but no more.

"It's a family trait, this gift of observing. Now, Margot has it to a degree amounting almost to genius. She can put her finger on a person's get-up ten seconds after meeting him, if he has any character to work on."

"Yes, yes. I know Margot. But why is this last scrap any different from any of the others? And what makes you so sure it isn't going to be patched up in short order?"

"Well ...." he settled himself back in his chair, his fingers curling around the damp highball glass. Of all life's pleasures, the greatest for him, I believe, was settling back like that with a good story of a bankrupt marriage to spill. He knew how to bring out all the pettiness, all the miserable little inconveniences which snag the feet of people in love. It wasn't decent.

"Well, it must have been something, this row of theirs. They surpassed themselves. You know how Margot is -- quick as a flash, intuitive, always in motion, jolly -- Well, she's my sister and I shouldn't brag about her, but she's quite a bunch -- all warmth and affection ...."

"O.K. O.K. Spill it."

"Oh this can't be rushed. Margot has to be done properly. Before she met Felix she was making a good thing out of her writing. Not everybody remembers that. They think of them as a team, and that it was Felix got her started. But that's screwy. She was writing good
"What Felix did was get her into the theater. And a good thing, I agree. He had, was it two plays before he met her? Not successes -- but corking writing -- forget what they were called."

I knew all that, knew the plays.

"Never mind -- I'm trying to get the picture of this thing in mind. There they were -- both making a good thing in their own rights. Both young -- having lots of fun. Then they decided to get married -- what was to be gained? Margot says the first time she met him at somebody's party she knew she was going to marry him -- inside of half a minute after meeting him she knew it. I can't understand what kept her from telling him on the spot -- that's her style -- always talking out of turn. I agree with Felix about that part of it."

Somewhere an aluminum tray full of tin dishes got loose at the top of a half-mile flight of stone steps and banged in multiple metallic discords all the way to the bottom. We shuddered.

"I'd like this place," Ted remarked, "if the crickets didn't keep me awake. Let's see -- did I get them married yet? Oh, yes. It was while they were getting married. Margot, the fool, wanted it done in a church. So we were all over there -- is it Epiphany? or Trinity? I wouldn't remember. It was a rehearsal -- yes, they were having a rehearsal. She and Felix went up the aisle -- oh, yes, it's coming back. I marched her up the aisle. I was giving her away, it seems. And finally we got them standing there together before the Reverend Schoolcraft -- dear old man. He was tall and slow and lean headed --
and he wore glasses. I don't know why I should remember that -- but I remember perfectly what Margot did. The music had just squeaked out -- kind of raggedy -- like a real rehearsal. We were all in our places -- seeing how it was going to be -- everybody wanting a drink. Then Margot smiled that sweet smile she had.

"'Dr. Schoolcraft,' she piped up, 'You're a tired man. You've been taking care of people at intimate moments like marrying and christening and burying for so long you're kind of bored by it. I see all at once how people expect a lot of you at such times, and how thankless they are for the swell show you put on. You need something to bring back your springiness. A young wife would do it, but you're the kind of old dear who'll be around for your own golden wedding day. Maybe the best thing for you would be a new hobby, something that would start you over all fresh. How about stamps, Doctor? Have you ever collected them? Or coins, maybe?'

"There was much more -- that's all I remember. Everybody was in stitches -- except the aristocratic Dr. Schoolcraft -- and Felix. Felix was kind of paralyzed -- thought she'd gone off her nut. What I mean is -- that was his first moment of doubt. It happens to everybody at some point -- and then the damage's done. That doubt, just a pinprick maybe, is the seat of infection. People forget all about it -- go about the business of being married -- sometimes for years -- but not always. The poison's at work, and sooner or later the lesion becomes visible. They try to save themselves, if they're decent meaning people -- and we must are -- by cutting away the infected part. Patch and make up, they call
it. It doesn't help. The virus spreads, breaks out in a new place, another cutting is required. The wound never heals...."

"For Christ's sake," I barked. "That glass has been empty for ten minutes. Get it filled and change your figure of speech. Waiter!"

He looked mildly surprised and reproachful. You're so sensitive about a small matter. You don't trust my observations, so why should it get under your skin?"

"You were getting amesthetizado -- talking in a stupor. I want you to get on with the story."

He shrugged. "That's one of Margot's deepest traits. I could have told him -- but naturally he wouldn't have listened -- or he would have thought that because he loved her, she would change anything he didn't like. Love is like that. A mere brother hasn't a chance. Margot, you know, is proud of her mind -- and she has a right to be. She always beat the rest of the kids to the punch when it came to spelling and figuring problems and making speeches. At Wellesley she went in for everything, and came home plastered with trophies, like a channel swimmer. Plastered, besides. I met her at Grand Central and had to take her home and put her to bed. I think it was Wellesley."

"Was it Grand Central?" I asked, trying to catch him off guard. "And before you switch back to talking about your daddy and mama and granddaddy and grandmammy, remember that I'm still waiting to hear why you think this last spat has finished them off. I'm skeptical."

He took his own time. "Felix got her into playwrighting. He's no slouch at sizing up people himself, and he discovered that she had a knack for dialogue -- not a knack, a damn good talent. Those two plays
they've done together are as clever as anything that's hit Broadway since the Dutch kept their cows downtown. Or do I exaggerate?"

"Maybe slightly."

"Well, maybe slightly. I'm trying to get the whole picture, if you'll stop interrupting every two minutes -- practically every two words. And why don't you order something to drink while I get started again!

"You've been at parties with them when Margot would be standing drinking a cocktail with someone, a perfect stranger, maybe their principle guest -- and she'd start undressing him in public. And everybody'd think it was a swell game -- all but the guest -- and Felix. The guest would go home red in the face and frothing, and Felix would light into Margot. She was killing off all his friends. One night after a scene like that the fellow phoned Felix after the party and asked who was that bitch he was talking to. Imagine that!

"I don't know whether the word got to you, but a couple of weeks ago Felix heard of this Wall Street broker who was moving uptown ...."

I'd heard all about Hadley Smith -- who hadn't? He'd cleaned up in the Curb Market, the story ran, and had a hankering for the theater. As a boy milking cows out in Iowa, he'd seen a roadshow at the local Opera House one night, and the leading lady had given him a permanent fit of nostalgia. That was the way the newspaper boys wrote it up. And now, flea circuses, midgets (Mr. Morgan's midget), bearded women -- they'd all heard about him and were trying to get into his uptown hideaway. The crush was terrific. Fresh money was that scarce.
"You know, then," Ted took the bone between his teeth once more, "That Smith has owned the Puck Theater for about a year and already has several plays scheduled for this fall? Then I can shorten the talk. Why don't you order something to drink for a change?

"To shorten the tale, here are Felix and Margot with their swell new play, and nobody with money enough to book passage on the Staten Island ferry to visit a dying mother. Felix hears of this Smith fellow and managed -- he won't say how ...."

I couldn't hold out any longer. It had to end. The rye was beginning to make my mind wander and if he didn't come to the point at once we'd both forget what it was about.

"Let me tell it. I haven't talked to Felix, but I know what you're going to say. They got an appointment with the secretive Mr. Smith and start to tell about the play, see? Then in the middle of it Margot breaks up the show by telling the man's fortune. So what?"

"But it's all in what she told him, you brute! Besides, that's not the finale. It's in what Felix said to her afterward .... "

A heavy hand hit me a wallop on the back and I all but skinned my chin on the table. It was Felix, looking like the ghost of an unwashed soul.

Felix was a tall boy, tall and blond. He had the shiniest and waviest hair outside of California. Ordinarily he looked pink-cheeked and hearty. His laughter drew people around him as easily as would a man pulling rabbits out of a traffic cop's pants pocket on Forty-Second Street. But today, his sails flapped. He had not been eating or
sleeping enough and had been drinking too much. His mouth sagged tiredly.

He sat down on my side of the wall booth and signalled the waiter, but not to order a drink.

"Bernard," that was the waiter's name, "if a call comes for me, I'm here, understand?"

We had no further business for the waiter at the moment, so he went away.

Felix added: "I'm not giving her a chance to say she called and couldn't get me. I let everybody know where I am and where I'm going next. And what do you think? She hasn't called me in a week!"

I had a bright idea. "She's waiting for you to call. Why don't you try it? After all ...."

"I've tried. The maid says she's out."

"Oh!"

"You see, Felix," Ted helpfully explained, "this has gone deeper than you realize. If I were you, I'd get out of town for a while."

"Aw, shut up!"

At that, we all sat glumly for a minute, until it occurred to me that we needed something to drink. When I asked Felix what he wanted, he didn't hear me. I ordered black coffee for him.

"It would have been all right if I hadn't said what I did to her. That was what hurt."

I happened to glance at Ted and found him practically beaming. He raised his eyebrows at me in a way that made me want to strangle him.

"Ted has been sympathizing with you," I commented.
"Sympathizing? Oh, yeh. So I imagine." Felix couldn't get sidetracked. His mind operated like a steamshovel -- going down for its load, coming up to disgorge, going down, coming up, going down ....

"There we were, in this guy's office. We had just started. You know how it is at first. You don't say much. You're lighting cigarettes, getting settled in chairs. Did I tell you about his office? No? It's tremendous -- immense -- I mean it's really large. Like Grand Central concourse. And there's this guy Smith off in one corner at a shiny desk. And he's got ship models everywhere, and tiger rugs, and floor lamps, and sofas so big you think you're alone on a desert island when you sit on one. We crowded around as close as we could to his desk, but as it was we were practically shouting across Forty-Second Street to one another.

"He made some crack about being stifled for years. His downtown office had been cramped, I gathered. So when he moved uptown he really got himself some space. Had all the partitions knocked down. He was spreading himself.

"So I thought it sounded like a good idea, and so did Margot -- and then she opened up on him. He had pulled the trigger and she was off.

"Mr. Smith, I see how it is. This is your rebirth. You've cracked some kind of shell, and here you are. You feel swell, don't you? I can see it in your face. You're like a boy turned loose in a candy store. But there's more than that. You're a man that's been afraid. You haven't dared do the things you wanted to do until you could make it safe. That's why you stuck to the broker's business. It
was easy for you, but it wasn't what you wanted. To you, it was dull business, no allure. You were saving your excitement for the last, when you couldn't get burned. And now, you're going to pay for your prudence. The theater will be flat and dreary. Because it won't be what you've been waiting for. If you had started to produce plays when you were young and short of money, then you'd have had plenty of excitement. But this way, all you have to do is buy what you want -- plays, actors, managers, designers -- the works. Is that fun? No. It's no good playing it safe. But I'll tell you what you can do ....'

"She had the man on the ropes, gasping. She'd met him only two minutes before. We'd just got seated.

"I'll tell you what you can do," she says. "Get yourself a dizzy blond. You're not married, anyhow. Get yourself the dizziest one you can find and let her throw a real scare into you. If you stick it out without running away, then maybe there's hope ...."

Felix groaned at that point. "That was as far as we got. Smith flagged her down. "Thanks for the swell advice," he says to her. "I have another appointment in two minutes. Will you two tell me in about half a dozen words what you want of me?" You could hear ice cubes rattling in his mouth. Margot said it was bum bridgework. Anyhow ....

"We didn't have a chance, because up to then we hadn't said a word about the play, and you can't talk about a play with a stop watch on you. I didn't even try. Just asked if we could see him again. He wouldn't budge an inch. Said to call him up. I'd already spent a week getting that appointment."
"So there we were, standing outside his door, and Margot trying to make me laugh it off...."

Ted opened his mouth to make a noise like a fiend, but caught me glaring at him and subsided.

Felix was still tranced. "She didn't mind my calling her dumb and wooden-headed -- it was what I finally said, when we got back to the apartment -- just before she threw the broom down the stairwell at me...."

I saw Bernard the waiter in the distance, dodging between loaded trays and barging toward us as rapidly as his fallen arches would permit. Something had hurried him, and it wasn't a customer.

He came up to our table like a spent marathon runner. He lunged at Felix. "Mr. Cavendish. On the telephone. Quick. They said you should hurry."

Felix looked up without catching the idea. He had been on the point of telling me what he had said to Margot.

I nudged him. "Telephone."

"Oh, telephone!" He practically threw the table over on Ted's lap.

"Hold the wire!"

Bernard attempted to run interference, but one sweep of Felix' long arm disposed of him. After that, it was a swell bit of open field running.

Ted sighed resignedly. "He thinks it'll be Margot."

"Two to one it is Margot!" I flared up at his persistent cynism. Actually, I didn't think it would be, but I was getting unreasonable.
I wasn't right, and I wasn't wrong, though we didn't get the facts until we were in a cab bucking the Broadway flood on a rainy afternoon. Felix had bolted out of the phone booth almost at once, and without coming near us had waved toward the door. It was a scramble to get away from the table and get the check paid before he disappeared.

"Eleanor the maid called. Said Margot's been sick for two days. Eleanor called on her own hook. Imagine. And she's feverish. Good God! Look at that traffic!"

There were a couple of times on the way downtown when I thought Felix would get out and walk. He swore every time we missed a traffic light and glared at vehicles that got in front of our cab.

"Good old Eleanor," he would suddenly murmur. "I'll tell Margot to raise her pay for this."

Ted, the so-and-so, couldn't resist practicing his surgery on this budding rupture. "You think it's all settled, do you?"

"Huh? What? Margot's sick, ain't she? The fight's off. You don't kick a guy when he's down, do you? Or maybe you do. Anyhow, there's been enough of this siege. Margot was in the wrong -- O.K. She did us out of a swell chance -- O.K. The thing now is to forget it. I'm not saying a word, see? And you two, keep your traps shut. I ought to dump you out, Ted. But you're her brother and she's terribly sick. I suppose I have to let you come along. But if you ask her anything about our row, I'll pop you on the nose. Is that straight?"

Ted tried to look bored. "As you say, tough guy."

By then we had turned off Fifth Avenue into Ninth Street and were approaching the brownstone house in which they had their apartment.
Felix was out of the car almost before it stopped. I followed right on his heels, and Ted was left to pay the fare.

I heard Margot's delighted, rather impish laughter before I saw her, and it stopped me, momentarily, on the stairway leading to their topfloor flat. It confused me. From Felix's account, I had expected to find her dying; but that laughter -- it was so healthy-sounding.

Then I was at the doorway looking in.

There was Margot, facing the doorway. Never had she looked more beautiful, more alive. And how gaily she was laughing -- holding out her arms and laughing.

And there was Felix, startled, dumbfounded, groping. He raised his hands slowly and went toward her. Then made the last stride in a leap. He had caught the infection of her gaiety.

"Bugs!" That was his name for her. "What the hell!" You're supposed to be practically dead. Eleanor...."

"Silly! Do I look like double pneumonia? That was a little joke."

Eleanor the colored maid grinned from the doorway behind her mistress.

Suddenly I was abashed, feeling intrusive. I turned from the entrance, and found Ted sitting dejectedly on the top step. And at that I began to laugh. The old calamity howler was taking a licking.

"Ask Margot if she has a drink," he said without looking up.

Becoming aware of us in the hall, she called out: "Come in, boys. The party's about to begin." She met us at the doorway.
She turned to Felix. "It's a dirty trick, honey boy, but after all, you have it coming." She slipped her hand through his arm, smiling up at him. We wondered what was up.

Until then, we had been in a long and rather narrow entrance hall, with blue walls and copper-on-white furniture. On one side were the living quarters, on the other the bedrooms. Margot was leading us into the living room, all of us puzzled, watching her.

The living room was large. There was a fireplace with a mirror over the mantel reaching almost to the ceiling. A grand piano triangulated the far corner. The furniture upholstery was in leather or bold new fabrics. Everything looked liveable, and expensive.

But the most interesting object in the room at the moment was the man standing just in front of the fireplace, his hands in his coat pockets, who took a slow stride toward us as we entered. He was slightly bald, slightly pudgy, and very successful-looking. He wore eye glasses on a black cord and white piping on his waistcoat.

"Mr. Smith," Margot was intoning in the strong voice of a tragic actress at the big moment of a play. "Mr. Hadley Smith. You know Mr. Cavendish, my husband. And this is my brother, Mr. Rogers, and this is Mr. George, an old friend."

How she kept from laughing was a puzzle. Her eyes were fairly popping with her well devised mischief.

Felix was something of an actor himself, yet hardly adequate to the moment. He couldn't quite laugh, couldn't quite say anything; in fact, could only shake hands and make a noise in his throat.
"Let's all have a drink," Margot sang out, like a school girl on holiday. Eleanor was already coming out of the kitchen with a tray full of dry martinis, as if she were playing a well rehearsed part in a play and had heard her cue.

When we had finished the first one, getting by on weather talk, and Margot had poured the second drink, she played her finesse and left us gaping.

"Mr. Smith wants to get a peep at the play. He called me this morning and I told him I expected you so we could all be here." She was as innocent as a lamb.

"One happy family," Ted jibbed, giving me a baleful look.

Smith, a little embarrassed, I thought, tried to set things straight. "Sorry about the other day, Mr. Cavendish. It was a busy day and my mind wasn't on things ...."

At that, Felix roared, all pleased, all charmed with everything, but above all with Margot. "You mean you got in on one of Margot's seances. When you know her better, you'll find that one of her most charming traits." He smiled sweetly upon all of us, as if he had never in his life thought otherwise.

"I can imagine," Mr. Smith replied, beginning to feel at home. He had finished his second drink and was cutting the end off a cigar with a gold clipper. "Of course, it would have suited me better if the lady had got a better line on me. She was, I'd say, a little hasty." The cigar was rolling clouds of smoke into the room and Mr. Smith was rocking back and forth on his pudgy feet, hands behind his back.
"But I must have been pretty close to right, Mr. Smith," Margot spoke up, not letting anything get by. "Otherwise, would you have called me? Honor bright?"

The cigar rolled a bit, smoke billowed. "Oh, now. Called you? Is that the way you took it? Oh, no, Mrs. Cavendish. Oh, no."

Felix had stopped smiling, his eyes opening wide. I looked at him, then at Margot, and wondered what was coming next. "Let's talk about the play, Mr. Smith. The play's the thing. Margot, how about another drink?" He reached out to take her hand, but Margot eluded him.

"Mr. Smith was saying I had been hasty," she observed, unperturbed by the storm signals beginning to fly. "I didn't finish all I might have said, but that wasn't haste on my part. There's one thing I can add now. Just this, that you know yourself pretty well, Mr. Smith, maybe better than most people, but you're an ostrich when it comes to admitting unlovely traits. You know I'm right about you're being afraid of yourself — but be-damned if you'll admit it. Do I score another hit?"

"Margot, you dunce!" Felix blurted out. "Let's have another drink. Mr. Smith came to discuss the play, not himself."

"That's what you think," she shot back. "But he really came because he knows I can set him straight about himself. That's what he needs, just that, to get set straight about himself. He thinks the theater is going to do it — but that's a boyhood fantasy. At bottom, secretly, he knows it. He knows he's in for a big flop. And he wants to be saved. That's why he came, you goose."
"Margot, you insufferable ninny! For once in your life stop
being cute! You bore me to death."

By then Felix was getting in stride to pace the floor, while
Margot pulled her familiar trick of speaking with utter calm and wearing
an air of insulted innocence. Hadley Smith stood by, his cigar
drooping, his jauntiness gone. I couldn't tell whether he was angry or
bewildered or embarrassed. For all that showed on his face, he might
have been secretly enjoying himself. As for Ted, I could feel his
grinning through the back of my head. I didn't turn.

"If you're bored, Felix, why don't you take a walk? It may cheer
you up."

"Margot, don't let's get into a row! Let's be calm and
reasonable."

"You're so amusing, Felix. The way you work yourself into a
froth and then ask me to be calm. Really! Go look at yourself in the
mirror."

Felix had to pace the floor in earnest after that crack.

"You're impossible! Stubborn! Intolerable! Narrow minded!
Selfish! A piece of baggage!"

"And you, darling, are a big piece of stale cheese! And you have
flat feet besides!"

"You -- you! With your garbling of other people's lives! You're
a pink-eyed nanny goat always chewing somebody's wash! You ...."

That was too much. That was the stroke which broke down Margot's
armor of restraint. She got quite wild and marched right at Felix
looking murderous. Her fingers clawed. And he, always knowing when he
had gone too far, began to back away. The faster she charged, the faster was his retreat.

"Get out!" she kept shouting. "Get out!"

"Now, listen, Margot...."

"Ah, Buggsy!"

"Get out!"

They were at the doorway. She lunged at him, but he had whirled out of reach. Then, convinced that he could not reason with her, Felix dashed for the stairway. Margot was not satisfied with that. She had not spent herself.

"Don't come back!" she shouted, and to emphasize her displeasure she snatched up the first thing that came to hand -- which happened to be a bowl of flowers, water and all. She hurled it down the stairwell. We heard the splintering crash, the slop of water.

Felix wailed. "Margot, you got me all wet!"

"You were born that way," she screeched back.

Coming back into the room, her mouth began to waver. Her face got long and lugubrious. Tears sparkled. She reached out and, finding my shoulder convenient, burst out crying.

"He-he-he didn't give me a-a-a chance to te-tell him how lonesome-lonesome I-I-I've been," she wailed.

We all felt miserable. And there wasn't a drink in sight.

And then Smith, silent all that while, began to rock back and forth on his pudgy feet once more. He had taken out a fresh cigar to light.
"Mrs. Cavendish," he remarked, nonchalantly, "this whole affair, amusing as it has been, was unnecessary. We got off on the wrong foot and -- well, things went from bad to worse. Let me explain why I came up here. I suppose you know that I'm looking for plays -- good plays. I'm paying money for them and I mean to get my money's worth. So much for that. When you and Mr. Cavendish...."

"Call him Felix. Mr. Cavendish sounds like his father," Margot interrupted, sniffling a little. "And call me Margot. It sounds like myself."

"As you like. When you and Felix called on me the other day I had looked you up carefully. Nobody enters my office that I don't know anything about. It's an old habit from downtown. I knew what you could deliver, and to be frank with you, I was pretty anxious to see your stuff. And then you sidetracked the interview. It's a bad habit of yours, I was warned. So when it happened, I wasn't surprised."

He stopped and smiled all round. The man was evidently more than a checkbook. He might even be likeable. We drew closer.

"I was really busy that day and had to cut you off. After all, we weren't getting anywhere. What I could have told you, if I hadn't been in a hurry, was that the stories you read about me were bunk. That thing about me nursing an old nostalgia for the stage is poppy-cock. Pure and simply poppy-cock. I have a theory that a man should change his business at least once every ten years. It keeps him alive. I've made three or four changes already. Wall Street was the last stop. Now, it's the theater. You missed me by a scalper's margin when you guessed that the Street had been dull and dreary and I was escaping from
it. Hell, it's the most exciting place in the world, even with normal 
blood pressure. You were wrong about other things, too. For example, 
that dizzy blond angle -- hell, there have been plenty of those ...."

"Oh, my God! Catch me!" Margot whooped, feigning a swoon into 
her brother's arms.

"And now, Mrs. Cavendish -- Margot -- won't you please let me see 
that play you have ready? The dialogue is probably worthless, if you 
supplied it, but maybe we can redeem it ...."

"Worthless! It's the best dialogue in three seasons! Felix says 
so. And where is Felix?" Her face began to look long and lugubrious 
again.

She turned accusingly upon Smith. "Why did you let him get away? 
You bum! You let me say all that tripe, and now he's gone! After I 
spent a week scheming to get him back ...."

I was holding her against my shoulder once more, and looking 
sideways I caught a glimpse of Ted, the old vulture, sneaking towards 
the door. He had more than his black heart could stand.

From the doorway he shouted back: "I'm going out to get a drink. 
Then I'm going to swallow prussic acid to take the sweet taste out of my 
mouth and start on a world cruise in a canoe. When I reach the Scilly 
Isles I'll send you two comic valentine."

"If you should fall and break your neck," I shouted back, "let 
the carcass lay, won't you?"

At that moment, I decided to get married.
Let The War Be Fought

Southward, and southward. Red clay flashing from highway cuts.

"Into the bowels. The bowels." These were the shuttling words which were patternlessly in Matthews' head as he thrust foot to accelerator. Southward, and southward. Into the bowels. Bo-o-o-wels, the motor crooned, as his foot went down hard and the little car arched over a hill. Then red flash of highway cut. Bo-o-o-wels. Zo-o-om-m.

Matthews had a squirrel-cage mind, spinning and spinning. He was driving South for the first time, and naturally he thought South. Poor white trash. Mammy at the wisteria door. Jim Crow. "Way Down Upon the, etc." (He tried to get that one out of the picture). Magnolias. Magnolia .... Poor white trash. Mammy with a bandanna head. Jim Crow. "Way Down ...." He went like that for hours, a marathon revolver, or revolutionist. It came naturally. He could keep it up the day long and be none the worse for it. "Just like a squirrel" he addressed himself, hearing his head refraining "Way Down Upon the ...."

Before he knew it he was at Greensboro -- or was it Greensville? Or Greentree? No, Greensboro, N.C. And he knew he was in the South for sure because when he talked to a lady in the public library about looking up something on the Civil War she pulled the draw string in her lips, puckered at him.

"That's your way of putting it, Sir. I'm a Daughter of the Confederacy. We say the Confederacy War."
"Yes, ma'am, and you're quite right." Matthews backed away then and decided that it wasn't worth while looking up anything on the Civil and/or Confederacy War. Just then he was a vacationist. He would stick to his list. Let the war be fought.

In Virginia the day before, it had snowed, February snow. Now, bearing down toward the South Carolina line, spring was coming with a rush. He opened the car window and nosed at the sun-drenched air. Indubitable spring. Confederacy War! Why wasn't old pursed lips out with her sniffer! Blue sky. Golden sun. Trees in a green haze. Hills coming at him, making the car heave upward. Pines -- would they be Loblolly pines?

Matthews was satisfied, breathed deeply. "This is my feast! Let the war be fought!"

He would be called good looking, because lean, six-foot, pleasant-faced men always are. He was getting towards forty. Not there yet, you know, but inching along. Hair was thinning, but his eyes (gray, by the way) were unensacked by fatigue, and in fifteen years he hadn't broken in a new notch on his belt. He was a New Yorker, and a publisher, and you could say of him, candidly, that he knew his way around.

It was vacation time for Mathews, the first in three years (the black years, when book-buyers had been devoured by locusts). With spring coming on, the Old Man of Hurley & Son, "publishers since 1840," had clapped him on the shoulder after a good lunch. "Jack, your eyes are looking squidgy. New York's bleached you out. Drive yourself down to Florida. Take your time, nose around. Get tanned up." Matthews had
misgivings. Introspectively, he wondered if he had slackened up and if the Old Man was dropping the first brick on his toe. Then he decided, recovering, that he must be tired. It was only when tired that he feared the devil. And therefore the vacation was the thing.

He drove southward, feasting on the sun.

Magnolias. Magnoli -- Loblolly pines (Where but in the South would they think up Loblolly!)

This was the second day of driving and he was still squirrelling in the same cage.

It was at Greensboro, stopping for a look around, that purse-lips set him up about the Confederacy War, and it was on the highway below Greensboro that, sticking to the figure, he opened a little door in the cage and got himself straightened out. The thing about Matthews was that, when the right time came, he could always spring the door in the barrel of his head and walk out.

A red-headed girl started it. A red-headed girl standing at the roadside, waiting for a pick-up. He happened to be the one.

He had been thinking of how the wind had stiffened -- it had begun to tear at the car, making it lurch startlingly, and to whistle into the fissure he had left open for air. Then when he saw the girl standing at the roadside, her red hair streaming from behind over her eyes, he thought of it again. "The wind is blowing...."

She raised her hand indecisively, but wittingly. The sun, at her back, glazed his windshield and she could not make out what might be behind the wheel, he surmised. And as his car slowed he reminded himself that toughness was the thing with a broad.
He helped with the indoor handle, and she stood framed in the opening. She wore a frayed green cloth coat with scrimpy fur around neck and cuffs. She was looking up, taking him in, her gray eyes expressing the animation of a buried soul (the phrase flashed aptly) -- buried soul in Carolina. Then she stepped in and crossed her long thin legs. No more than that.

He tried an ironical approach. "You're the first thumber I've stopped for -- and I've passed up a couple dozen. All men. That's what sex does."

The apathetic eyes turned toward him, without an accompanying appreciative smile. *Inebræ factæ sunt.* Perhaps she was dim-witted! Perhaps she was in twilight! Darkness descended in the ninth hour, the chant won't. She had faced forward again.

"I reckon a woman finds it plenty hard anyhow she does." These, her first connected words, left him smiling. So! She expected to weep her way past the patrol! That was how she had sized him up!

"You find it hard to be a woman, do you? Let me tell you something, a secret ...." He paused, and saw her take her eyes from the road and glance uncertainly at him. "It's hard at times being a man."

Her eyes flashed on him full, fleetingly, and then she went to road staring again.

He restored impersonality by asking how far she was going.

"Down heah a piece." She mentioned a town near the South Carolina border. "You go that fa'!"

"Yeh, and farther."
She was stirring a bit, putting her hair to rights, clipping bobbypins on the frayed edges. Her raw wrists flexed prominently. She was over-rouged. He could imagine her apathetic make-up art, practiced before a mirror fragment, as she got herself ready for the highway. Daily business. How did she make out?

"Looking for work?" The question had its hazards. She might turn on the tears.

Her face went set. Her skin was country skin, ungroomed, perhaps unwashed in a week. The rouge, he saw, looking closer, lay patched on the cheeks like a swipe of white wash on weathered board. She was gangling-limbed. Her nails were broken, undergrimed. Working hands, and no work. The highway -- could one say highway-walking? Didn't sound like anything.

"Mill down heah's sta'ting again, they tells me. To'nado busted it last spring and I ain't wo'ked since. Just been told about it. Sho hopes they puts me on."

"Do you hitch rides often?" Once he had noticed her hands, his eyes kept returning to them. How long did working hands look like working hands after work stopped?

"Tain't often I leave home. Cept when I goes looking up a Job."

He frowned. Those hands were getting in the way. They were boiled-lobster red with fine muddy cracks. They looked stiff. There would be no more questions, he decided; and then, almost at once, asked another.

"What if they don't put you on -- then what?"
"I don't just know. There has to be something, 'cause I needs it so bad."

"Well, what's your name?"

"Loreller May. Loreller May Boggs. See!" He frowned again! She went too eagerly into her worn handbag to fish out from among her trash some kind of official looking card. It turned out to be a driver's license, a year old, of the State of North Carolina. "See!" She pushed it at him. It was her best gag.


"We ain't got no autor now. It was nigh falling to pieces when we got it. That was befo' the to'nado when I was wo'king I bought it fo' ma cause it's troublesome fo' he' to get around. I carries this in case I get kilt and they'll know who it is."

She had him swaying. It was the red hands he kept telling himself. Big city man falls for country girl's story, he telegraphed himself. When you get out of the Big City, he reflected sourly, you can be made to believe anything you're told. City provincialism.

Lorella May was saying something, staring straight ahead as she spoke. She had the dullest voice he remembered ever hearing.

"I don't know what you'd think of me if you was to know what I got to do tonight."

He wasn't properly listening, he was so occupied with figuring her out. She had to repeat the sense of her words.
"I'm sure you wouldn't think good of me if I was to tell you."

That brought him around with a start. Of all the silly sillys!

Was the girl really taking him for a ride?

"Listen, sister! Move over. Your hoopskirts are pinching my leg."

He saw her give him a startled look.

"I mean stop talking with your mouth full. If you're going out selling your wares, say so. I can take it."

Her eyes were large as she turned full gaze upon him. She wasn't bad to look at when her apathy was shed. By side glancing at her he could see her taking his words apart and looking for the sense. His city smartness was too much. She gave it up and went her own way. "Don't judge me hard, mister. I got to do it. It's fo' ma, because she's got to have the medicines. She's po'ly, and I got to do it, honest, mister. It's not that I want to, like you maybe think."

Then she was apathetic again, slumped back in the seat. "I needs money mighty bad -- two dolla's sixty cents is what I needs."

"How do you figure the sixty cents? Sounds like bargain week in the basement store."

"I just figures it that way. Takes about that amount fo', Ma's needs -- flour and fatback and medicines. There's just three things I won't do fo' to get it."

"Three things?"

"I feel mighty shameful telling you this, mister, but I might's well -- steal it, kill somebody fo' it, or go with a nigger."

"Hm." Matthews knew that he wouldn't have to ask any more leading questions. It was all coming out.
"I swear, mister, I sho needs that money. I wants to get that stuff fo' ma so I can leave her whilst I get me that job at the mill. There's lots of places along this road where there ain't nobody to watch."

Matthews had a curious sensation which he fumbled to discover. He probed himself. And then he realized, and was dismayed, that he was blushing. City provincialism again.

"Well -- it's plain what you mean," he stuttered.

The girl, unconscious of his panic, drove at him again, "I sho needs that money, and they ain't nothin I wouldn't do fo' it, except as I tells you, them three things. It's for my ma, mister, and I hope you don't feel bad about my askin' 1t."

Matthews' embarrassment did not lessen. Fact was, he had to admit, he didn't know how to take the girl. She played the game on hick-level and expected him to dish out two bucks sixty. That was enough to make anybody from the Big City burn up. But the girl had him stopped. The simplicity of it knocked him off stride.

"Are you kidding me?" He threw all the emphasis he could into the words, trying to make her believe that she was playing with hot stuff.

At that she eyed him, apathetically, buried soul (he remembered the phrase again). "I'd like for you to see ma. She's in po' shape. You could drive home and see for yo'self."

"Forget it. Maybe you're on the level. Maybe not." Then he looked at her more coolly -- frazzled hair that had been brown last year and now smoldered in a dozen shades of rusty red; dry rouged skin,
freckles over the nose; and slumped, inelastic shoulders — she was trying to make these her stock in trade.

"Sister, I don't doubt your needing money. Whether it's for me or yourself, you probably need it. But I'm not interested in anything you can sell me."

That produced silence. She didn't protest, only stared straight ahead. Her shoulders, possibly, slumped an inch lower. He watched her sidewise. Sunlight, pouring in upon her, was prismsed in a tear drop. He caught the glint of it, and felt himself grow heavy. His words, then, had jabbed home. She was sentient. He waited while she made a stealthy move of her hand across her face to rub out the brimming moisture. She also squeezed her nose between fingers, and he guessed that she had no handkerchief. He felt heavier.

Southward, and southward. Red earth still flashing. Poor white trash ...."

"I didn't mean to be personal," he spoke almost tenderly. "If you want something to eat, and you probably do, I'll feed you when we strike a restaurant."

Her reply dragged out. "Thanks, mister. I couldn't eat nothing."

"Don't be silly. You have to eat, whatever happens. And there won't be any strings attached to it. Have you had dinner?"
"I had a bite this morning. But I don't want nothing. I'll get out soon's we get to town. It ain't fa' now, just around the next curve."

He slowed down as they were rounding the curve, and there before them were the first roof tops and a scattering of decaying sheds. He let the car roll off the pavement on to a widened parking and slipped it out of gear. The brake pulled the car down to a soft stop and the motor fell into a whisper.

He picked up her idle hand, turned it palm upward and searched the roughened surface. There was no joking about a hand like that.

"I don't know yet whether your game's on the level or not," he said, smiling as if he were her uncle. "I'm not taking you up so it doesn't matter. If I knew you were stringing me, I don't mind telling you I'd slap your ears off. On the other hand, if you're in a jam and have to do this as a way out, you're stuck. With your -- temperament's the word -- you'll be a flop."

She turned her dead-soul eyes on him and he had to stop. She knew as well as he, he guessed, that she wasn't qualified for the job and in her dumb way she was begging him to lay off. He still held her hand, which lay inert and barely warm. He was trying to get a picture of her that would explain her and the magnolias.

"Lorella, do you say Civil War or Confederacy War?"

She brought her eyes up to him again and only stared. She could make no sense out of the question, as he expected.

"I can't see it." He wasn't talking to her, rather he was puzzling to himself. "I can't see it. What if the mill does put on,
taking you at your word that that's what you want. I don't see what six-seven bucks a week gets you. And if you're not on the level about looking for a job, this highway business is no cinch, for you."

He caught himself up, squeezed her hand, and smiled. "You think I'm buggy, don't you? Well, I am. I'll give you a buck and you can try your luck with another guy. I'll drive you in."

The car rolled onward, spurted to let the gears climb, then as it settled into high the tires sang plausibly to the pavement.

Matthews followed the highway markers into town and went past the net of business buildings where the town breathed. Curious, penetrating gazes pressed upon him. Native eyes always produced a slight psychic disturbance in him, he had noticed, when he drove slowly through a waiting and watching town, but in that place the effect seemed to be stronger than ever. He turned mildly red and watched the road. Then he realized what was happening. They were looking at the girl. They knew her. He watched her through the tail of his eye as he pulled toward the curb.

"Not here," the girl said quickly, under breath. "Go down a couple squares, will you?"

The impression grew into conviction that the girl was known in town, but he checked an impulse to lay her by the heels. Naturally. She couldn't very well work the highway round about without becoming known. As his softness toward her ebbed away it left him cold and angry. But he handed her the buck.
"On second thought," he remarked sourly, "you probably make out pretty well. What matter the story you cook up, just so you collect. Soft guys always come along."

They were at the curb, she hesitating, with her hand on the door lever. "Don't think bad of me, mister. I needs it, honest."

She tried that look of innocence again, tears in the eyelashes, dumb and simple. One long leg was thrusting through the door, while her raw, awkward hands fumbled to get the dollar bill into her purse.

He flamed up, angered by his own imbecility rather than by her country art. "I'm getting tired of that weepy look, sister. Please take it away."

She slid and crawled out of the car, trying to say something, but not succeeding. On the sidewalk she pulled herself together and, though he tried not to look at her again, he could not help but notice how string thin she was, and how slumped.

Then he was squirreling once more. Magnolias. Magnoli.... Poor white trash. That's to say, he was wordless, empty of the connective tissues of thought. He spun. And gaping, he watched the girl go down the street.

She went cross-lot before she reached the corner. It was instinct for her to do that, even though she must have been aware of his watching her, of his realizing she was at home. He watched, fascinated, enraged. Dumb as she looked, she had got away with it!

He reached for the door handle, to open the door and pull it securely to. Opening the door let daylight in upon the floor boards. His eyes opened wide. Unbelieving. He bent closer. There lay the
dollar bill. He remembered her awkward fumbling with her purse when he handed her the money. She had somehow missed the opening. His anger had confused her.

He looked up in time to see the girl turn right and disappear in a street of sagging frame houses. At first he smiled. Then he frowned. Then he glowered.

"Of all the dumb luck!"

He put the car in motion, slowed at the first intersection, and turned left. He was going to restore her property.

"A Christian gentleman," he thought, with a wry sag of the lip corners.

A right hand turn. Now to find her. No one in sight. On each side of the rutted street were workmen's houses. No mistaking them, no describing them, always alike. When paint gives out, all boards look alike. When window lights go, rags will keep out the frost. When beams rot, all houses go earthward.

Midway in the block he rolled to the curb and got out. Children were appearing in opening doors. Heads thrust at him. Dirty faces masked inner wonder.

"Sonny, I'm looking for a young woman, just came down the street. She lost something. I want to give it to her.

After several efforts, he found a wordless hand pointing out a house, as window-broken and out of joint as the others. Of course there would be no bell, he reminded himself after a moment's search of the doorway. You don't need doorbells when you don't leave calling cards.
It was preposterous, what he was doing. He shouldn't have started on the trip without a guardian.

He wasn't sure that he was asked in. The house seemed lifeless. But presuming that his knock was welcome, he entered, first a dark hall, then an open doorway on his right.

There he stood voiceless, witless. Magnolias and wisteria and poor white trash. Wouldn't he ever get the thing straight!

The girl sat full-facing him, coatless now -- coat, bag and hat lay tossed upon a buckling bed. The room was in twilight, yet he could see her plainly. Her dress was opened to her full breast and an infant lay in her bending arm, drowsily feeding. In the deeper shadows behind her chair a boy of about two stood shyly on one foot. He saw it plainly.

"You -- dropped this." It was as if his voice were in a valley and he on a mountain top. It strained to be audible, but only a whisper got to him. "As a matter of fact, where did I put it?" The question was a stall, since he had just put the dollar bill out of sight.

"Well, I'm silly. Put it back in my billfold. Here it is. I'll lay it on the table. Don't get up. I have to go."

At the doorway he looked back, warmed up now. He was no longer afraid of himself or of the girl. "You shouldn't have pulled that old mother story. You had a better one." He grinned at her. The twilight hid her eyes, thank God!

Before he reached the walk he heard her calling "Mister! Mister! You left five dollars!" He had hoped to get beyond earshot. He hurried.
Now southward again. Magnolias and wisteria and Loblolly pine.

Where but in the South ...."

Southward, and southward.
In the Alien Corn³

When people speak in my hearing of a career in music, I shudder. It is not reasonable; such careers need not have the beginnings I associate with them. Just the same, I think back and shudder.

The very first time I met Mrs. Niles I heard her tell two bustling ladies from Marietta, Ohio, who had come to make eyes at her suddenly famous sons: "I've brought the boys almost six thousand miles for their chance in Paris. Now they're here, nothing will interfere with their work."

When Mrs. Niles talked to you, she drilled you. The dark points of her eyes penetrated. Her short slender body was always rigid, sitting or standing. She never smiled.

The women from Marietta had come to say how wonderful it would be if the boys would give a joint recital at their Club, Nelson playing some of David's compositions. Mrs. Niles stared them down.

"They have quite enough work as it is."

I thought then that if ever I had to disagree with Mrs. Niles I would do it by letter. She was too concentrated. Her gray hair gave a false impression of her vigor.

Then she was backing the two clubwomen out of the room. They were suddenly lame and furious. They nodded and smiled and said "Not at all. We quite understand, but they had spots of color right under their eyes."
I decided, ingeniously, to show Mrs. Niles that I sympathized. "Maybe they'll think of such things before they ask any one again."

She looked at me. I had been introduced to her just half an hour before by her son Nelson. Now she looked at me as if seeing me for the first time. Then she walked away.

When I began visiting the Niles' apartment in the Rue St. Dominique, Claudia was away. I would never have gone back after the first time, and maybe never have met her, if Nelson had not urged me and looked distressed when I showed unwillingness. He was a pleasant boy, utterly naive, but warm hearted and anxious to have friends. "Mother isn't cheery, but she's all right. She'll do anything for us. Do come along. I could have told him that we had nothing in common, and I had no reason why I should get myself punctured by a stare, but I didn't. He was too mild and pleasant. I went along.

I had been going there a month before I met Claudia. It was a winter night. The rain had been coming down like a spillway long enough to have washed clean every stone in Paris. The gutters ran clear water. In such rain one paid the cabdriver before opening the door and then, committed to it, bounded like a rabbit for the protection of the doorway.

I wasn't thinking of Claudia as I began the long spiralling climb to the top floor. At that moment I knew only her name. It was so with everybody. They knew her brothers, or had seen their names in the American newspapers, and Claudia existed only as a member of the family.

Nelson, the elder, had come along two years before with a scholarship at Fontainebleau and since then had been winning every prize
put up. And he was not yet twenty-one. At his debut the preceding spring his name got beyond the music notes and bobbed up in the editorial page of one Paris edition.

Since the autumn however the younger brother, seventeen-year old David, had been pushing Nelson to one side and getting the play for himself, as a composer. His songs were being heard in small salons. A ballet was in rehearsal. There was talk of a symphony in process.

It was of these two that I was thinking as I paused after the third flight and took wind for the last twenty steps (I had counted them before). And I was thinking too of the mother of those boys. How would she treat me tonight -- would she be insulting, or would she be kind enough to ignore me?

When I entered the room and saw Claudia I forgot all that.

They liked a subdued light in that family and I recall the room only vaguely. It was large, the ceiling was high, and the colors were red and white; light gray walls and white trim, red drapes pulled partly across the tall windows, and red carpet. There was a large table somewhere in the room, a number of curved-leg chairs, bookcases and mirrors. Then there was a fireplace, no doubt a marble mantle. In front of the fireplace a great stuffed sofa, reminding one of a hippopotamus heaving its back out of a waterhole. It had an offspring, a fat chair turned at an angle to the hearth and partly facing the sofa. Claudia was in that chair, her feet tucked under her. There must have been a fire in the grate because one side of her glowed.

I am not sure who met me at the door but it must have been Nelson. It usually was.
"This is Claudia. She's been away."

What one says at such a moment is rarely important, but even if it were a gem of pleasantry, it would be forgotten afterward. I probably stared and mumbled. And somehow I got to the corner of the sofa next to her chair.

It wasn't anything about her looks that made me so aware of the last twenty steps I had just climbed. Or not entirely her looks. Whatever it was, it was all one. Face and body and dress, and how she looked when she talked, or how she sat and watched the fire. Her dress was white and simple, a kind of woven wool stuff. She wore a silver brooch with turquoise stone. Her dark hair was done in a braid around her head. That much I remember.

She woke me up. "I suppose you're one of the crowd that's been keeping my brothers from touching earth."

"Why," I found myself crumbling. "I've been thinking they do pretty well. They take it quietly."

She watched me. "You've been Nelson's special friend, I hear. Did he pick you?"

The crumbling was completed. Then I rallied. "See here," I said. "If you want information .... You know my name, Pip Stevens, nickname, of course. Twenty-eight, unmarried, Westerner. I know nothing about music. I'd be satisfied with an accordion."

She smiled drearily. "I was only curious about Nelson. He's never had an older friend. Maybe he's beginning to grow."

Nelson joined us then, coming from across the room and bringing one of the friends Claudia probably had in mind -- this was a fair-
haired boy looking much younger than he doubtless was, whose squeaky
voice caused one to look up in surprise. I had been seeing him lately
too. In fact, one never saw Nelson without surely seeing the blond Cedric.

I had met Nelson some months before at the Student Union and had
asked him to drop around at my hotel when I learned that he was from
Montana. Then I forgot about it. When he did come some weeks later, I
hardly remembered him; and then he asked if he might come again and
bring a friend. For weeks now he had been visiting me regularly, Cedric
with him. Neither ever came alone. Neither, I decided, came to see me.
But this had all started before I ever came to the Niles' apartment or
knew about the preoccupation with music.

The talk rolled along, with Claudia and me left behind. I saw
her trying to make sense of their chatter. I had tried it and knew that
it was useless. A remark from me always went unnoticed. They talked of
inconsequential matters -- whether a certain mutual acquaintance was
being favored by their piano teacher; whether the approaching debut of
still another acquaintance would attract attention; whether a meat diet
gave one's fingers extra strength. Claudia smiled at some of their
remarks, but when she interrupted the reaction was what I expected -- a
kind of surprised silence. Then she looked at me and I could see she
was wondering why I didn't take a hand, since Nelson was supposed to
have made a friend of me. She wanted the fair-headed Cedric squelched.
But I knew that if Cedric was to be squelched I was not the one to do
it.

Finally we managed an undertone conversation of our own.
"You’ve been south?" I asked her.

"For a month, fact-gathering. Did you know that in the last two years the silk trade of Lyons has fallen alarmingly?"

"No, I didn’t know that. Wonderful, isn’t it?"

"Wonderful?" From her puzzled look I saw that I had miscued. She was serious, but how was I to know? Then I heard her laugh for the first time.

"Tell me," I said. "Did you know ...." I nodded in Cedric's direction, "before you went away?"

"No. He's a new one."

"Well, they come and drink up my tea."

More could have been said about that, but the moment was lost. We had all heard the door open and we all turned. Then we rose to our feet.

It was Mrs. Niles, that strange creature. She came in like a sleepwalker, her face expressionless, her movements tranced. It was somebody’s idea, probably her own, of the grand manner in drawing room entrances. It froze everybody (for all I knew, that might be what was supposed to happen when a lady entered a drawing room, but it seemed on the stiff side). She was well into the room before she glanced around to see who was there. We three who had been seated on the couch made way for her. She chose the middle and motioned Nelson to the place at her right. This left the left side free and I could see that Cedric was preparing to preempt the place, where I had been sitting. He was most welcome. But Mrs. Niles was intent on having herself surrounded by her family.
"David," she called out without turning her head. "Why do you sit back there always reading? Come sit here with us."

Until then the younger boy had been no part of our circle. He had raised his head and smiled when I entered, and then had resumed his reading. Just then, if I remember, he had come upon Draper's "Intellectual History" and every evening that I saw him he was absorbed in it. The contrast between him and Nelson was striking, and nothing indicated the difference better than the way they cut their hair. Nelson had adopted a romantic pompadour, what is sometimes called a leonine mane; but David's hair was cropped short. There were no airs about him; he spoke but little and what he said sounded sensible. Now when his mother called him he left his book without a protest.

But for David's surprising maturity we would all have sat and stared dumbly. He alone seemed undisturbed by the acid of his mother's tongue.

"Say, Pip, tell us about the Benjamin Franklin letters you've been digging up. I'd like to know history."

The history I knew could be lost in a boar's ear, but David had a pleasant way of addressing me as a chaired professor instead of the graduate student hack that I was.

For a moment I left myself unguarded. David was interested in history and I began to ask what he had read and to suggest other books. The colloquy soon expired.

Mrs. Niles turned to me with lifted brows. "David has enough to do, Mr. ..." She had been told my name several times.

"Stevens, Mother." David frowned at her.
"My boys," she went on without noticing him, "are interested only in music. They should not be distracted."

"Reading history's no distraction." David could always speak up without starting a row. Mrs. Niles controlled him by ignoring him. She let him say what he wished and then pretended that he was too young to be taken seriously. His good nature kept him from protesting.

Mrs. Niles ended the discussion. "I have the migraine again. You'll have to excuse me, children."

At that we all stood up again, except Claudia. As Mrs. Niles passed, I was aware of the small bright eyes, the thin-lipped mouth. She wore skirt and shirtwaist, a band of black velvet around her throat. I remembered the costume from my childhood. With her hand on the knob she paused, turned halfway to the room.

"It's time for bed, children." She closed the door without a sound.

When she had gone, so many deep breaths were expired that little currents were set up, so I imagined. I found Claudia looking at me and I wondered if she had caught me looking annoyed. Then she smiled.

Later, as I stood in the narrow entranceway getting into my rain clothes, a curious thing happened. Claudia had followed me and was saying a last word, when I heard a weak complaining voice from an inner room. It wasn't a voice I knew and I thought I was acquainted with every one in the family. I did not intend a questioning look.

Claudia was embarrassed, I thought. "That's Dad," she explained.

I was so surprised that I paused with my coat half on. "Your father ...? I didn't know ...."
"Quite true. He isn't often mentioned. An invalid, you know. I wish...." She stopped short. I was sorry.

She had an expressive face, and I could see that she had come to some resolution. "You've met the rest of the family. I'd like you to meet him some day. He's the best of the lot."

"It's agreed!"

The resolution faltered. "We'll see. You'd better not mention it."

She shook hands at that and left me.

The meeting with her father came soon afterward.

Claudia called me by telephone one afternoon, and I learned later that her mother had accompanied Nelson to his music lesson. I arrived promptly and was shown into her father's back bed-sitting room, a large room overlooking a winter bare garden.

When I entered her father gave me a fierce look. "If you're another doctor, stay out! If you're one of these piano players, I'm gonna throw you out!"

Claudia giggled at his ferocity. "I've told you about Pip, so behave."

I couldn't say he smiled, but he gave me the fiercest handshake I ever remember receiving, so I guessed I was accepted. He was sitting up in a wheel chair with a gray shawl thrown over his shoulders and his feet thrust into sheepskin moccasins. His nose was high and sharp and his eyebrows were like hedgerows. He was amazingly thin, reminding one of a flat wooden doll held together with string.
"I don't understand piano players," he said without further amenity. "I've been a railroad man most of my years—had my run out of Miles City beginning about the time this young one started growing pigtails. You know the country, I should guess, the wildest damn winters since they locked up hell. If anybody ever tells you the steam froze in midair after leaving the whistle, you can call him a liar, but don't go too strong. I've seen it happen."

"Dad!"

I don't know what Claudia thought I was going to do, the way she looked at me. She should have known better.

"Ever been to Whitefish?" I asked. "But I guess not, since that's on the other railroad. Well, we get a cold snap up there once in a while. We lived kind of in the raw. I remember my mother going to the kitchen door to throw out the dish water. A kind of wind was blowing, and do you know the water came right back at her and blackened her eye? It had turned to ice and broke all over her."

I thought Claudia's father would shake himself right out of the wheel chair. He snorted and choked and finally had to reach for his bandanna handkerchief and blow a blast on his nose. "Best damn story I've heard about Montana since they let sheep in. Oh, my!"

A moment later I was amazed to see his eyes fill with tears. The hair prickled on my neck.

"Excuse me," he mumbled, strangling and swallowing. "These damn pains come over me until I'm like to shame myself. It's this Goddamned rain and chill. I never see such a country for rain in my life."
As if the physical pain reminded him of something else that was always present, he leaned forward. His still gray eyes studied me.

"Since you're a Montana boy, I feel's I can trust your judgment. You know the boys. D'you think they like what they're doing? Is it what they want to do? I don't see them much. Kate thinks they shouldn't spend much time talking to me. If I get to asking questions she's always where she can hear and comes and answers for them. What d'you think?"

The gray eyes held me and I did not try to pull away. I answered evasively that the boys probably had not thought much about it. If they had never tried anything else you couldn't expect them to have any definite notions one way or the other. It seemed to work.

"That's how it is!" he agreed vigorously. "That's what I tell myself. They never had a chance."

Claudia and I were looking at each other, and I saw how close she was to tears. That pull was stronger than her father's eyes. And then, as I sat watching her, she came suddenly alert. She left her father's chair, behind which she had been standing, and walked towards the door.

Mr. Niles continued the thread of his thought. "I've been stewing over this a lot lately. I lie here and think until my head would like to bust. I'm not a thinking man."

Claudia was alarmed. From the door she motioned for silence. Then she opened it slightly. It was unmistakable now. We could hear the scrape of a key.

"It's mother!"
We were like clocks stopped in an earthquake. We stared at each other. Then Mrs. Niles was standing in the doorway. She too stared. Then she turned upon me.

"Mr. Niles is a sick man and isn't to be excited. I thought everybody understood that." When she stepped towards me, I stepped back, then I felt silly. "I can't understand what interest you find in my husband Mr...."

"Stevens." I supplied the name for about the twelfth time.

Claudia cut in between us, and I felt even less adequate. "I arranged the meeting," she said casually. "If I had asked you we would have disagreed and there was no sense in that. The doctor has not forbidden visitors. Well, Dad, I'll run along. You look cheery after seeing a new face." She managed it skillfully, keeping her mother from interrupting, and all the time pushing me toward the door.

In the hallway as I was getting into my coat, Claudia began talking about the Lyons silk trade again. She had written four articles on the subject and just had word that a Philadelphia textile journal had bought the lot.

"As I said before, that's wonderful," I told her.

The remark didn't register, she seemed to be studying. Then she brightened. "On second thought," she said, "I believe I'll come down for a cup of coffee."

....

Nelson continued to come to my hotel, usually twice a week, in the afternoon, bringing the blond Cedric with him. The boys could have guests at home only on Saturday evenings. How he managed to get these
afternoons off puzzled me, but I considered it none of my business to ask.

Claudia decided to take a hand, but she exaggerated my failings as a host. Her complaint was that I put a package of store cookies in the middle of the table and told everybody to go to it. And what was wrong with that? "In the first place, you need to learn how to make tea," she said changing the subject. "It isn't meant to tan leather or shellac furniture." She went out and bought me some dishes and a variety of trinkets to put on a table when I had guests. I had to carry them home. "The most important thing is to have a slops jar. That's so you don't have to take that last swallow full of twigs you don't know what to do with when you get them in your mouth." I always thought it was all right to pop them out between the teeth.

She had a habit when thinking of standing elbow in hand and a finger tip on her lips, gazing off into space. It made a charming picture. She would stand that way in my room and then she would have an idea. "I know what we'll do for Nelson. I'll bring some girls around. I know some gay things from Connecticut, over here from some female college."

So it was all for Nelson, all this buying of etchings for my room and this instructing me in tea making. But I didn't care. When Nelson came with Cedric and met the Connecticut girls, he almost caved in. Claudia must have anticipated the impulse to panic and run, because she had instructed me to close the door quickly as soon as the boys came inside. Then she made the introductions casually and the boys were trapped with teacups in their hands. It worked out all right. The
Connecticut girls knew how to make their eyes burn as they listened to the boys talk and Nelson's pompadour seemed to rear up.

This went on for several weeks and in that time I believe it rained every day. The Seine valley flooded and in Paris itself people stood along the quays and watched the water fill the arches of the bridges. Rats began to leave their cellars. Then it stayed like that, and in another day the newspapers forgot about it and the people went away from the quays.

I saw Claudia almost every day and began to grow used to carrying an umbrella. Left to myself I never bothered to try new eating places or go hunting out anything which lay off the beaten path. Meeting her changed all that. I had been going to the Bibliothèque and various stuffy archives every day during the fall and early winter, but the zest for smelling out old letters had dissipated. After I had kept up with Claudia for just one week I realized how many things there were to do. I even became interested in ballet.

I made a point also of going to the Niles' every Saturday night. I did not want Mrs. Niles thinking that her manner could frighten me off. Generally she stayed away from our gatherings before the hearth. We talked and laughed, all of us I believe hoping that our gaiety caused her some annoyance. When she did come into the room we shut up like children visited by the preacher. She walked her solemn way among us and never failed to remind us that it was bedtime.

It could not continue.

One March night, during a lashing rainstorm, Claudia came to my hotel in the Boulevard Raspail. A puddle of water gathered at her feet
as she stood in the middle of the tiny public room on the entresol while the night porter legged it up four flights to my room to announce the awaiting of a mademoiselle.

"You've got to take off your shoes and have a drink of brandy." For a moment I took her off guard. She looked down at herself and saw the puddle of water. She seemed to smile faintly.

"Never mind. I haven't time. It's nothing." She wet her lips. She looked slack-shouldered.

"I thought it would be decent to warn you that you're in for a row. Then I decided you shouldn't be dragged into it at all. You have nothing to do with it. I'm asking you to leave your hotel, now, tonight. They'll send your stuff later. And after that --" she seemed not quite sure what she meant to follow -- "you'd better not see any of us. Don't let Nelson have your address."

I grasped her arm and pulled her to a chair. I sat down beside her. What was it all about? The next moment I forgot what I was going to say because I began to say something entirely unplanned, almost unthought of, except that it couldn't have been.

"What you say is impossible. There's never been any talk between us, but we didn't have to talk. You knew it and I knew it. The first night in your apartment when I sat down next to you it was like slipping into a seat meant for me and I've been following you around ever since. Who's going to make a row?"

It was a mixed statement, but it finally aroused her. She looked alarmed.
"Take my word for it, I can't go away from you." I spoke hurriedly before she interrupted.

She was on her feet, beginning to walk away. "Pip, there's no time to talk like that. I don't know what you're talking about. You haven't listened to me." When I took a step nearer, fearing she would run away before I could reason with her, she really looked frightened.

"Please, Pip! You don't know what you're doing. I can't stay. I wish -- I wish you had listened." When tears started to her eyes she ducked her head and ran for the stairs.

If I had been hit by a crowbar I couldn't have been more stunned. She had come to me in trouble and all I had done was talk about myself! That was pretty stupid. A man couldn't be much stupider. I stood in the middle of the room for perhaps half a minute, though it could have been half an hour, so many things -- thoughts, maybe; feelings, yes -- chased themselves through my mind. I could not decide whether to follow Claudia or not. How could I repair the blunder?

I hadn't yet moved when I heard the street door slam. That startled me. Claudia must have just gone out. I could catch her! I bounded for the stairs. Then I heard a voice which stopped me cold. Mrs. Niles was down there demanding of Rene, the porter, that he call me. He would please not argue. She knew perfectly that the hour was late.

A moment later we were staring at each other. My wits did not desert me entirely. A storm was coming and I remembered that there was a second room, a cubbyhole called the salon de the, to which there was a door. The room in which we stood at the top of the landing could not be
closed off. I threw on the light in the salon de the and she entered without speaking.

Then we stared at each other again. She was paler than I remembered ever seeing her.

"I've been trying to explain to myself what you expected to get out of interfering in my family." Her eyes gave me a thorough going over, as if she were really trying to figure out something. I felt kind of naked before she spoke again.

"What reason had you for indulging my sick husband in his childish notion that the boys are being held here against their wills? And why have you encouraged my children to practice deceit on me? Claudia was never my favorite child, but at least she could be trusted. Why have you set yourself against me?"

It sounded mad. "I don't understand. Why do you ask these things?"

She ignored my question. "Has Nelson been visiting you?"

I realized that I had been hoping she would find out, but I had not foreseen how sinister my actions would appear to her.

"Seems like Nelson is old enough to choose his friends."

The answer infuriated her. A hard glare came over her eyes.

"You were encouraging him to come, and you got him to keep it from me. You and Claudia have been in this together. The boys were supposed to be walking in the Luxembourg. When I could I went with them. You will say you didn't know that. You'll say you didn't know that when Nelson went to your place, David went off to an art class,
some dirty hole in the wall...." She was quite right. The information astonished me.

"Aren't you going to say it? Why hesitate over a few more lies?"

"Mrs. Niles, you'll excuse me. This talk is useless and I'm withdrawing." My getting up and walking to the door had a decisive effect. She was up with me at once and laid her hand on my arm. The belligerent tone was gone and she seemed almost contrite. I turned back to hear what she would say, but I left the door open.

If I've been unfair, overlook it. I'm terribly upset and may say more than I mean. I hoped to appeal to your understanding, so I came here tonight. When you understand, I know you'll want to help. Our Montana boys play fair game."

Maybe she guessed from my expression that this approach was not getting her far. Her voice became solemn.

"If I should lose my boys, after working as I have, I believe I would have to die. That's what I want you to see, if you can. The whole load fell upon me. Mr. Niles never shared it. I don't hold that against him. He did what he could and he worked hard. I washed other people's clothes, kept boarders, made every penny count. He made the burden greater when he began to drink heavily. I'm sure you haven't been told that. We don't speak of it. There were years when I never knew from one day to another what was going to happen to us. Drinking and a railroad job don't go together. If he didn't kill himself he might cause the deaths of hundreds of others. I dreaded the day when he would be found out and fired. It was his brother dying five years ago and leaving money that made it possible to escape that dreadful life. I
thought when Claudia grew up she would help. She wasn't gifted in the way the boys were -- in her own way she has talent, I don't misjudge her. But I was wrong in thinking she would help me. Of course, I let her do as she pleased. I made no demands ...."

That was the last I heard. There had been a slight sound just outside the little room, the door of which was still open. I turned my head and saw Claudia just crossing the threshold.

Mrs. Niles turned too. I did not see her face but I heard her breath catch. Then all her calmness was gone. She screamed.

"Claudia!" It was not a name. It was the sound of bitterness and rage, and something that went beyond even these.

The girl's face held a fixed expression of scorn. "I told you tonight I wouldn't bother you again, but I didn't count on this. I've seen you go far to get your way, but lying was beneath you, I thought."

The words stung and brought color to Mrs. Niles' face. "You speak of lying! You -- slut!" Her eyes burned unnaturally. She bore down on Claudia, using the whole force of her will to silence her daughter. She was standing quite close when she muttered: "How dare you!"

"Yes, I dare," Claudia's voice was almost inaudible. "You lied about Father. You lied about me. I heard it all."

Mrs. Niles shrank back as if she had been slapped. Then she threw herself upon Claudia, her mind beclouded. The hour, the place, myself all forgotten. She cried incoherently of being "stabbed" and "shamed."
Claudia was scratched from temple to chin and most of her outer
clothing was torn off before I could get a grip on the raging woman.
She turned upon me, lashed out with her feet, wound her hand in my hair.
I could do no more than hold her and that very awkwardly. Suddenly she
slumped in my arms like a sack of kindling wood. I looked at her
dazedly as she slipped to the floor in an awkward heap. So we stood,
Claudia and I, while our heads cleared.

I remember the frightened face of Rene just outside the door. He
whispered something about "Tout le monde" and I seemed to see blurred
faces moving in and out of the little public room. He dashed outdoors
for a cab. We followed. Claudia was shaking, turning back to see how I
made out. But Mrs. Niles was all but lifeless in my arms. She never
moved.

It was morning, and for once it wasn't raining. But it was cold.
Fog rolled along, first in the street, then higher up. A doorway would
appear, then a dripping tree, then a shining roof. We were drinking
black coffee, sitting by a window looking out.

Claudia tried to smile but her bandaged face was not her own. It
would not respond. She reached for my hand.

"Her nerves broke once before," she said, as if in answer to a
question. But I had asked nothing. "That was when I refused to quit
high school and go to work. She wanted me to sling hash to help support
the boys. They were dead against it too when they heard. Later, when I
could help, it wasn't the same. Now that she's ill, I'll stop hating
her. She'll be a person needing help, not my enemy. But I can't cheer yet."

Her hand lay on mine. She wasn't looking at me just then. But in a moment she would be. I waited.

Oh, yes. About the boys. Nelson teaches music in a New Jersey high school, where he takes the band out for marching exercises once a week; while David, who had more substance, returned to Montana. He is now instructor in history at the State University. Very promising student.
Six Beautiful in Paris

Waldo Verriman was calculating, with his fine gray eyes slightly squinted and his face turned away from his enthusiastic brother. How inconvenient would it be to him, this chance meeting with the brother who had been "lost" in the West for twenty years? To meet him in Paris, of all places!

"Yes, Rob, we'll have to do that." With what infinite care he let the words slip out! His white teeth cut the words off in chaste portions, his waxed moustache nibbled cautiously. Even so, he had not been careful enough. He realized at once.

"Fine! Wally! Just a thought. Let's go right away."

One could not mistake it Waldo thought, and seemed to wince. He did not look toward neighboring round-topped tables. He did not need to, to know that everybody was looking, that these garçons were standing together, eyebrow lifting. One could not mistake it — his brother had been living out of doors.

"We'll go right up, now!" The voice boomed.

"But ...." The inner wrist of his right hand resting on the edge of the marble table top, Waldo raised his closed fingers upward. That was his only gesture .... "it might not be convenient for your family this hour of the day -- might not be home .... Besides I really have a luncheon engagement at two .... Supposing I call this evening ...."

The brothers looked at each other, Waldo calculating, his eyes were open now and looking with studied ease; Robert, the elder, smiling
his pleasure even if he did feel slightly nettled. Each began to remember things which in the first moments of excitement over this unexpected meeting in a Rond Point des Champs Elysees Cafe had been forgotten.

Waldo had not changed, that was what Robert noticed. Impeccable Waldo, who, even as a boy, had been careful of his fingernails. With inward mockery, Robert decided that he would have to remind his brother of that -- but later, when they got better acquainted. He had been something of a scholar too, had Waldo. Through the long summer days of greedy pleasure away from school dullness, Waldo had kept to his French history, novels and poetry. Everybody counted on him becoming a professor, and he did. By now, he ought to know French inside out. Twenty years had not changed his habits, but they had crowned him with grace. Where before he was precise and well scrubbed, there was now authority in his mustache waxed to a spike and in the margin of starched cuff which flashed upon the eye as he lifted his coffee cup to his waiting pursed lips. Authority, indeed. Citizen of the world. One arm resting on the nub of a walking stick. Waldo Verriman -- Professor of Romance Languages. His face had a lovely indoor pallor, his jaw was sharp and [...], and his nose long and narrow, his eye gray and expressive -- the women probably loved him.

Robert remarked all that and could not withhold a cheery sarcasm.

"We don't stand much on ceremony at our house. Come any time it suits you."

"Thank you, Robert. I'll come along this evening -- say seven-thirty?"
Waldo was bowing, backing away rapidly. As he came up the last time and turned on his heel the smile which had been shining so pleasantly went flat, as suddenly as a light bulb turned off. Robert watched him settle his gray felt hat at a nice angle as he walked away. he watched the walking stick swing upward, then tap in time with the left stride, swing upward, tap, then, at the street intersection, swing up under the right arm, nub forward. There was authority in that swing of a cane.

Robert smiled to himself, gave his head a quick, admiring shake, and turned in the opposite direction.

....

It was a difficult evening in every way.

Dinner was eaten in the hotel dining room in the midst of mirror-encrusted pillars and gleaming, bare backs, to the accompaniment of digestible music.

Waldo -- who was being called Uncle Waldo timidly -- came as near to snorting as his impeccability and waxed mustache would permit.

"Do you eat here -- always?" he half-paused in sitting down, as if there might yet be a way out.

Lucy, Robert's wife, florid in evening dress, compromised her taste by replying, "Yes, Waldo .... Isn't it charming?"

Robert swung to her side, speaking not so boominly as was his want: "Not that the people aren't kind of starchy. But it makes you feel like you're seeing the real thing. Continental, Waldo. I guess you know what that is."
Waldo was irritated, bored with himself for having given way to the feeling of a family tie. He might have been dining enjoyably in the Rue Cambon -- with Julia Apperron. The thought of it increased his irritation.

Robert in his blundering way was asking Waldo to do the honors in ordering the meal. "You can find your way through these French meals better than me, I don't doubt. Let's see what you can do."

"Dining can be an art," Waldo said quietly. It was the first thing he had yet said that gave him any satisfaction.

Robert and Lucy found it necessary to talk a great deal, both of course feeling themselves obliged to let it be known that stock raising in Montana had not been a bad venture for them; indeed it had given them, while they were still not too old, release from further labor. They had to tell, too, of their son, Ronald, who had been in Paris already two years studying. Ronald thought he would be a writer -- and good promise he had too. The publishers wrote him excellent letters. They were here to spend a few months with him -- not to get in his way. They thought he ought to be left alone. He was a good boy and needed no minding. It was part for company sake they wanted to be with him a while and see what he was planning. And what did Waldo think -- the boy was in love! He had written them a bit about the girl, not revealingly, and now they were just discussing that the two were very much in love, thinking of marriage. Except that the girl had ambitions, too, in music, and both were kind of holding back. Yet very much in love.

"It's beautiful, how they're in love!" Lucy said, starry eyed in the discreet table light.
This talk went on and on, and the meal which Waldo had ordered with such extreme care passed unnoticed through untasting lips. In politeness he asked:

"Who's the girl?"

"Oh, a sweet girl" Lucy cooed. "Julia Steinberg's the name -- from New York."

Waldo looked from Lucy to Robert and stopped eating. He even laid down his fork and with great deliberation wiped his mouth, passing the serviette from the parting in his mustache to the right, then to the left. With great gravity he swallowed the remaining Chablis in his glass and let his eye roam upward to catch the garcon's eye and signal that the glasses should be replenished all around. When the garcon had discreetly withdrawn, he commented:

"Really -- is that so? Julia Steinberg -- then she's Jewish?"

Now it was Lucy who was surprised into motionlessness. Her blue starry eyes grew large as she returned Waldo's gaze. His tone puzzled her.

"Why, I suppose she is. I never thought of it. She's uncommonly good looking, I can say that. And they tell me she plays the piano real well."

Waldo returned his attention to his food and the conversation sagged into silence. He took two neat portions of fish before speaking.

"I dare say." He seemed to be uninformed. "Women of her race are often beauties, when they're young especially."
Lucy and Robert exchanged glances, then Robert tried:
"You seem to have reservations, Waldo -- am I right?"
He recalled vividly the scene in the post-office when Marian had given him the locket which he now held in his hand. To the casual observer it could have appeared nothing more than a trinket, rather neatly made, but not at all extraordinary. Nothing to compel a second glance. On one side was a simple arrangement of Greek lines, and on the opposite side the words, "All the Love in the World," and her initials, "M.L." — Marian Lockwood.

Yes, the scene was still fresh in his memory, although it had been, oh -- years, -- does it matter how many? He had gone down to the post-office, the mail having arrived on the late afternoon train, and while waiting for it to be distributed had stood talking to her in one corner. True, the entire population of Hedges had been watching them, as many as could crowd into the tiny room, at least, but that had not mattered.

"When are you leaving, Bob?" she had asked him.

"Tonight for sure," he had answered. After that there had been a long pause.

"And you won't be back -- for a long time?"

"I must make money, Marian, and how's a fellow to do it in this town? There are enough here now; they never get anywhere, just work, eat, and sleep. I don't see how they can stand it! But I'll be back in a few years."
"But do you feel sure of making money in the city? Mr. Crane wants you to work in his store, and it would be just a little white..."

"Oh, spuds, I'd deliver groceries the rest of my life and never get any farther! No, it's a dead cinch I can do better'n that in the city!" And then had followed another long pause.

"Will you always care -- a lot?" she finally asked.

"Of course I will, it could be no other way, Marian. A man never forgets ...."

"Here, take this. It just came this morning, and don't ever, ever forget! And, and -- good-bye." And thrusting the locket into his bewildered, outstretched hand, she had run from the building, forgetting her mail.

Someone had snickered. At the recollection he had a sudden vision of how amusing he must have appeared, standing there holding the locket, blushing perhaps. But the snickering had jerked him back to reality; a very confused reality. In a heat of perplexity he, too, had dashed through the door without his mail.

And all that seemed to be years and years ago!

He picked up a telegram from the bed on which he was sitting, and the words seemed to shout themselves from the written page: "Marian died this morning. Pneumonia. Please come." He laid the message down, and again gazed at the locket, bewilderment and confusion written on his face. Of course he could come, but why, now that it was all over.

It seemed to him, now, as he sat on the edge of the bed moodily staring out of the window, that he had been indifferently listening to a concert. And it must have been beautiful, for now that the music had
ceased and the musicians and patrons departed the concert hall had grown suddenly dull and cold. Nor did he have the power to call them back again. Could he gain anything by going after them? ... Perhaps he did not visualize the concert hall, nor the musicians and patrons, but he did feel that the song and dance were over. No, he would not go back.

It wasn't a very large room, and it faced a side alley. Directly out of his window he could see the dull brick wall of Crantz's "New and Slightly Used Haberdashery," with the added information, "The Workingman's Friend," painted in staggered white letters upon a purple background. There were duller streaks marked grotesquely by rain-water that had dripped from the clogged drain-pipe; and there were also many green lichen stains, for the air was damp with the breath of the bay that lay just a short way off.

The bed on which the man sat was a straggling bit of furniture, as were most of the articles in the room. It was a room one might find in any lodging-house along the water-front of any coast city. The air was damp, for it had rained all the morning, and the fog still clung stickily to the ground and buildings.

Bob was foreman of a long-shoreman gang, and made good wages. He could have "gone back" months before. Yes, he should have gone back to her long before this. He had been away for years. Now she was dead, and someone at her death-bed had asked him to come, perhaps at her request. Was it fitting that he should go after all this waiting? It is doubtful if he was conscious of all the mental reasoning occurring in his mind. There are times when the mind becomes an organism apart, and through sheer lack of guidance maintains its own equilibrium.
It was a long time before he was certain of a definite purpose. He wasn't sure that he had been searching for a fixed plan. He wouldn't go back. It was needless. No one really cared. The telegram was merely the fulfillment of a last request. And so what did it matter? There were none to tell him how he should live, and none who cared how he acted in a crisis of this sort. His dream was ended; he made for himself a new dream. He would go away, severing all contacts with those who had known him; after that, life would work itself out.

The fog lifted for a moment, but the night slipped in to take its place.

II

There was a little rustic bench about fifty yards back from the water's edge. A tiny stream tumbled past it, struggled for a minute across a short stretch of sand, then slid off into the silvery heaving breast of the ocean. The moon slipped from cloud to cloud, throwing the land into shifting reliefs of black and white. The air was warm with the balm of June -- warmth and gentleness indescribable. Except for an occasional long-drawn sob, rising to a full-voiced climax, and then fading into a faintly heard sigh from the restive waters, there was silence -- the age-old voice of pensiveness. It was a silence that seemed to lift one from the commonalty of fact and existence into silent communion with the stars.

Seated on the bench at the foot of a great shadowy tree was a young couple. When they spoke at all it was in the barest whisper. They seemed more absorbed in the utter peacefulness of things than the mere exchange of words.
"Wouldn't it be wonderful if the moments like this could live on forever -- without end ...!"

"Oh, but they do, my dear girl, in a man's memory. That is one thing you can never destroy -- the recollection of things beautiful. That, I believe, is the creed of the living -- to remember!"

The two were silent again after this. His arm slipped down around her shoulders, she drew closer and relaxed, calmly happy. Presently, from somewhere in the rear of the two, came drifting the muffled strains of music, a slowly swinging waltz. The girl laughed softly.

"I wonder if they have missed us yet; if they will wonder where we have gone?"

"Let them bother. This will be our last night together for some time."

"Oh, are you leaving? I didn't know that."

"I didn't either, until this afternoon. I had been waiting in dread for it to happen, though -- a European representative to visit the firm, you see."

"That will be lovely. But when will you be back to Manor-on-the-Height, Lon? It must be soon."

Again there was silence -- and the boom of the breathing water. The music could only be heard at long intervals, when the scarcely moving breeze from the vast ocean would cease altogether for a brief moment. She reached up and was fumbling with his watch-chain, pulling at it coquettishly. But suddenly growing more serious, and giving him an appealing look, she exclaimed:
"Lon, I hope our love will be as eternal as those stars up there!"

"It will be, dear!"

As though perfectly certain that her prayer would be answered even as he predicted she resumed her play with his chain. Presently she asked:

"Why do you love me?"

The man didn't answer for a strained minute. "That is a hard question to answer. I don't know just how to answer it. It's not for your physical qualities alone. And they are so many. Does anyone know why he loves another person?"

"I should think he would. But you do, don't you? Love me, I mean."

"Yes, of course."

At this last answer she gave his watch-chain a rather hard tug, pulling one end of it out of his pocket.

"Oh, see what I've done. Excuse me please! My, what an odd piece you have for your chain! What is it? Just a locket? There's something written on the back. I can't make it out. Where did you get it? If I may ask!"

"It's just a piece of tin, it really has no meaning," and he made to put it back in his pocket.

"May I see it, please? The writing, though, I can't make it out. What does it say?"

"Do you really want to know?"
"Yes .... No, I'm just curious, is all. Don't bother. I'll put it back."

"It might make a difference -- I should, though."

"How you are talking! Why should you? What is it?"

"Promise me -- never mind. This is the writing: 'All the love in the world,' and 'M.L.' Marian Lockwood's initials."

"Marian Lockwood! Who was she?"

"A girl I once knew."

"And you loved her? Tell me!"

"I hardly know."

"You hardly .... Oh, Lon, speak to me. Tell me. You loved her?" She was watching his face eagerly.

"That was so long ago. ... How can I say!"

"Then you don't know for sure if you love me?"

"Oh, I do! Yes, Dear Girl."

She sat staring at him, and under the sharpness of her eyes a strange, haunting confusion overtook him. He glanced away. He tried to talk, to tell her Marian Lockwood was dead, that it had only been youthful infatuation. But he couldn't. It seemed such a useless thing to do. She was speaking, softly:

"No, Lon, I'm afraid of you. I could never be sure, you see. One ought to be sure at a time like this, don't you think? Come, let us go in now. How chilly it is. Oh, look, the moon has come out ... Perhaps it was just the moon, after all ...!" Without waiting for him she started off.
The man stood for a moment watching the water come and go with a
certain rhythm; an uncertain rhythm. There was a look of bewilderment
in his eyes. He turned and spoke quickly:

"Alice...."

The girl had already stepped across the tiny tumbling stream, and
was ascending a trail into the night.

III

It was a large room, and the deep shadows made it appear even
larger. The shades were pulled and any faint light that might have
crept in was absorbed by thick rugs and tapestries. A low light burned
at a little table covered with papers.

The air was heavy with the odor of medicines. A nurse leaned
over the side of an immense canopied bed, as though listening to the
breathing of the quiet form that occupied it. Another nurse talked in
low, earnest tones to three doctors who had gathered close to the little
table. As she talked she would occasionally point to the papers, or
pick them up and glance through them. There was a feeling of
expectancy, and of patient waiting.

Children's voices shrill with laughter were heard very faintly.
The rumble of a dray sounded far off.

The figure in the bed moved slightly; his hand moving across his
breast to his neck. His limps became tense after that. The nurse
catched her breath and looked more closely at the blanched face, then
moved quickly toward the group of doctors. They appeared to be waiting
for her, and at her whispered words nodded knowingly.
One of the trio walked to the bedside, and bend down to the lips. He pulled the covers back to straighten out the arms, and found one hand tightly clenched about a small object, as though the dying man had clutched it with his last conscious strength. With a slight wrench the fingers were pulled apart, and a tiny silver locket was disclosed. A silver trinket neatly made, but not at all extraordinary. It was nothing to compel a second glance.

The doctor removed the locket from the man's neck, where it hung by a frail chain. He examined it hastily, and found it to be worn smooth on either side.

"What is it?" asked the nurse at his elbow.

"Oh, just a piece of tin. Rather old, I fancy." Laying the locket on the service-table by the head of the bed, he pulled the sheets over the body, and glanced at his watch.
Notes

There are three versions of "Manhattan Wedlock" in the D'Arcy McNickle collection at The Newberry Library. The holograph shows clear traces of editing while version three, which became the text included here, shows no editorial comments. The differences between the versions are minimal.

According to the address on the clean copy D'Arcy McNickle finished the short story only after he had moved to Washington D.C. in 1936.

The holograph of "Let the War Be Fought" is incomplete and only covers the short story to the scene where Matthews asks Lorella whether she says Civil or Confederacy War. This handwritten version has been edited by D'Arcy McNickle who crossed sentences and words out so heavily that it proves impossible to read them.

Furthermore some stray pages from a typed version are mixed in with the holograph of "Let the War Be Fought;" they have been edited too.

The clean copy is undated, but shows a Washington D.C. address; D'Arcy McNickle finished the short story therefore after he moved there in 1936.

The version of "In the Alien Corn" in this collection is the only one among the D'Arcy McNickle papers. Even though the address on the short story - Boulder, Colorado - and a letter attached to it indicate that this clean copy was typed in 1955, he had used the idea of
the short story much earlier in his early drafts of his first novel, *The Surrounded*, which was then called *The Hungry Generations*. The plot in the novel is the same: the main character, Archilde, encounters the Burness family in Paris, a family that consists of a strong mother, a sick father, two sons who are gifted musicians and the daughter Claudia. Archilde also falls in love with Claudia, but he hurriedly leaves Paris after Mrs. Burness' outburst and after he has received the news of his mother's death through the Superintendent of the Flathead reservation. Another decisive factor in his decision to leave Paris and Claudia is his recognition that his roots are in his native Montana and that he cannot expatriate himself; in fact, it is Claudia who brings him to that realization. When D'Arcy McNickle rewrote *The Hungry Generations* in 1935 and 1936, he took Archilde's travels out of the novel, but he must have decided then that the Archilde-Burness encounter would make a good short story. The subject matter is not dated as he points out in a letter to the editor of *The New Yorker Magazine* on March 21, 1955: "The first draft was written about twenty years ago (imagine!) then something happened a few days to remind me of it. So I got it out, shook a good deal of dust out of it, and here it is." (The D'Arcy McNickle Papers, The Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois) As far as I was able to ascertain however, the short story has never been published.

*Only the handwritten version of this piece of short fiction, "Six Beautiful in Paris," is among D'Arcy McNickle's papers at The Newberry. There is a possibility that this piece of writing is a fragment and was only meant to be the beginning of a longer story, but*
it can certainly stand on its own with its exquisite descriptions and
poignant ironies

The piece of short fiction is neither dated nor does it show an
address that would give an estimate of the time it was written in.

5"The Silver Locket" was published in The Frontier (Vol. 4 Nov.
1923, pp. 18 - 21) under Dahlberg. No drafts, notes and other versions
of this short story are among D'Arcy McNickle's papers.
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